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Abstract
Relatively little is known about the role of eddies in controlling subduction in the eastern
half of the subtropical gyre. Here, a new tool to study the eastern North Atlantic Ocean
is created by combining a regional, eddy-resolving numerical model with observations
to produce a state estimate of the ocean circulation. The estimate is a synthesis of a
variety of in-situ observations from the Subduction Experiment, TOPEX/POSEIDON
altimetry, and the MIT General Circulation Model. A novel aspect of this work is the
search for an initial eddy field and eddy-scale open boundary conditions by the use of
an adjoint model. The adjoint model for this region of the ocean is stable and yields
useful information despite concerns about the chaotic nature of eddy-resolving models.
The method is successful because the dynamics are only weakly nonlinear in the eastern
region of the subtropical gyre. Therefore, no fundamental obstacle exists to constraining
the model to both the large scale circulation and the eddy scale in this region of the
ocean. Individual eddy trajectories can also be determined.
The state estimate is consistent with observations, self-consistent with the equations
of motion, and it explicitly resolves eddy-scale motions with a 1/6' grid. Therefore, sub-
duction rates, volume budgets, and buoyancy budgets are readily diagnosed in a phys-
ically interpretable context. Estimates of eddy subduction for the eastern subtropical
gyre of the North Atlantic are larger than previously calculated from parameterizations
in coarse-resolution models. Eddies contribute up to 40 n/yr of subduction locally.
Furthermore, eddy subduction rates have typical magnitudes of 15% of the total sub-
duction rate. To evaluate the net effect of eddies on an individual density class, volume
budgets are diagnosed. Eddies contribute as much as 1 Si to diapycnal flux, and hence
subduction, in the density range 25.5 < o < 26.5. Eddies have a integrated impact
which is sizable relative to the 2.5 Sv of diapycnal flux by the mean circulation. A
combination of Eulerian and isopycnal maps suggest that the North Equatorial Current
and the Azores Current are the geographical centers of eddy subduction. The findings of
this thesis imply that the inability to resolve or accurately parameterize eddy subduction
in climate models would lead to an accumulation of error in the structure of the main
thermocline, even in the eastern subtropical gyre, which is a region of comparatively
weak eddy motions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Subduction and the general circulation
Throughout the subtropical regions of the world ocean, the atmosphere has a window to
influence the structure of the main therniocline and upper ocean; the window is opened
in the process of subduction. Subduction is the transfer of fluid from the mixed layer into
the interior thermocline by combined vertical and horizontal flow, or by thermodynamic
forcing. The process is typically quantified by the volume flux of subducted fluid per
unit horizontal area, known as an entrainment velocity. In general, subduction carries
surface properties of the ocean downward and out of direct atmospheric contact. There-
fore, the water-mass characteristics of the mid-latitude upper ocean directly reflect the
process of subduction. The mid-latitude upper ocean has an enormous heat capacity and
plays an obvious role in climate studies (Broecker 1991; Hartmann 1994). In addition,
subduction primarily determines the pathways of influence and information flow. For
example, tropical-subtropical exchanges primarily take place through subducted water
and through pathways made available by subduction (McCreary and Lu 1994; Deser and
Blackmon 1995; Malanotte-Rizzoli et al. 2000; Lazar et al. 2002). The sensitivity of the
composition of the subtropical ocean to atmospheric forcing raises concern because of
global climate change; however, the historical record of subduction rates is exceedingly
sparse. The impact of the atmosphere on a large class of water nasses is not quantifiable
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without understanding the process of subduction.
Subduction influences more than the water-mass properties of the upper ocean; due
to the strong coupling of the density field and the velocity field by geostrophy, subduction
helps set the inherent timescales of oceanic motions. The depth and slope of the main
thermocline reflect how fast the ocean is moving. Thermocline depth fundamentally
determines baroclinic wave properties (Pedlosky 1987), and the therniocline slope is
related to velocity through thermal wind balance (Pond and Pickard 1983). Studies have
hypothesized that the timnescales of subduction may also set the frequency of climate
oscillations, such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (Czaja and Frankignoul 2002) or
the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Gu and Philander 1997). As shown here,
subduction is an important process that influences the "clock" of both the internal
ocean circulation and atmosphere-ocean coupling.
1.1.1 Review of subduction
The original theories describing subduction were based upon gross large-scale observa-
tions of the ocean (also see Price (2001) for a detailed review of subduction theory).
From North Atlantic atlases of temperature and salinity (Wiist 1935; Defant 1936),
Montgomery (1938) suggested that Ekman convergence in the near-surface ocean drove
fluid into the deeper ocean. A volume budget calculation in a "stream-tube" confirmed
that the rate of fluid transfer has the same order of magnitude as the Eknian pumping
rate. Montgomery's idea of subduction by vertical velocity at the base of the mixed
layer is the precursor to today's concept of subduction. In fact, almost all of the later
work in ocean theory is based upon the idea that the Ekuman layer can force the deeper
geostrophic circulation. The region of negative wind stress curl, and hence Ekman con-
vergence, generally defines the "subtropical gyre" (Pedlosky 1996). Iselin (1939) showed
the striking similarity between a meridional section of late-winter mixed-layer properties
and a vertical profile of temperature and salinity in the North Atlantic. He suggested
that surface layer properties slide down density surfaces to set the properties of the
interior ocean. As an aside, Iselin did not call upon mass lateral movement to explain
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Figure 1-1: A depth-time schematic of Stoinmel's mixed-layer demon. An upper ocean
water column with seasonally-varying mixed-layer depth (thick, dashed line) and down-
ward Ekman pumping leads to net transfer of fluid from the seasonal to main thermo-
cline. Effective subduction only occurs in a short time period because subducted water
is re-entrained into the mixed layer. The last permanently-subducted water of year 1
(thin, dashed line) leaves the mixed layer in March. From Williams et al. (1995).
the connection between surface and depth, but instead remarked that "lateral turbu-
lence" could be responsible. Forty years passed before Stommel (1979) explained why
late-winter surface properties reflect those at depth. He showed that the typical sea-
sonal excursion of the mixed layer is larger than the vertical displacement of water, and
hence, only late-winter subducted water avoids entrainment back into the mixed layer
(see Fig. 1-1). Later, a primitive equation model showed that the so-called "mixed-layer
demon" did indeed allow only a short window for subduction to affect the main ther-
mocline (Williams et al. 1995). All of these previous studies showed the great extent to
which the ocean's large-scale hydrographic structure is explained by subduction.
The relationship between the mixed layer, the main thermocline, and wind forcing
was made explicit in the steady thermocline model of Luyten et al. (1983). Earlier
mathematical models, such as the work of Robinson and Stommel (1959) and Welander
(1961), sought similarity solutions to a steady thermocline externally driven by an Ek-
man layer, but did not provide much physical insight. More than twenty years later, the
theory of the ventilated theriocline (Luyten et al. 1983) introduced a layered model
that explained the "bowl-like" shape of the subtropical main thermocline. The venti-
lated thermocline circulation was steady, inviscid and geostrophically balanced below
the mixed layer, and driven by Ekman pumping at the surface. The division of the
ocean into separate vertical layers, particularly the separation of the mixed layer and
underlying stratum, advanced our physical understanding. The direct influence of the
atmosphere on oceanic properties in the surface layer was termed "ventilation", which
conjures the image of exposure to air. Below the surface layer, the "subducted" lay-
ers conserved potential vorticity and were adiabatic. In the limit of a many-layered
or continuous model, subduction and ventilation are identical (Cushman-Roisin 1987;
Huang 1990). The ventilated thermocline theory predicted ocean domains with distinct
dynamics due to differing pathways of subducted water. As foreseen by Montgomery's
stream-tube model, a large portion of the gyre subducts water southward and downward.
Nevertheless, subducted water does not pass through the unmoving eastern boundary
region, termed the shadow zone. Conversely, the western boundary has an unventilated
region with homogenized potential vorticity (Rhines and Young 1982). These theoreti-
cal studies used potential vorticity as a framework to view the ocean circulation. The
theory of Luyten et al. (1983) provides the basic concepts that many later studies of
subduction rely upon.
One key omission in ventilated thermocline theory was a realistic mixed layer with
variable thickness and thermodynamics. When the mixed layer has spatially-varying
thickness, horizontal velocity causes subduction. The lateral flow of fluid across a sloping
mixed-layer base is called lateral induction (Huang 1990). Near strong currents like the
Gulf Stream, lateral induction typically produces subduction rates of 100 m/yr or more,
even though the average Ekman pumping rate is only 30 m/yr (Woods 1985; Marshall
and Nurser 1991). Another shortcoming of the ventilated thermocline model was the lack
of mixed-layer thermodynamics. Subduction undoubtedly affects the water masses of the
interior ocean from a kinematic point of view, but nixed-layer thermodynamic forcing is
the primary way that new water masses are formed (Walin 1982; Speer and Tziperman
1992; Garrett et al. 1995). The kinematics of subduction and the thermodynamics of
the mixed layer were reconciled in the work of Marshall et al. (1999), where accurate
diagnosis of mixing and entrainment in a general circulation model (GCM) showed
that the two processes are intimately related. In summary, the addition of a more
realistic mixed layer is necessary to quantify accurately the niany processes which affect
subduction.
According to a recent textbook (Wunsch 1996), "the central distinguishing feature
of oceanography as a branch of fluid dynamics is the extreme difficulty of obtaining
observations." This is still true. However, with the advent of satellite measurements
and the continuation of intensive field programs, oceanographers now have greater ca-
pability to observe the ocean than ever before. The unprecedented supply of new data
shows clearly that the ocean moves on all space and time scales and must be studied as
such. With subduction, recent work has begun to consider the net impact of small-scale
motions. The role of "eddies", small-scale motions with a characteristic lengthscale of
100 - 400km, is especially murky. Eddies act to diffuse tracers as well as providing an
effective advection by a "bolus velocity". Marshall (1997) showed that the bolus veloc-
ity (Gent et al. 1995) is responsible for eddy-induced subduction (Figure 1-2). Hence,
regions with large bolus velocities have large subduction rates due to eddies. The nu-
mierical model study of Hazeleger and Drijfhout (2000) showed intense eddy subduction
near the Gulf Stream, a region with large bolus velocities. Furthermore, baroclinic insta-
bility associated with oceanic fronts provided a mechanism for subduction (Spall 1995;
Follows amid Marshall 1996). In the face of high-resolution observations, large-scale,
steady theories may be irrelevant. Will these theories stand up to quantitative analysis?
The inherently turbulent character of the observed ocean forces the revision of recent
theories of subduction.
Figure 1-2: Schematic of eddy-driven subduction. Time-variable motions near a density
front, marked by tightly packed isopycnals thin limes, can transport fluid below the
mixed-layer base, marked by the boundary between high and low potential vorticity
(bold line). Following Walin (1982). Figure from J. Marshall (pers. comm.).
1.1.2 The Subduction Experiment
Goals of the field study
The overall goal of the Subduction Experiment was to understand the sequence of events
leading to subduction, and the subsequent movement and transformation of subducted
water. Subduction is primarily due to large-scale forcing by the atmosphere, especially
by the wind. The accurate measurement of the large-scale atmospheric forcing was
therefore a necessary goal of the experiment. From a purely kinematic point of view,
the Subduction Experiment also sought the large scale mean surface flow and its con-
vergence, because this forces water downward. Connections between the kinematic and
thermodynamic viewpoints were specifically sought by the experiment; in other words,
the basic dynamic balances in the ocean were unknown. Finally, the degree of non-
locality in the process of subduction was to be determined as well. Furthermore, the
Subduction Experiment was part of the much larger World Ocean Circulation Experi-
ient (WOCE), and the goals stated here are but a subset of the overall WOCE goals
(Siedler et al. 2001).
To achieve these goals, the eastern subtropical North Atlantic Ocean was chosen as
the site of the Subduction Experiment. The region has a large-scale pattern of negative
wind stress curl (Stommel 1979; Moyer and Weller 1995) and observations have shown
that subduction occurs there (Jenkins 1987). Also, the eddy kinetic energy is low in
relation to western boundary currents or the tropics (Stanmier 1997). The experiment
comprised three separate field deployments between June, 1991, and June, 1993. An
array of five moorings observed both oceanic and meteorological fields (Brink et al. 1995).
They were spaced in a "X" pattern over with typical separation of 1000 kilometers in
order to quantify largescale changes in atmospheric variables. Mooring locations are
marked in Figure 1-3. The meteorological component of moorings measured short and
longwave radiation, humidity, wind speed, temperature, and rainfall. The large scale
Berimuda-Azores high dominated the atmospheric variability in the region (Moyer and
Weller 1995). Below the surface, the moorings measured subsurface velocities (typically
Subduction Experiment Data
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Figure 1-3: The Subduction Experiment was an intensive field experiment designed to
study the subduction of fluid from the mixed layer into the main thermocline. This
study uses 5 moorings (marked by "X") with temperature, velocity, and meteorological
observations. TOPEX/Poseidon altimetry (marked by bold, solid tracks) is also used
here. The thin solid lines are depth contours with an interval of 1000 m.
with Vector Measuring Current Meters and with Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers)
and temperatures to a depth of 1500 meters. All of the moorings were deployed south
and west of the Azores Current in order to remain in a low eddy kinetic energy region
of the ocean, presumably because the original experiment planners believed that high
values of eddy energy would obscure their findings. This thesis takes the viewpoint that
the eddy energy is an intrinsic part of the process, and that it can not be ignored without
careful analysis. As can be seen above, the deployment of the five moorings had specific
science objectives in mind, and this study reviews whether the specific objectives were
miet.
State Estimate Obs. Withheld Obs. Previously used Obs.
Mooring Temperature WOCE hydrography Bobber, SOFAR, and ALACE floats
Mooring Velocity Mooring heat fluxes Sea-Soar profiles
TOPEX/POSEIDON altimetry NATRE, Tritiun-Helium
Table 1.1: Summary of the observations. The state estimate observations were used
explicitly to constrain the model. The center column indicates observations that were
later used as an independent check on the state estimate. Previous studies have used the
assortment of observations in the third colunn, but they were not directly used here.
In addition to the mooring data, other quantities were measured. The nmoorings were
refurbished every 8 months, so there were many hydrographic transects during transit.
Over 800 standard CTD stations and thirteen surveys with a SeaSoar towed profiler were
taken (Pallant et al. 1995; Joyce et al. 1998). The near-surface flow field was measured
with the drifters of P. Niiler and J. Paduan, and deeper measurements by twenty-eight
SOFAR. (Sound Fixing and Ranging) and bobber floats characterized the flow in the
region (Sundermeyer and Price 1998). Bobber floats rested at a preprogrammed density
level, and profiled in a pre-specified density band every other day. Eleven ALACE (Au-
tonomous LAgrangian Circulation Explorer) floats of R. Davis were also in the region.
Approximately eighty other floats of A. Bower, P. Richardson, and W. Zenk specifically
studied the Mediterranean Outflow. Dye and dye-like studies were also carried out si-
imultaneously. The North Atlantic Tracer Release Experiment (NATRE) occurred very
near the central Subduction Experiment mooring during the same time period (Ledwell
et al. 1993). Tritiun-Helium observations of W. Jenkins also characterize rates of sub-
duction and dispersion of water iasses. Last but not least, the TOPEX/POSEIDON
sea surface height observations began in October, 1992, and overlap half of the Subduc-
tion Experiment. As a whole, the Subduction Experiment was an intensive field study
with a wide variety of instrumentation.
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Results from the Subduction Experiment
Close comparison of the Subduction Experiment and ocean theory gave rise to startling
differences. Theories of ventilation and subduction have focused on the large-scale and
steady ocean (Luyten et al. 1983; Woods 1985). In contrast, mesoscale eddy energy was
a ubiquitous feature of all observations and it was not obvious that it can be ignored.
Joyce et al. (1998) showed that SeaSoar profiles of subducted water have mesoscale vari-
ability that is not damped by the process of subduction. Mixing after initial formation
was crucial to the evolving water mass properties of subducted fluid. From these obser-
vations, Joyce et al. (1998) made objective maps of the mesoscale eddy field on a scale
of 100 kilometers. Sundermeyer et al. (1998) used the ALACE floats of the Subduction
Experiment to calculate particle dispersion rates and strain rates of mesoscale eddy field.
The results of the Tracer Release Experiment (Ledwell et al. 1993) confirmed the similar
diffusive effect of the small scale ocean circulation. Other differences to ocean theory
came from geographic complications. Heliuni-tritium observations (Robbins et al. 2000)
showed that the Azores Current acted as a barrier to the net mass flux of subduction
(Figure 1-4). According to ventilated thermocline theory, this would create a pool of
homogenized potential vorticity (PV) behind the barrier (Rhines and Young 1982), but
such a PV distribution is not observed. Robbins et al. (2000) appealed to the diffusive
nature of subduction in this case, which is reminiscent of the net effect of the mesoscale
eddy field. Weller (2003) and Weller et al. (2004) further remark that "mean advection
[alone] cannot explain how water is carried into the mixed layer ... and eddy transport
processes should be considered." Perhaps these differences to theory should not be so
surprising; the observational view of the ocean as fundamentally turbulent sometimes
opposes theoretical tradition.
Moyer and Weller (1995) focused on the impact of the moored meteorological mea-
surements. They showed the inability of climatological datasets of atmospheric forcing
to adequately represent the forcing at the mooring sites. Large errors in heat flux and
oversmoothing were deficiencies in the climatologies. Systematic biases reach 50% of
the total signal. Moyer and Weller (1995) warned that mean subduction rates or mean
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Figure 1-4: Schematic of the Ipatlhways of ventilation on three isopycnal surfaces. Each
surface is defined by its o-0 value. Montgomery streanmfunction (thin, black tines), the
mean circulationi (yellow arrows), and time winter outcrop line (magenta dashed tine)
are plotted for each surface. Differemnt mechanisms nmust explain thme variety of observed
subduction paths. From Robbins et al. (1998).
Ekman pumping rates calculated from these climatological datasets (i.e., Woods 1985;
Marshall et al. 1993) may not be representative. For example, Marshall et al. (1993)
calculate a mean subduction rate of 80 - 100 rn/yr in the eastern subtropical gyre, al-
though measurements for the Subduction Experiment time period were much lower. In
summary, ocean modelers either need improved forcing fields, or they should consider
the model output to be very uncertain.
A hierarchy of models has been used to simulate the dynamics of the Subduction
Experiment region. This was (and remains) a necessary avenue of research because
the spatial and temporal resolution of the observations was not high enough to diagnose
accurate dynamical balances. The hierarchy of models ranged between the "pipe" model
of Robbins et al. (2000), the two-layer quasi-geostrophic model of Sundermeyer and
Price (1998), and the primitive equation models of Spall (1990) and Spall et al. (2000).
In particular, Spall et al. (2000) attempted to quantify subduction rates, dynamical
balances, and the role of eddies by using a global coarse resolution Climate System Model
(CSM) of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Typical subduction
rates were over 100 m/yr in the wall of the North Atlantic Current and 40 rn/yr away
from that region, with a 5 - 10% contribution from eddy motions (Figure 1-5). This
was the first attempt to make a region-wide quantitative analysis of the Subduction
Experiment dynamics. The study used an eddy-parameterization scheme to describe the
role of eddies in subduction. A qualitative comparison of the model with observations
was also made. This thesis aims to extend and improve the line of research started by
Spall et al. (2000).
1.1.3 Unresolved questions
The original goals of the WOCE experiment have not been fully achieved by the Subduc-
tion Experiment. According to the WOCE AIMS document (1997), a major goal was
the quantification of transport estinmates, water-mass formation rates, and a description
of variability. Although air-sea fluxes are known very well at the moorings, the uncer-
tainty of climatologies away from those sites makes the atmospheric forcing very poorly
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Figure 1-5: Left panel: Thernodynamic estimate of eddy-driven subduction [m/yr] by
the diapycnal bolus transport of heat in the mixed layer. Right panel: Estimate of
subduction by the mean flow [m/yr]. Both calculations were from a coarse-resolution
numerical model with an eddy-parameterization scheme. From Spall et al. (2000).
known in general. Even meteorological re-analyses are highly uncertain over the open
ocean. An improved estimate of the true atmospheric forcing everywhere is a prereq-
uisite to progress. Mean subduction rates and subduction rates from coarse resolution
models have been calculated, but these values do not have strong observational support
of the Subduction Experiment. A description of variability does exist, although its rela-
tion to the large-scale circulation is unknown. The need for basic quantification of the
Subduction Experiment parameters and variables still exists.
Another major goal of WOCE is the understanding of dynamical balances of the
ocean. Although the impact of the snall-scale variability of the ocean has been noted
in all observations, the role of these motions in dynamical balances has only been quan-
tified recently. No consensus exists regarding the impact of eddies on the net product
of subduction, for example. With respect to dynamical balances and water mass trans-
fornation, are eddies relevant in the eastern subtropical gyre?
Although previous research in the Subduction Experinment has achieved much with
individual data forms and models, only the recent, independent study of Weller et
al. (2004) has attempted to compare and collate the large collection of the available
information. A more trustworthy and self-consistent picture of the ocean physics arises
from an integration of the many forms of observations and a model. In contrast to
Weller et al. (2004), this thesis aims to be a quantitative synthesis and an extension
of the previous research through rigorous mathematical methods. The quantification
of the ocean dynamics over the entire domain of the Subduction Experiment is the
overarching goal. This thesis has already introduced the observations available, but to
properly carry out a synthesis, a numerical model is also essential.
1.2 Novel aspects of the thesis
1.2.1 Approach: synthesis of observations
To create a model-observation synthesis, a realistic model of the Subduction Experiment
region is necessary. As carried out in this thesis, this endeavor has side benefits, although
many are technical. The formulation of open boundary conditions is crucial for any
regional ocean model. No standard method for open boundaries has yet been adopted
by oceanographers. Ocean models also have many systematic errors such as improper
mixed-layer paramneterizations. Deficiencies in ocean models, or discrepancies between
models and observations, lead to improvement in ocean models themselves. In short,
the attempt to realistically simulate the ocean is an important one in itself, and has
been the subject of entire books (e.g., O'Brien 1986; Haidvogel and Beckmann 1999).
The methodology of combining observations with models has fundamental impor-
tance in its own right. These methods are important for a more general science and
engineering audience, such as the fields of computer science, economics, biology, and
any other field with mathematical models. Some of the first methods to combine mod-
els and observations in geophysics were forms of objective mapping used in meteorology
(e.g., Gilcrest and Cressman 1954; Sasaki 1970). In oceanography, large datasets are
now available, and the synthesis of large and disparate forms of information is logically
handled by combining all the observations with a model. This leads to a state estimate
of the ocean (to be defined in more detail in Section 2.1) which is our best estimate of
what the ocean actually does. Relatively recently, oceanographers have used the Kalman
filter (e.g., Fukumori et al. 1993; Miller et al. 1994) and the method of Lagrange mul-
tipliers (e.g., Thacker and Long 1988; Tziperman and Thacker 1989; Sheinbaun and
Anderson 1990; Marotzke and Wunsch 1993) to coibine models and data. This thesis
presents novel research with the latter technique, the method of Lagrange imultipliers,
otherwise known as the adjoint method (see Section 3.2). The effects of nonlinearity in
an extremely large dimensional space are explored here. In the future, the methods of
this thesis and related methods are expected to be in widespread use in oceanography
and the wider scientific community.
1.2.2 Eddy-resolving model with open boundaries
The model used in the present study is the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Ocean
General Circulation Model (MIT GCM) with the complementary state estimation codes
of the ECCO (Estimating the Circulation and Clinmate of the Ocean) Consortium. It is
a z-coordinate model which employs the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations under
the Boussinesq approximation and hydrostatic balance (Marshall et al. 1997a; Marshall
et al. 1997b). The dynamical core of the model is discussed in umore detail in Appendix
A. The intent is to realistically simulate the Subduction Experiment region for one
year: June, 1992, to June, 1993. Also, the model is designed to explicitly simulate the
imesoscale eddy field. The Rossby radius of deformation is between 25 - 45 km in this
region, and the resolution we have chosen for the umodel is approximately 15 kin, or 1/60.
To completely resolve the eddy field, much higher resolution, e.g. 1/12' or even 1/200,
is probably needed. At such high resolution, it is impractical computationally to run a
global nmodel, or even a complete North Atlantic umodel. Consequently, the model domain
contains most of the eastern subtropical gyre of the North Atlantic (see Figure 1-6). At
1/60, eddy kinetic energy of the miodel is typically 50 - 75% of TOPEX/POSEIDON
observations. Although the domain is small, it was chosen such that all of the Subduction
Experiment is within the interior and well away from the boundaries. Because this is
a regional model, open boundaries have been implemented. The north, south and west
Horizontal Resolution 1/60x1/6 ~ (14.2 - 18.2) km x 18.5 km
Vertical Resolution 10-500 n
Grid Points 192 x 168 x 23 vertical levels
Time Step 900 s 15 min.
Wind Stress Period 43200 s 0.5 days
Heat/Freshwater Flux Period 86400 s 1.0 day
Horizontal Viscosity/Diffusivity v h = 0 m 2
(biharmonic) vh = K = 2x10" m 4 /s
Vertical Viscosity V_ = 1x103 m2 /S
Vertical Diffusivity = 1x10 m 2 /S
Table 1.2: Model parameters
boundaries are open, but the Mediterranean Sea is only opened in special experiments
(see subsection "open boundaries" below).
This regional model is nested in the global, 2' state estimate of the ECCO Consor-
tium (Stammer et al. 2002). This is a great advantage because all the time-dependent
boundary values of the regional model are taken from the global estimate. For exam-
ple, the initial temperature and salinity here are taken from the global state estimate.
Preliminary model runs use the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
Reanalysis daily sensible and latent heat fluxes and twice-daily surface windstresses.
Sonic modelers claim that the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) surface forcing is superior in this region, however (L. Yu, personal communi-
cation). The atmospheric forcing fields are improved and estimated here, so a reasonable
first guess suffices for the first model runs. In conclusion, the MIT GCM is a state-of-
the-art numerical model which makes it possible to simulate realistically the Subduction
Experiment region.
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Figure 1-6: Snapshot of the 1/60 model temperature and velocity fields at 310 meters
depth. Temperature has 10 contour intervals from 15CC to 21'C. The full model domain
and three open boundaries are shown. This snapshot represents our first guess at the
true ocean state on June 1, 1993. The model was started one year earlier, June 1, 1992.
K-profile parameterization
Previous simulations with GCM's have shown serious systematic errors in the mixed
layer. Summertime mixed layers were too shallow and the sea surface temperature
(SST) became unrealistically warm in the seasonal cycle. For this reason, the K-profile-
parameterization (KPP) scheme is used here (Large et al. 1994). The scheme improves
the model by parameterizing wind deepening of the boundary layer, by enhancing shear
instability in the upper ocean, and by reducing the dependence on surface restoring
conditions. The KPP model calculates increased diffusivities for underrepresented and
unresolved ocean processes through the similarity theory of turbulence (Tennekes 1973).
Another improvement of this boundary-layer model is its nonlocal behavior; heat, salt,
and momentum can be fluxed through vertically homogeneous regions. Turbulent fluxes
are therefore independent of local gradients, which is frequently the case in the mixed
layer. As a result, momentum input at the surface can cause the boundary layer to pen-
etrate the stable thermocline by wind-stirring. The improved model physics with KPP
reduces the dependence on surface restoring conditions (Sausen et al. 1988). Surface
restoring conditions (sometimes called flux corrections, especially with coupled models)
are relaxation terms for SST to prevent systematic bias. These terms force the model to
suppress eddy activity because of the constraint to a large scale SST field. The overall
model performance is much improved in comparison with observations when the KPP
model is added (see Chapter 3).
The KPP model has several weaknesses. In general, mixed-layer depths are still
shallower than observed. The wind-stirring parameterization in KPP reduces the dis-
crepancy but does not completely eliminate it. In coastal regions, the mixed-layer model
has numerical problems when the mixed layer reaches the sea floor. There, the model
behavior is noisy and nondifferentiable (see Section 3.3.3 for a definition and discus-
sion), and nonphysical bottom fluxes are present. Continental shelves were removed in
this model to eliminate the problem as they are not the focus of the research. A major
practical problem with KPP is that the scheme analyzes vertical columns independently.
Computational noise frequently develops in the horizontal direction. An ad-hoc solution,
used here, is the introduction of a horizontal smoothing function. The model results
are not highly dependent on this smoothing in the subtropical gyre. In conclusion, the
KPP model represents the best boundary-layer model at present, but improvement is
possible.
Open boundaries
The implementation of open boundaries has not traditionally been a standard feature of
GCMs. Here, density and velocities from the global state estimate (Stammer et al. 2002)
are used to constrain the boundary through a sponge layer. The boundary conditions
are treated as adjustable parameters, so an estimate of improved boundary velocities
emerges in the synthesis (see Chapter 3). The Mediterranean Sea outflow is closed in
the early experiments of this thesis, and is open later. The open boundary conditions
vary in time on a monthly basis. Also, they have been calculated to exactly balance the
volume flux into the domain on a monthly basis. With our present level of knowledge,
exact volume conservation is a reasonable null hypothesis over these timescales. This
assumption is checked later in the thesis (see Section 2.4.2). The design and implemen-
tation of numerical code for control and estimation (inverse aspects) of open boundary
conditions is potentially a major contribution of this thesis, and is discussed later (see
Section 2.4). The formulation of the open boundaries of the forward model alone is
discussed in the next paragraph.
Open boundaries which require the prescription of the full oceanic state for forward
integration are overdetermiined and formally ill-posed (Orlanski 1976; Oliger and Sund-
str6m 1978). The prescribed open boundary state usually contradicts the dynamical
equations that describe the interior circulation. At every timestep, two pieces of infor-
mnation exist for the new open boundary state: the update from the equations of motion
and the prescribed state for the next timestep. This problem is fornally overdetermined
because too many boundary conditions are supplied (Bennett 2002). The correct 1nm-
ber of boundary conditions for a primitive equationi model depends on the interior flow
characteristics and the vertical structure of waves (Oliger and Sundstr6m 1978). This
is much more complicated than the case for a quasigeostrophic or shallow-water model
where the correct number of open boundary conditions is more easily calculated. In
summary, the addition of open boundaries to a primitive equation model is ill-posed
because the solution of an overdetermined problem usually does not exist.
There are two ways to resolve the ill-posedness of the open boundary problem with a
general circulation forward model: impose the correct number of boundary conditions in
the first place or discard extra information. Radiation boundary conditions, like those of
Orlanski (1976) and Marchesiello et al. (2001), identify passive and active boundaries,
then modify the passive open boundary values. In this process, they attempt to apply
the correct number of boundary conditions. On the other hand, a sponge layer, as used
in this thesis, keeps the transition between the boundary and interior smooth by adding
a relaxation term to the dynamics. In the forward numerical model, the right hand
side of the temperature equation (Equation A.4) includes advection and diffusion terms,
symbolically written Go, and an extra term due to the sponge layer:
D 1
z(x, , t) = Go(x, z, t) + - [O(x, z, t) - O(Xzb, z, t)] (1.1)
where r is a relaxation timescale that depends on distance from the boundary, (x - Xzb).
At the boundary, the timescale is formally zero; there O(Xob, z) is prescribed. The sponge
layer width is 10, in which the boundary solution smoothly transitions to the interior.
Salinity and horizontal momentum are also relaxed to prescribed values in the 10 layer.
The sponge layer is an ad-hoc and nonphysical solution; therefore, a state estimate
which is highly sensitive to the sponge layer formulation should be rejected. The model-
observation synthesis of Chapter 3 seeks adjusted open boundary conditions which are
dynamically consistent with the interior solution. Bennett (2002) postulated that the
treatment of the open boundaries as an inverse problem renders the problem well-posed.
Nevertheless, finding well-behaved boundary conditions has not previously been done
for an eddy-resolving, primitive equation model.
Quantity Dimension/Size/Length
State Vector 3.14 x 106 elements
Control Vector 5.49 x 106 elements
Observations 1.28 x 107 observations
Model Input 7.98 x 107 forcing elements
Model Output 1.09 x 1011 estimated elements
Parallel Processors 24-48 processors
Coniputational Time 400 cpu hours/iteration with IBM 1.3 GHz Power4 processors
Search Iterations 120 iterations
Total Computer Time 50,000 hours (5.7 years)
Numerical Code 569 subroutines
322,895 lines of forward code
_____________________ 
22,507 lines of adjoint code
Table 1.3: Dimension of the problem
1.2.3 Size of the problem
The integration of a realistic eddy-resolving model is expensive antd has many uncertain
paran1eters. The slicer size of the problem eresents a challenge. First, the high resolu-
tion of the model gives a very large number of grid points anid a great computational
cost. In fact, there are over three nillion prognostic variables for the model (identified
as the state vector in Table 1.3). Second, the search for a model solution which fits the
observations leads one to vary the uncertain boundary conditions'. The important, un-
certain boundary conditions are chosen to be control paraeters, and are further defined
in Section 2.1. Here, there are over five million control paraneters and consequently
the search occurs in a five-3illion-dimensional space. The thesis tests the assumption
that the high-diensionality of the problem does not alter its fundantal character.
Of course, the computational cost is high and present-day limits of computing power
are approached.
cBoundary conditions include initial conditions, open boundary conditions, and surface forcing.
Computational tools
A computationally-intensive model needs massively parallel supercomputers to run the
code. The MIT GCM has a "WRAPPER" environment which easily allows this to
be implemented. In this thesis, the code is parallelized using a domain decomposition
approach where subdomains (also called "tiles") of the model are sent to separate pro-
cessors (see Foster (1995) for an excellent introduction to parallel computing). The
limiting factor of the computational scalability of the GCM is communication between
processors. When the subdomain size shrinks below thirty by thirty grid points, in-
creased communication time offsets the increased computer processing power. With the
number of grid points, twenty-four processors are the optimal number here. At var-
ious times during the thesis, the model was run on the eighth 2 and eleventh 3 largest
supercomputers in the world. The practical implementation of the numerical model
would not be possible without the parallelized code and the access to massively parallel
supercomputers.
Another technical aside is that the MIT GCM numerical code has been automatically
differentiated with the TAF (Tranformations of Algorithms in Fortran) tool of Giering
and Kaminski (1998). An automatic differentiation tool allows for the adjoint model
code to be regenerated whenever there are necessary changes in the forward code. The
adjoint model provides vital information for fitting the model to observations, and is
fully introduced in Section 3.2. The forward model contains over 500,000 lines of code,
so hand-writing and rewriting the adjoint code would take approximately one to two
years of dedicated work (Yu and Malanotte-Rizzoli (1996) took two years to hand-code
the adjoint of the MOM ocean model). Therefore, the compatibility of this particular
model with the adjoint generator makes the entire thesis feasible.
2 The IBM SP3 "blue horizon" of the San Diego Supercomputer Center has 1,152 375 MHz processors,
the 8th largest unclassified supercomputer in the world upon its release in 2000. Inevitably, it no longer
ranks in the top 50 after a mere two years. Source: www.top500.org.
3The IBM SP4 "marcelluis" of the Naval Oceanographic Office Major Shared Research Center, Sten-
nis Space Center, MS, is the 11th largest supercomputer in the world (2003) with a peak performance
of 7.5 Teraflops.
1.3 Synopsis of the thesis
To review, Chapter 1 shows the widespread impact of subduction on the water mass
properties of the main thermocline. Past studies of subduction have focused on the large
scale and steady or seasonally-varying ocean circulation. Recent papers have begun to
consider the impact of eddy-driven subduction and have shown that eddies are important
in certain regions of the ocean. In the subtropical gyre, mesoscale eddy energy is a
ubiquitous feature of all observations and it is not obvious that it can be ignored. The
observations of the Subduction Experiment do not adequately resolve the eddy-scale
motions of interest. A numerical model, the MIT GCM, statistically combined with
the observations, produces a estimate of the ocean circulation at 1/6'. Using this state
estimate, this thesis aims to understand subduction in a realistic, turbulent ocean.
Chapter 2 shows that the synthesis of a model and observations can be formulated as
a giant least-squares problem. To advance the scientific agenda, a best estimate of the
ocean circulation is sought from the combination of the Subduction Experiment observa-
tions and an eddy-resolving, regional general circulation model for June, 1992, to June,
1993. Measurements of temperature and velocity at five moorings, TOPEX/Poseidon
satellite altimetry, Levitus climatologies and Reynolds sea surface temperatures are used
as constraints on the model. The model trajectory is controlled by adjusting the initial
conditions, boundary conditions, wind stresses, heat and freshwater flux. The goal is to
vary the control parameters to find a model trajectory that fits the observations within
their uncertainty.
Chapter 3 finds a model solution which fits both the large-scale and small-scale
observational signal. The method of Lagrange multipliers [otherwise known as the ad-
joint method (Wunsch 1996)] is a logical way to combine oceanic datasets into one
dynamically-consistent estinmate. For field campaigns where all the data has been com-
piled and collected, the adjoint method uses all the data at once and the method enables
estimation from data collected in future time. The method is also computationally fea-
sible because it does not require a extraordinarily large number of perturbed mnodel
simulations, nor does it need to compute large error covariance matrices. Practical
implementation and solution of the minimization problem is detailed in this chapter.
In particular, the nonlinearity of the model constraint is shown to be a fundamental
factor in the optimization problem. Despite concerns of the published literature (Lea
et al. 2000; K6hl and Willebrand 2002), trajectories of the eddy-resolving Subduction
Experiment model diverge quasi-linearly in time and the adjoint model is stable. Con-
sequently, the adjoint-computed gradients give adjusted initial conditions which do lead
to an improved model trajectory. After fifty iterations of the forward-adjoint model, the
method decreases the data-model misfit nearly to the level of the expected error in the
observations. For this study, there appears to be no fundamental obstacle to adjusting
the model trajectory into complete consistency with the observations and their prior
estimated error. The adjoint method is successful because the forward model itself is
only weakly nonlinear in the region. The model is not extremely sensitive to the initial
conditions, and the problems associated with chaotic dynamics do not interfere. The
result is a dynamically-consistent, three-dimensional, time-varying, nested, high reso-
lution estimate of the ocean circulation. The Subduction Experiment model suggests
a wide potential for the adjoint method in oceanography, and this is a major result in
itself.
Chapter 4 illuminates the role of eddies in subduction. This chapter uses the state
estimate to diagnose quantities of interest which can not be measured directly. A pre-
liminary step is to compare subduction in the state estimate to classical theory. As
expected, the seasonal cycle and the mixed-layer demon influence the properties of sub-
ducted water, but the pathways of subduction do not resemble those of an idealized
ocean model. The pattern of annual subduction rates has a small-scale signature and
suggests a significant contribution of eddies to subduction. The goal of this thesis is to
quantify the relative importance of eddy-driven subduction to the total subduction. In
the state estimate, eddy-induced volume fluxes across the base of the mixed layer are
15% of the total subduction, and consequently are locally important. When subduction
is calculated in density coordinates, eddy-subduction is seen to be important in the
density range of 25.5 < o- < 26.5, which encompasses both the Azores Current and the
North Equatorial Current. From these findings, the eddy scale motions are an additional
and sizable source of subducted water near fronts in the eastern North Atlantic Ocean.
Chapter 5 summarizes the findings of the thesis. The novel scientific results of this
thesis, as well as advances in the methodology, are reviewed. Finally, the limitations of
the thesis are discussed, with speculation for future research.

Chapter 2
The Model-Observation
Least-Squares Problem
2.1 Overview of the concept
To shed new light on subduction, this thesis creates a new estimate of the ocean circula-
tion during the Subduction Experiment. The goal is to estimate the ocean circulation as
realistically as possible. In a world of imperfect models and sparse, noisy observations,
how can one determine the "goodness" of an estimate? A set of criteria, sometimes
called the performance in control theory (i.e., Dahleh (1999)), are determined by the
observations and characteristics of the ocean. Mathenatically, the performance criteria
are written as a giant least-squares mininiization problem. This chapter defines the
specific least-squares problem at hand: the search for an eddy-resolving regional model
trajectory that fits the Subduction Experiment observations within their uncertainty.
Definitions
Before proceeding, it is instructive to be more specific about our stated goals. We wish
to estimate the circulation of the ocean as described by the three-dimensional, time-
varying density, velocity, and surface elevation fields. From the temperature, salinity,
and horizontal velocity fields, all physical quantities of interest are computable (see
Appendix A). Hence, temperature, salinity, and horizontal velocity completely describe
the previous history of the ocean circulation and are called the state'. The useful
combination of model and observations is called a state estimate as we are explicitly
interested in the circulation (i.e., the state) as it evolves. State estimation problems are
frequently solved by methods that have been developed in the field of control theory, the
study and search for forces or controls that drive an observed system in a desired way.
An ocean model is driven by forces which can be considered controls, like the relatively
unknown atmospheric fields over the open ocean. Of course, the actual ocean is not
controllable due to engineering limits, but instead one wishes to control an ocean model
to behave in a way which is consistent with observations. Much like control theory,
the controls themselves are considered important quantities to be estimated 2 . Hence,
observations contain knowledge of the true boundary conditions, not just the interior
ocean where the observations were taken.
The methodology used here does not solely come from control theory. Many of
the methods are also classified as inverse methods, which are methods used to solve
problems that are not posed in the usual mathematical way (Tarantola 1987; Wunsch
1996). Inverse methods are unique in that they consider uncertainty to be an essential
part of the solution. This problem is also classified as a part of optimization theory, which
has a large set of available tools, although many were developed for small-dimensional
systems (Luenberger 1984; Gill et al. 1986). Optimization includes both maximization
and minimization problems, such as the least-squares problem here.
When dealing with combinations of models and observations, many atmospheric sci-
entists and oceanographers prefer to use the term data assimilation. Some researchers
denote both state estimation and forecasting as parts of the wider field of data as-
similation. Unfortunately, data assimilation now has the connotation of the particular
methods developed for the atmosphere and has little meaning to the entire scientific com-
munity. Therefore in an effort to use a terminology that is meaningful to those outside
'For the numerical model, the number of variables needed for a restart at any time is larger than
the state described here.
2Estimated controls contain both an estimate of the true boundary conditions as well as model error.
Separating these two contributions is not usually trivial.
of atmospheric and oceanic physics, the methodology here is termed state estimation.
Performance criteria
Observations undoubtedly provide information on the state of the circulation. Neverthe-
less, measurements are imperfect. They contain some error due to the instrument which
should be accounted for. Also, observations are irregularly distributed in space and time
and typically miss some features of interest. This is true in the Subduction Experiment,
where five moorings can not be expected to give much spatial coverage despite their
decent temporal coverage. The diagnosis of budgets, such as subduction rates, are espe-
cially difficult with mooring observations. Although observations are sometimes seen as
the only source of "sea-truth", they alone are not adequate to make an estimate which
fulfills our criteria.
Like observations, the laws of physics themselves provide meaningful information
which can be used to improve a state estimate. However, the laws of physics, embodied
here as a general circulation nodel (GCM), are uncertain as well. Model trajectories are
uncertain because of both poorly-known oceanic forcing fields and inaccurate dynamics.
On the positive side, a model provides information with high-resolution, only limited
by conputer power. The well-distributed coverage of model output makes possible the
computation of sensible budgets. A complete state estimate must use the laws of physics
because of the useful information they provide.
At this point, an estimate that best uses all available information necessarily contains
both observations and a model. A further criterion is that the estimate provides a
statistical blend of both sources that depends on their relative uncertainty. In cases
where the error in both sources is assumed to be jointly normal, the proper statistical
blend can be proved to be the maxinmumm likelihood solution, the best estimate of truth
(Van Trees 1968). A statistically-rigorous combination will also allow for the careful
assessment of the uncertainty of the final solution, a desirable quantity. The result of
our combination of data and model could be called dynamic interpolation; a dynamic
model interpolates and fills the missing information between given observational points.
The estimate need not go through the exact observational values, however. Because of
the observations' uncertainty, this would not be the best solution anyway. Consequently,
a model can be used to distinguish between signal and noise in observations. As can be
seen, there are many reasons to form an estimate from both model and observations.
When does a model serve as an adequate dynamic interpolator? Cross-validation3
is the comparison of an estimate to withheld data, and it evaluates the model's ability
to predict the ocean circulation in the absence of observations. The MIT GCM shows
promise as a dynamic interpolator for two reasons. One, the first-guess model trajectory
is reasonably close to the observations. This model trajectory uses none of the observa-
tions in the cost function; it withholds all the data points. Two, the model compares
well with observations that were not included 4 in the estimation process. A WOCE
hydrographic section is used for this purpose later (see Section 3.5.4). Cross-validation
is one way to give the investigator more confidence in the state estimate.
To be explicit, our performance criteria can be listed:
" Follow what was observed within its uncertainty
" Adhere to the laws of physics within their uncertainty at all times
" Combine all information in a statistically rigorous way
The performance criteria are objectified into one number, the cost function: a sum of
squared elements of the model-data misfit. A small cost function represents a solution
which follows all of the performance wishes. Of course, "small" is a relative term which
must be defined later. Second, we identify uncertain parameters in the model which
can be adjusted. These parameters are known as the control variables, because they
are the parameters that allow control of the model. The goal of combining the model
and observations can now be restated: adjust the control variables such that the cost
function has an appropriately small value (see Figure 2-1). More specifically, the cost
function and its individual elements must satisfy the prior error statistics, which include
3Cross-validation is perhaps a misleading term because true model validation is not possible; only
falsification is possible.
4 A best state estimate, however, would use all available information in the cost function.
specification of the overall error as well as the distribution of individual errors (see
Section 3.4.2). One added criterion is:
* Do not allow unrealistically large controls
Together, these criteria become the mathematical statements which allows us to unam-
biguously define the problem of combining observations with a model.
State Estimation
Figure 2-1: Schematic of state estimation. The goal is to find a model trajectory that is
within observational uncertainty (O's with error bars). The model trajectory is also sub-
ject to uncertainty due to model error and uncertain model parameters (shown as a gray
probability distribution cloud). Here, the first-guess model simulation (solid black line) is
not within the observational uncertainty at all times. However, there is a model trajec-
tory (dashed line) that is consistent with both the observational and model uncertainty.
This improved model trajectory is the state estimate.
As a reminder, it is not necessarily true that all the performance criteria can be met.
In practice, these criteria actually form a very stringent test. In case of failure of one
or imore items, all is not lost. Such a result gives the investigator information about the
inconsistencies between various observations or could possibly force the investigator to
rethink the accuracy of measurements. Another possibility is the rejection of the model
as inadequately realistic. This serves as a call for model improvement. In any case,
the performance criteria serve the useful purpose of quantifying the problem at hand,
whether they can be satisfied or not.
2.2 Cost function
The form of the cost function is a squared misfit between the estimate and all a priori.
information. The problem of combining a model and observations is reduced to a least-
squares problem, albeit a giant one. In this section, the thesis systematically introduces
the contributions to the cost function. The observations, the prior knowledge of the
controls, and the laws of physics all play a role. The cost function is given the math-
ematical symbol J. It is written out in its entirety in terms (2.1a)-(2.1s) on Page 43.
In general, boldface symbols refer to matrices and vectors, overbars refer to some kind
of averaging, and primes are some kind of anomaly value. A more detailed guide to
the individual terms and mathematical symbols follows in the next sections. To repeat
an earlier theme, the cost function simply takes the form of a sum of squared differ-
ences. Minimizing the cost function is equivalent to solving a least squares problem,
although many contributions must be considered. The first five terms (2.1a)-(2.1d) are
the observational misfit terms, the goodness of fit to the observations. The next three
terms (2.le)-(2.1g) are the climatological misfits; they constrain the estimate to ocean
climatologies with considerable leeway. The next fourteen terms (2.1h)-(2.1s) are control
penalty temns; they constrain the control paramieters to lie within a certain range of their
initial guess or to adhere to dynamical rules. The control penalty terms take the place
of an explicit model error term in our cost function. The next sections explain the cost
function in a term-by-term manner.
2.2.1 Role of weights
The generic form of the cost function (Equation (2.1)) has a weighting matrix, W, with
each term. Critics of inverse problems claim that the weighting matrices determine the
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entire solution and can be manipulated by the investigator to serve any purpose. They
are correct that the weights determine the solution to the problem. However, the choice
of weights should be physically motivated, and the final solution must pass posterior
error tests. Lorenc (1986) has shown that the weight matrix, W, should be the inverse
of the noise covariance matrix, R, to have the minimum variance solution. In other
words, the weight used in the cost function is inversely related to the acceptable error
or noise in the misfit; a smaller acceptable error leads to a larger weight in the cost
function. Lorenc (1986) further showed that this judicious choice of weights leads also
to the maximum likelihood solution if the error statistics are jointly normal (Van Trees
1968). For statistical rigor, only a priori knowledge should be used to determine the
weights. Then, the final estimate must have errors that satisfy the original specifications:
a difficult posterior test to pass. Other critics point out that there are many different
ways to adjust the controls to achieve the same goal. For example, the ocean model
can be made warmer by either warming the initial condition or by imposing a heat flux
at the surface. The weights distinguish which process is more likely. In summary, the
weights are a ubiquitous feature of the cost function, and they are not manipulated in a
haphazard fashion; knowledge of physics and a priori error statistics drives the choices.
Although the theory behind the weights may be sophisticated and well-developed,
the practical application of such ideas is typically far from straightforward. For example,
the misfit between observations and model may be due to a number of reasons. First,
the observations themselves contain noise due to measurement error. This is typically
a small error, although with satellite altimetry such measurement error rivals the sig-
nal we wish to observe. Second, there may be representation error due to the model.
Representation error results because the model grid and the observational locations do
not coincide. In such a case, the model must be mapped onto the observation's loca-
tion via an imperfect interpolation scheme. With a high-resolution model such as the
one in this thesis, this form of representation error is small because there is very little
separation between grid points. Another representation error is due to missing physics
in the model. All unresolved processes must be considered as possible sources of error
in a model-observation comparison.
Zang-Wunsch model of low frequency variability
To compute the expected representation error, the energy in various wavenumber and
frequency bands is computed via the spectrum of Zang and Wunsch (2001, hereafter
ZW, Figure 2-2). The energy that must be considered noise varies with data type and
model resolution. ZW use a simple dynamical model of a linear, continuously-stratified,
tinie-varying ocean and a knowledge of a wide variety of oceanographic measurenents.
Their model can be used to infer a universal shape of the frequency-wavenumber spectra,
and also can be used to infer spectra that are not observable. The main weakness of
the Zang-Wunsch model is the potential energy structure in the mixed-layer. Quasi-
geostrophic dynamics do not describe this region of the ocean, so other assumptions
must be made to account for the seasonal cycle. Nevertheless, the Zang-Wunsch model
provides a reasonable a prori guess of the niesoscale eddy energy everywhere in the
domain.
The recipe for calculating eddy energy from the Zang-Wunsch model follows. First,
SSH variability from TOPEX/POSEIDON is used to calibrate the horizontal distribu-
tion of potential energy (I(#, A), equation (22), ZW). The horizontal pattern of energy
used here is very similar to the original pattern in ZW. The vertical structure of energy
is partitioned in the first three modes with a ratio of 1 : 1 : 1/2. From the surface
potential energy and the vertical structure, temperature variance is calculated at every
level (equation (41), ZW). To account for the seasonal cycle, the Reynolds SST seasonal
variance is calculated, and added to the previous temperature variance profile with an
exponential decay scale of 200 meters. 200 meters is chosen to coincide with the deepest
wintertime mixed layers in the region. Next, eddy kinetic energy is estimated. Surface
potential energy is related to kinetic energy through geostrophy, as also used by Stam-
mier (1997). Again, the vertical normal modes are used to extrapolate and estinmate the
vertical structure of kinetic energy. The prior estimates of eddy energy compare well
with the observations of the Subduction Experiment. In addition, estimates of needed
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Figure 2-2: Universal frequency and wavenumber spectrum for the streamfunction of
the Zang-Wunsch model of ocean variability. From Zang and Wunsch (2001).
but unobserved quantities can be nade (Figure 2-3).
Zang-Wunsch Model Eddy Velocity: 310 meters
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Figure 2-3: Standard deviation of time-variable zonal velocity at
Wunsch model. This thesis uses this eddy field as an a priori
the cost function. Notice two bands of higher eddy energy: the
North Equatorial Current.
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2.2.2 Observational terms
Subduction Experiment moorings
The state estimate should accurately reflect the observations of temperature and velocity
made at the five locations of the Subduction Experiment moorings. There is a greater
density of temperature measurements, but there are also many velocity measurements
by Vector Measuring Current Meters (VMCM's, Weller and Davis, 1980) in the upper
1000 meters. VMCM's provide both the u and v component of velocity which is directly
comparable 5 to model output. Unfortunately, there are no salinity measurements at the
moorings. Also, several month-long failures are present in the data. In the vertical,
measurements were concentrated in the upper 1000 meters. Measurements in the deep
ocean were so sparse that they were ignored for this study; also, our primary objective
is to understand the mooring data as it affects subduction and upper ocean processes,
so deep ocean measurements have little influence in a short time period.
In the cost function, the misfit between the model and the Subduction Experiment
moorings is:
E 2 mon m oor (T - Tmoor)T WT ( - (moo,) 2.2)
+ E12 mon m moor (U - Umoor) WVEL (U - Umoor) (2-3)
+ E2 mon E5 moor (V _ Vmoor) WVEL (V - Vmoor) (2.4)
where T, U, and V are the model temperature, zonal and meridional velocity, Tmoor,
Umoor, and Vmoor are the observed temperature, zonal and meridional velocity, the
overbar represents a monthly mean, and WT and WVEL are diagonal weighting matrices.
The weighting matrices take into account the instrumental error in the records as
well as the representation error in the model. The temperature measurements are accu-
rate within 0.010 C (Brink et al. 1995) and the current meters are assumed to measure
within 0.005 m/s, although no error estiniates were published. The numerical model
does not accurately represent the physics below scales of 100 kilometers, a much big-
ger error. Those small scales are either completely unresolved, or mesoscale activity is
underrepresented and overdanped by numerical friction. Wavenumber spectra of ocean
properties drop off too quickly at scales smaller than 100 kilometers due to friction. This
is an example of representation error in the model, and any energy in the observations
at these scales will have to be considered noise in the observations. Using the model of
Zang and Wunsch (2001, and Section 2.2.1), it is possible to calculate the ocean vari-
ability at scales less than 100 kiloimeters and at periods greater than a month (because
5If the current meters measured speed, this would be a nonlinear function of the model state, and
could cause additional problems.
we are using monthly means for the comparison). Changes in model resolution require
a revised estimate of representation error.
Mesoscale variability is a strong function of horizontal location and depth. For
example, the eddy kinetic energy varies by a factor of five in the region, with a band
of high energies in both the Azores Front and the North Equatorial Current. Also,
the expected variability, and hence representation error, varies by a factor of ten inl the
vertical. In addition, the vertical structure itself changes throughout the region. In the
northern, "mid-latitude" part of the basin which is observed by the central, northwest
and northeast moorings, nost of the eddy energy is equally partitioned between the
barotropic and first baroclinic modes. For the southwest and southeast moorings, the
second baroclinic mode contains much more energy. The vertical partition of horizontal
kinetic energy is consistent between the mooring observations and the Zang-Wunsch
model (also see (Wunsch 1997)). All of these subtleties are taken into account in our
estimate of the expected errors. However, there are a few assumptions here that should
be highlighted. The expected errors due to the misrepresented mesoscale eddy field are
assumed to be isotropic, as evidenced by the identical WVEL weighting mnatrices for
both u and v. This assumption is actually quite good in this region without a strong
western boundary current. Also, the Zang-Wunsch spectrum is not a function of time,
and likewise our weighting matrices are not a function of time. Finally, no covariance
is assumed between the model-observation misfit at different locations and times. This
is clearly wrong, but is a first-order attempt to accurately guess the error statistics. As
can be seen above, a knowledge of the physics has guided our choice for the mooring
weights.
TOPEX/POSEIDON altimetry
Satellite altimetry offers a wealth of information that was not previously available. Al-
though the satellite altimeter mission was not explicitly part of the Subduction Experi-
meint, the sheer number of observations of sea surface height made by the TOPEX/POSEIDON
satellite is staggering, and any estimate of the ocean circulation would be renmiss to ig-
nore it. Here, direct comparisons are made between the satellite-measured sea surface
height anomaly and the model on the satellite's ground tracks. The mean sea surface
height is computed from 7 years of TOPEX/POSEIDON observations and put onto the
model grid.
The misfit between the model and the TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite altimetry is:
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where i1t, is the along-track sea surface height observed from the TOPEX/POSEIDON
satellite, ri is the model sea surface height on the same tracks, the overbar is a one year
mean, primes represent the daily-averaged sea surface height anomaly, Wtp is the weight
on sea surface height anomaly, and Weod is the weight on mean sea surface height field
(primarily due to errors in the geoid).
Unlike many other observations used in this thesis, TOPEX/POSEIDON measure-
ments have considerable instrumental noise. Sources of this noise include orbital tracking
error and the E-M bias of ocean waves (Fu et al. 1994; Tai and Kuhn 1995). Therefore,
Wtp takes into account a spatially-invariant and stationary background noise of 4.3 cm.
For comparison, the signal we wish to track has magnitudes of 5 - 20 cm in this region.
Also, some percentage of the eddy energy will not be represented by the model. Accord-
ing to the Zang-Wunsch model, 6% of the sea surface height variance is at spatial scales
less than 100 kilometers; this is also treated as acceptable noise. As with the mooring
weights, Wt, accounts for spatial variations in the acceptable noise, but is not a function
of time and is diagonal. The mean sea surface height field has errors of a different kind:
errors in the absolute reference level or geoid. At scales less than 1000 km, geoid errors
dominate the mean sea surface height signal. Wgeozd is therefore taken from published
error estimates of the EGM96 geoid (Lemoine et al. 1997; Wunsch and Stammer 1998).
With the small domain of the Subduction Experiment, the mean sea surface field is only
a marginal constraint.
2.2.3 Climatological terms
Although ocean clinatologies are not usually considered "observations", they are a col-
lection of observations and they do contain information. Here, the Levitus climatology
of temperature and salinity and Reynolds sea surface temperature climatology (Levitus
et al. 1994; Reynolds and Smith 1994) are monthly-averaged clinatologies of the sea-
sonal cycle. Their information content is used in the least-squares problem by adding
terms to the cost function.
The misfit between the model and ocean chimatologies is:
2on (T - TLev)T WLevT (T - TLev)
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where T, S, and Tefe are the model temperature, salinity and sea surface temperature,
TLeo, SLev, and TRey are the Levitus temperature, Levitus salinity and Reynolds sea
surface temperature, the overbar represents a monthly mean, and WLevT, WLevs and
WSST are diagonal weighting matrices.
The Levitus climatology of temperature and salinity includes error estimates as a
function of depth, and these are primarily used to compute the weights WLev. The
representativeness of a climatology for any particular year must be estimated. Inter-
annual variability contributes to the misfit between the climatology and model fields.
Upon further inspection, the published errors in Levitus's product are similar to the
interannual variability as seen by Roemmich and Wunsch (1984) and Parrilla (1994).
In addition, there are other fornis of error in the climatologies. The uneven coverage
of much of the ocean probably presents a large source of uncertainty, but because the
actual distribution of data points has not been presented, one does not know how this
would change the error estimates. On a different note, the Levitus compilation repre-
sents the large-scale density structure of the ocean and not the mesoscale eddy signature.
Again, the Zang-Wunsch model is used to determine the energy of the nesoscale which
is not represented in the dataset. In this case, the climatology only represents energy at
lengthscales larger than 400 kilometers because of its coarse gridding; 58% of mesoscale
energy in temperature fluctuations is at smaller scales and is considered noise. For sim-
plicity, the Reynolds weights WSST are identical to the Levitus weights at the surface.
After accounting for all of the above sources, the acceptable error in the model fit to
the ocean cliniatologies is much larger than the acceptable error for an individual, iI.-
situ observation. Because cost function weight is inversely proportional to acceptable
error, terms (2.7)-(2.9) are downweighted relative to the other observational terms in
the cost function. This does not automatically render the climatologies unimportant in
the state estimation problem; the total number of independent pieces of information in
a climatology determines its relative influence.
On the consistency of the multiple datasets
Although our ultimate goal is to combine a model with all forms of observations, one
must first assure that the observations are consistent amongst themselves. A comparison
between observations of differing data types, such as between the mooring temperature
and satellite sea surface height, is difficult. Such a study would be a whole research
project unto itself (Stammer 1997). This consistency check will be done automatically
during the process of combining the model and observations, and can be determined by a
final estimate statistics. Nevertheless, for the sake of bolstering confidence before more
intensive endeavors, the mooring temperature dataset can easily be compared to the
Levitus climatology for temperature. Figure 2-4 shows the squared difference between
the two datasets as a function of depth. The two datasets are consistent within the prior
error estimates. These error estimates consider the instrumental error in the dataset,
as well as errors in representation. Consistency between datasets, as shown here, is a
necessary condition to proceed.
Errors: Levitus and Mooring Temperature
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Figure 2-4: The consistency of the Subduction Experiment mooring temperatures with
the Levitus climatology. The solid line with "X"'s is the prior error estimate in the
Levitus temperature climatology as a function of model level (level 23 is the surface,
and level 1 is the deepest level, 4900 meters). The solid line without "X"'s is the
standard deviation of the difference between the Subduction Experiment moorings and
the Levitus climatology. This line is generally to the left of the Levitus error estimate,
which is a statement of the statistical consistency of the dataset and the climatology.
Mooring data is only used in the upper ocean, levels 10-23.
2.3 Initial and surface controls
Control parameters are boundary conditions, forcing, or model parameters which are
varied to control the trajectory of the solution. The term is borrowed from control
theory, and is sometimes shortened to controls. The choice of control parameters is
entirely up to the investigator. However, good controls share certain qualities. They are
parameters which are somewhat unknown. Also, the controls should be identifiable as a
major source of uncertainty in the model trajectory. A model is said to be controllable if
changes in one or all of the control variables is capable of driving the model to any point
in the permissible phase space (Dahleh and Diaz-Bobillo 1999). In an ocean model,
there are many unknown parameters and forcing fields, and they are likely capable
of controlling much of the model solution, although this has rarely been quantified
(Fukumori et al. 1993). For the Subduction Experiment model, we have chosen the
following control parameters:
" Initial Temperature and Salinity
" Surface Heat Flux and Freshwater Flux
" Meridional and Zonal Wind Stress
" Open Boundary Temperature and Salinity
" Open Boundary Normal and Tangential Velocity
There are 5,493,537 control variables.
2.3.1 Initial conditions
A properly-posed model integration requires the specification of the entire initial state.
The initial state is relatively unknown and yet makes a huge impact on the model
results over a one year time period. In our case, the initial density field, comprised of
temperature and salinity fields, has a dominant effect on the early stages of the model
integration and its clemenits will be chosen as control variables. The initial velocity
field is not explicitly controlled, but comes into equilibrium with the initial density in a
few days through geostrophic adjustment. A second reason to adjust the initial density
field is our relative lack of knowledge of it. The Levitus climatology could be used for
the initial density field, but it does not include any effects of the mesoscale eddy field
or the interannual variability. A better initial density field is the ECCO (Estimating
the Climate and Circulation of the Ocean) 2' resolution state estimate (Stammer et al.
2002). We will use this inproved global field, then improve the initial conditions once
again with the regional model.
To keep the adjustments to the initial conditions within a physically reasonable
range, we will add penalty terms to the cost function:
(To - Toecco)T W*0 (To - ToEC) (2.10)
+ (So - SoECCO)T W* (So - SoeCCC) (2.11)
where To and So are the initial model teiperature and salinity, ToECCO and So are
the ECCO 2' state estimate for temperature and salinity interpolated onto 1/60 for the
same time, W* and W* are weighting matrices with nondiagonality marked by a star,
The ECCO state estimate does not have a formal error estimate, but it is undoubt-
edly a better estimate of the initial conditions than the Levitus climatology. For this
study, a conservative assumption is that the uncertainty is equal to that of the Levitus
climatology. Therefore, the diagonal elements of W* are identical to WLeV. The non-
diagonal elements of this matrix are outlined below. A correlation length scale of 200
kilometers, used here, is a conservative choice relative to the peak of atmospheric enm-
ergy in longer wavelengths (~ 1, 000 kn) (Peixoto and Oort 1992; Kalnay and coauthors
1996). However, recent scatterometer mneasurenments (Chelton et al. 2001) show snall-
scale shifts in the winds over the Pacific cold tongue, so the correlation lengthscale may
indeed be quite small in select regions over the open ocean. Further thought is necessary
to provide more accurate atmospheric statistics. Isotropy is a good assumption in this
region away from boundary currents. The weights on the initial conditions therefore
allow the addition of a mesoscale eddy field with the proper lengthscales.
Nondiagonal weighting matrices
Noisy control adjustments lead this study to implement nondiagonal weighting matrices.
The controls have nondiagonal weight matrices here, because small-scale, unphysical
features which represent model error should be repressed. Nondiagonal weights penalize
noisy features because they require the fields to spatially covary. Small-scale structures
in the control parameters are thereby eliminated.
Theoretically, the best nondiagonal matrix is the inverse of the error covariance
matrix (Lorenc 1986). Unfortunately, the off-diagonal elements of the matrix are very
poorly known a priori. Also, inversion of such a large matrix is not computationally
feasible. Instead, we follow an approximate approach which follows the discussion in
Lea (2001, Ph. D. thesis, p. 114) and Bennett (2002). For a vector u made of a
two-dimensional scalar field, they showed
uT WO u + (V 2 u)T W 1 (V 2U 1 1u B-1 (2.12)
where WO and W1 are diagonal matrices, but B 1 is a nondiagonal matrix. For properly
chosen diagonals in WO and W 1, B-1 can be made such that B is nearly a Gaussian
covariance matrix,
B(ri, r 2) ~ Var(x1 , y1 ) exp( , r , (2.13)2 12 (.3
which represents the covariance between points r1 = (x1 , yi) and r2 = (x 2, Y2). The cor-
relation lengthscale for the Gaussian covariance is 200 km for all the control parameters
because of the large characteristic scales of the atmosphere. In summary, the addition of
a smoothness constraint of the form of Equation (2.12) mimics a nondiagonal weighting
matrix with a chosen Gaussian correlation lengthscale.
2.3.2 Surface forcing fields
Wind stress, heat flux, aud freshwater flux are the driving forces of the ocean circulation.
The first guess for the controls is the daily and twice-daily NCEP Reanalysis fields
(Kalnay and coauthors 1996). The individual control adjustments are perturbations
applied to the NCEP Reanalysis over a 10-day period.
The penalty for adjusting the surface forcing controls is added to the cost function
Equation (2.1h)-(2.1k):
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where -r and -r. are the zonal and meridional windstresses, HQ and HF are heat
fluxes and freshwater fluxes, 2, rY e, HQcep and HFce, are the respective NCEP
Reanalysis fields, and W* represents nondiagonal weighting matrices for each variable
type.
There is a lack of information about the daily wind stress, heat flux, and freshwater
flux over the open ocean. A simple comparison of different wind products reveals strong
biases and systematic errors of 35-50% in the Subduction Experiment region (Moyer and
Weller 1995). Therefore, the controls are allowed to change by the variance of the NCEP
fields. The weighting matrices reflect this choice and vary spatially. The nondiagonal
elements of the weighting matrices are handled as discussed in Section 2.3.1.
2.4 Open boundary control and estimation
A regional ocean simulation can only be completed with an additional source of informa-
tion: the open boundaries. The open boundary conditions fundamentally influence the
interior solution of the model. Simple changes in boundary conditions cause large differ-
ences in the interior circulation; for example, slip and no-slip conditions completely affect
the circulation of an ideal gyre [(Pedlosky 1996), p.76; Adcroft and Marshall (1998); G.
Ierley and W. Young, personal communication]. The open boundary state can control
the circulation to a greater extent. In addition, the proper open boundary conditions are
very uncertain. Unlike temperature and salinity, no climatology of open-ocean velocities
exists. Open boundary conditions are ideal control variables; they influence the model
profoundly yet they are relatively unknown.
Open boundaries control the solution of a regional model to a great extent, as will
be further shown in Section 3.5.3. Because the open boundaries affect the interior of
an ocean model, observations in the interior conversely convey some information about
the correct open boundaries. In principle, this allows an investigator to estimate open
boundary conditions which are realistic, not just boundary conditions which yield a
realistic interior. In this thesis, the goal will be both control of the interior through the
open boundaries, and estimation of realistic open boundary conditions.
Review of open boundary estimation
A review of the oceanographic literature finds no universally-accepted method for control
or estimation of open boundary conditions with a primitive equation model. Almost all
previous studies have used simplified versions of the equations of motions to study open
boundaries (Chareney et al. 1950; Robinson and Haidvogel 1980; Bennett and Kloeden
1981; Gunson and Malanotte-Rizzoli 1996a,b). With the quasi-geostrophic equations,
for instance, open boundary conditions were successfully nudged toward desired results
(Malanotte-Rizzoli and Holland 1986). Nudging is undesirable for the present research
because it is dynamically inconsistent with the physics of the ocean and it also com-
prehensively removes a whole range of the wavenumber spectrum. Soon thereafter,
Schr6ter et al. (1993) used an artificial recirculation zone surrounded by walls to sim-
ulate and control open boundaries. Seiler (1993) estimated open boundary conditions
with a quasi-geostrophic ocean box model and its complementary adjoint model'. The
6Adjoint models are detailed in Section 3.2.
technical experience gleaned from the simplified equations of motion was applied to a
primitive equation model only recently (Zhang and Marotzke 1999; Ferron and Marotzke
2003).
Two major difficulties have confronted previous attempts to control and estimate
open boundary conditions in a primitive equation model. One, estimated open boundary
conditions frequently are not physically reasonable. Zhang and Marotzke (1999) took
a first look at this problem. Two, open boundary estimation is often very inefficient
when many other control variables are present. Ferron and Marotzke (2002) resorted
to a process that separately estimated open boundary conditions after other control
variables had been optimized. In the next sections, this thesis offers two novel approaches
to remedy the problems first seen by previous investigators.
Physical constraints on the open boundaries
Reasonable open boundary conditions have a few general characteristics: interior-boundary
consistency, geostrophic balance, and nearly vanishing net volume flux. Open boundary
estimation is formulated here with many additional constraints, which leads to an ex-
tension of the technique devised by Zhang and Marotzke (1999). A hard constraint is an
equation that must be satisfied exactly; the model equation (Equation (3.2)) represents
the collection of all hard constraints. A soft constraint is an equation that need not
be satisfied exactly, but its inequality is penalized in the cost function. Therefore, soft
constraints are satisfied with an arbitrary precision determined by their weight.
Open boundary control with the primitive equations
The boundary conditions in the GCM require the complete specification of the state:
teniperature, salinity, meridional and zonal velocity (see Appendix A). The first-guess
boundary conditions are from tie ECCO 20 state estimate. There are very few choices
for a time-varying open ocean velocity field to be used for this purpose. The ECCO
estimate is interpolated up to 1/60 and varies monthly. Likewise, we will allow the
adjustments to the boundary conditions to occur monthly; hence there are 12 sets of
adjustments for one year.
The penalty for adjusting the open boundary conditions is:
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where ECCO refers to the ECCO state estimate, T and S0 . are open boundary
temperature and saliniity, U b. and vb are depth-averagcd or "barotropic" boundary
velocity, U'.b and V'o . are the "baroclinic" velocity, V1 is the open boundary normal
velocity, ap/al is the gradient of density along the boundary, A1 z is a vector of the
area of the open boundary grid-cell faces, and W refers to various diagonal weighting
matrices.
The weighting matrices serve different purposes for the various terms of the cost
function. For terms (2.18)-(2.19), we are using the ECCO state estimate as a first guess.
Similar to the rationale in Section 2.3.1, the open boundary temperature and salinity
will be given the same uncertainty as the Levitus fields. This is because the coarse
resolution ECCO boundary conditions once again do not include a mesoscale eddy field.
This is a conservative estimate of uncertainty because the ECCO state estimate was
computed for our particular year of interest, 1992-93, unlike the Levitus climatology. On
the other hand, very little is known about the uncertainty in open boundary velocities.
Instead of pleading complete ignorance, the weights in terms (2.20)-(2.23) constrain
the velocities to have an appropriate magnitude. The weights are split into barotropic
and baroclinic components because they obey different dynamics, and they need to
be controlled separately. Term (2.24) is a penalty for open boundary velocities which
deviate from thermal wind balance (see Section 2.4.1). Finally, the net volume flux
(term 2.25) into the domain is expected to be nearly balanced (see Section 2.4.2).
2.4.1 Thermal wind balance
The velocity field is strongly coupled to the density field, and a reasonable estimate
should reflect this fact. The eastern subtropical gyre has a Rossby number of approx-
imately 0.1 and therefore the coupling is primarily explained by geostrophic balance.
Together with hydrostatic balance and the Boussinesq approximation, the thermal wind
equations state that the vertical velocity shear depends on horizontal density gradients
(Pond and Pickard 1983):
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where u is velocity in the x direction, v is velocity in the y direction, g is gravity, f is the
Coriolis parameter, and po is a reference density. In the interior, the coupling is explicitly
calculated by the general circulation model. On the open boundary, the ocean state is
prescribed and does not necessarily follow the thermal wind equations. Unbalanced
open boundary conditions create spurious gravity waves which cause deterioration in
the boundary conditions' ability to control the nodel interior in a believable way. The
estimation and control of open boundary conditions demand thernal wind balance.
Stevens's method: a hard constraint
The ocean state on the open boundaries can be kept in geostrophic balance by mod-
ifying the model equations. Stevens (1991) solved for the baroclinic normal velocity
on the boundary by linearizing the momentun equation of a primitive equation model.
The linearized momentum equation reduced to thermal wind balance to first order. To
restate, only temperature and salinity were prescribed on the boundary and the baro-
clinic velocity was then diagnosed. The depth-integrated, or "barotropic", velocity is ani
extra variable to be prescribed. Therefore, the open boundary normal velocity, vi, is
calculated
v1(z) = ( 8 ) dz +vo+vbt (2.27)
PO f -H al
where H is ocean depth, I is distance along the boundary, vo is an integration con-
stant, and Vbt is the barotropic velocity. The integration constant is consistent with the
definition of the barotropic velocity as the depth-weighted average velocity:
Vbt = - v1 (z) dz. (2.28)HH
Two problems exist with this method. First, thermal wind balance should only
hold to the extent that geostrophic balance holds. The Rossby number for the eastern
subtropical gyre is 0.1, which means that the ageostrophic current is roughly 10% of the
geostrophic current. Furthermore, the mixed-layer and fronts have significantly larger
Rossby numbers and stronger ageostrophic currents. The open boundary velocity should
not exactly follow the geostrophic relation or else any information about the ageostrophic
flow will be lost. Second, the calculation of Equation (2.27) is noisy due to the horizontal
gradient. Zhang and Marotzke (1999) showed that practical implementation is frequently
corrupted by noise. Based on these results, another method to constrain the open
boundaries to thermal wind balance is sought.
Soft constraint method
The cost function can serve a dual purpose; not only can it constrain the model to
observations, it can penalize the model's deviation from dynamical balance. A soft
constraint (see Section 2.4) is ideal for thermal wind balance on physical grounds because
it should not be satisfied perfectly. The extra term in the cost function is:
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where the cost function is summed over 12 months, V'1 is a vector of the monthly-
averaged, open boundary normal baroclinic velocity, ap/al is a vector of the gradient
of density along the boundary, and Wageo, is a diagonal weighting matrix. The weights
are appropriate for a Rossby number of 0.1 below 100 meters depth, and are zero for
anything above 100 meters depth. Therefore, 10% of the magnitude of the velocity is
the expected error. In practice, the model easily conforms to this soft constraint because
the control variables completely control the size of this term. The use of soft constraints
reveals the power of the least-squares problem; our formulation here is easy to apply to
the previously-existing machinery and works well.
2.4.2 Estimating net volume flux
A convenient assumption is that the net mass flux into a region is perfectly zero, but
observations from tide gauges (Wunsch and Gill 1976) and the TOPEX/POSEIDON
altimeter (Stammer et al. 2000; Fu et al. 2001) do not always support this statement.
Wunsch and Gill (1976) showed large mass flux convergences in the tropical Pacific tide
gauge network. The TOPEX/POSEIDON altimeter mission showed surprisingly strong
barotropic motions at high latitudes with timescales of 1-10 days (Stammer et al. 2000).
The sea surface height variations due to these motions imply rapid, large-scale, depth-
integrated movements of water. Recently, a 25-day period, large-scale oscillation was
detected in the Argentine Basin (Fu et al. 2001). The wave could be explained by a basin
imode with a depth-integrated transport of 50 Sv. These observations all suggest that
there are timnescales over which the net mass flux into a region of the ocean is nonzero.
Ideally, the domain-wide mass flux convergence would be an estimated quantity from
this thesis.
The distribution and movement of mass in the ocean is not understood fully. This
is illustrated by Munk's (2003) assertion that global sea level rise can iot be properly
attributed to either eustatic or steric effects. Recent measurements of the global sea
level trend (Munk 2002; Cazenave 2002) mmust be due to melting of land-bound ice
(eustatic effect) or due to the expansion of warmed seawater (steric effect), but our best
estimates today are not capable of closing the budget. In a regional model, sea surface
height observations are affected primarily by two analogous effects: the heat content
of a column of water and the net influx of mass into the domain. If the net mass flux
into a region were fixed to zero, the information content of the sea surface observations
could be diminished or misinterpreted. Such concerns are probably not warranted in
the Subduction Experiment region, but it is still a good opportunity to prepare the
techniques for use in other regions.
In a Boussinesq model such as the MIT GCM, conservation of mass is exchanged for
conservation of volume because of an inconsistency between the equation of state and
the statement of nondivergent flow (Adcroft (1994), p.22). Ideally, the net volume flux
into a region is not fixed to zero,
Y H(1) di # 0, (2.30)
but large imbalances are not allowed either. In discrete space and time, an imbalanced,
i.e. nonzero, volume flux can be penalized by a soft constraint in the cost function:
12
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where VI is a vector of the depth-integrated velocity normal to the boundary, Alz is a
vector of the corresponding open boundary cross-sectional area, and Wvoflux is a scalar
weight. The weight is determined by physical reasoning; a 50 Sv imbalance like that
reported by Fu et al. (2001) in the Argentine Basin could be considered an upper limit
on volume imbalance. In that case, Wvooflux 1/(50 Sv) 2. Although 50 Sv seems like a
very large number, this amounts to only a 3 mm/s horizontal inflow around the domain
of the model. The addition of a soft constraint is a necessary step for any volume flux
convergence estimates.
Ill-conditioning of the volume flux estimation problem
Estimating volume flux is difficult even with a linear system because of the physical
processes involved and the associated mathematical ill-conditioning. A toy channel
model with only two control parameters already displays the ill-conditioning. Consider
a steady, rotating, zonal channel with constant inflow and outflow (Figure 2-5). The
mean sea surface height trend in the channel and the neridional sea surface slope in
the center of the channel are observed; these two quantities could be derived from
TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite altimetry fields. The goal is to estimate the inflow and
outflow of water into the channel. An imbalance of inflow and outflow makes a mean
sea surface height trend due to the conservation of volume:
dt - (uout - Um) (2.32)
di Ayz
where Ax is the sea surface area, Ayz is the cross-sectional area of the channel, and u
is velocity in the zonal direction. The meridional sea surface slope is also observed; it is
related to the channel velocity by geostrophic and hydrostatic balance:
di - -- f (ut+Usn) (2.33)
dy g g 2
In this example, the problem is linear. In matrix form, the problem is restated:
jA Ay H 1 dt (2.34)
-L f uOst n2 dn2g 2g (kR~ dy!
Knowledge of the right hand side can be used to invert for the flow field. However,
this matrix is ill-conditioned in most oceanographic applications because of the values
of the physical constants. For the Subduction Experiment model, A is roughly 1000,
and - is approximately 5 x 10-6 m--1. Inversion of the matrix will lead to large errors
because it is nearly singular (Strang 1996). A commiion strategy to better condition the
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Figure 2-5: Schematic of idealized channel. Uniform and constant velocity enters and
leaves the channel, which leads to a zonally uniform sea surface height under geostrophy.
Any difference between the volume influx and outflux makes the mean sea surface height
change with time.
matrix is row scaling, as discussed by Wunsch (1996, p. 121); however, the rows in this
problem have already been scaled by the observational accuracy, ni and n 2 , which is
nearly equal in both rows. A second approach is column scaling; this recognizes that
there is information in the expected solution covariance, R,,. The solution must reflect
that the inflow and outflow are negatively correlated to conserve volume. Rescaling and
rotating the input and output velocities,
Rr/2 ( m , (2.35)
makes Equation (2.34) well-conditioned and easily invertible. Column scaling makes
explicit the expectation that the difference between inflow and outflow is small.
Application to the general circulation model
In the general circulation model, ill-conditioning of the optimization is eliminated by
nondimensionalization of the open boundary velocity controls, which is equivalent to
the column scaling method above. For the GCM, nondimensionalization is numerically
implemented term-by-term, which is analogous to a diagonal R22, because large matrix
multiplication is not possible. Unfortunately, a diagonal matrix does not resolve the ill-
conditioning, because of the strong covariance between inflow and outflow. To resolve the
i-constant
problem, the control parameters are re-chosen; this amounts to a rotation and rescaling
of the controls. Originally, the barotropic nornial velocities around the domain was
chosen as the control parameters. Instead, one may add the domain-averaged inbalanced
velocity as a control parameter itself. Then, the nornial velocity has three components:
VI(x,z) = VECCO (X, Z) +Vbt (X) +Vmbalance (2-36)
where VECCO is the first-guess barotropic velocity from the ECCO global state estimate,
Vbt is the barotropic control adjustment, and Vimbalance is another barotropic control
adjustment which is evenly applied to all boundary points. In this particular form,
the controls do not specify a unique open boundary velocity field because Vmbalance
can compensate for changes in Vbt. For uniqueness, a hard constraint 7 is added to the
original barotropic control adjustments:
j Vb,(l) H(l) dl = 0, (2.37)
bdY
the original barotropic adjustments are the domain-balanced part of the total barotropic
adjustnents. With this formulation of the problem, the net volume flux is estimated
without a problem in the general circulation model.
In many of the early results of this thesis, the general circulation model is run with
a hard constraint on the net volume flux. The constraint of zero net volume flux is
appended to the model equations (Equation (3.2)). For the Subduction Experiment
region, the estimated volume flux into the basin is nearly zero anyway, so the early
results with a hard constraint are not significantly altered from later results.
2.5 Chapter summary
The observations of the Subduction Experiment do not provide enough coverage to
adequately forn budgets and analyze dynamical balances of the mesoscale ocean cir-
7The actual implementation is a discrete sum, but the meaning is more easily seen in the continuous
formulation.
culation. Here, a combination of the observations with a state-of-the-art, 1/60 ocean
general circulation model provides an estimate that has sufficient resolution in time and
space. The concept is to find a model trajectory that fits the observations within their
uncertainties. The cost function unambiguously describes the "goodness" of a partic-
ular model trajectory; it is the squared misfit between the model and the Subduction
Experiment moorings and the TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite altimeter (as well as many
other terms). The model trajectory is controlled by varying uncertain model parameters:
the initial conditions, the surface forcing, and the open boundary conditions. Despite
the high complexity, the combination of a model and observations here is just a large
least-squares problem.
Chapter 3
Eddy-Resolving State Estimation
3.1 Overview of chapter
The search for an eddy-resolving model trajectory that fits observations is a challenge
due to the nonlinear nature of the model itself. The method of Lagrange multipliers
(Section 3.2) uses the gradient of the cost function to search for a model trajectory
within the uncertainty of observations, but will the gradients derived from a nonlinear,
eddy-resolving ocean model be useful? Nonlinear models potentially produce multiple
stationary points in the cost function, and gradient-search methods may have difficulty
in finding a solution to the least-squares problem. For example, optimization studies
with geostrophic turbulence models (Tanguay et al. 1995) and basin-wide ocean models
(Lea et al. 2000; K6hl and Willebrand 2003) converged to local minima that were not
the true solution. In addition, ocean models have thresholds and switches which are
further examples of nonlinearity. Local gradients do not give any information about
thresholds, and may miss important features of the dynamics.
Despite these concerns, the intrinsic dynamics of the realistic eastern subtropical
gyre model used here are more linear than the extreme models of previous studies that
gave problematic results. A large supply of data (as shown on Page 43) and an excellent
first guess of the controls from a coarse resolution model promise to help the search for
a viable state estimate here. Under these conditions, the gradients of the eddy-resolving
primitive equation ocean model do help find a consistent solution between model and
data for the eastern subtropical gyre. In the process of finding the model estimate,
the dynamical behavior of the eddy-resolving model is quantified, with implications for
predictability of the ocean. The final product of this chapter is an eddy-resolving state
estimate to be used in Chapter 4 for the study of subduction.
3.2 Method of Lagrange multipliers
The method of Lagrange multipliers solves a constrained least-squares problem and is
shown to be a logical choice for ocean state estimation. Although the term Lagrange
rmultiplier is familiar to physicists, the method has been called many other names, most
notably the adjoint method (Hall et al. 1982; Thacker and Long 1988; Tziperman and
Thacker 1989), the Pontryagin Principle (Wunsch 1996), and 4D-Var (LeDimet and
Talagrand 1986; Talagrand 1997). The method is well-suited for oceanographic datasets
where all the measurements have been collected and compiled. Then, the data can
be used all at once - a whole domain approach (Figure 3-1). The method of Lagrange
multipliers also saves computation; large covariance matrices are not calculated. Another
feature is the utility of intermediate results; sensitivity information is a by-product of
the optimization problem. The method of Lagrange multipliers is therefore an attractive
choice for solving the ocean state estimation problem.
The method is potentially limited by strong nonlinearity in the model, the lack of
uncertainty information, and the difficulty of hand-coding an adjoint model. Here, the
goal is to extend the method to nonlinear systems. The lack of uncertainty information
has been remedied in small-dimensional systems by use of the Hessian matrix (Thacker
1989). In addition, the adjoint of the MIT GCM is obtained with relative ease through an
adjoint translator (Giering and Kaminski 1998). In hindsight, the traditional limitations
of the method of Lagrange multipliers do not deter the investigation here; in fact, some
of the drawbacks serve as motivation.
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Figure 3-1: Pictorial view of two state estimation techniques. The method of Lagrange
multipliers (top) is a whole-donain method used in this thesis. Whole-domain methods
use observations over the entire time domain at once to fit the model. A more detailed
picture of whole domain state estimation is given in Figure 2-1. In contrast, the Kalman
Filter (bottom) is a sequential method which uses observations in sequential steps and
incorporates incoming data. The Kalman Filter/Smnoother (not pictured) improves the
Kalnian Filter solution, yielding the same solution as the nethod of Lagrange multipliers
in a linear system. The Kalman Filter/Smoother is both a sequential and whole-domain
method. From Giering and Kaminski (1998).
3.2.1 Appending Lagrange multipliers
The method of Lagrange multipliers finds a least-squares solution subject to a constraint.
Mathematically, the method works by appending extra terms to the cost function. The
original, constrained optimization problem1 is transformed into an unconstrained one
where special structure inherent in the equations allows efficient solution techniques. For
example, a generic and condensed cost function is minimized using Lagrange multipliers
below.
The goal is restated:
minimize J= E-o [E(t)x(t) - y(t)] T W(t) [E(t)x(t) - y(t)]
+ EI: 1 IU(t) T Q(t) u(t) (3.1)
subject to the constraint x(t + 1) = L[x(t), Bq(t), Fu(t)] (3.2)
where x(t) is the state vector of temperature, salinity, and velocity,
y(t) is the observations and E(t)x(t) is the model estimate of those observations,
u(t) is the control vector of external forcing and boundary conditions,
Fu(t) is the effect of control adjustments and model error on the model trajectory,
Bq(t) is the known forcing,
L represents the nonlinear model operator,
and W(t) and Q(t) are weighting matrices.
The time units have been nondimensionalized so that the timnestep is one unit, At = 1.
The first term of the cost function is the squared misfit between model and observa-
tions. To relate this to Chapter 2, this generic term subsumes the first eight terms of the
cost function, (2.la-2.1g). The second term bounds the size of the control terms, which
represent unknown boundary conditions, surface forcing errors, and model error. This
term is a succinct way of writing terms (2.1h)-(2.lq) of the cost function. (Terms (2.1r)-
(2.1s) have no analogue in the present example, but the mathematics would follow in a
'Optimization and minimization are used interchangeably. Optimization is a more general term
encompassing both maximization and minimization problems.
sirmilar way.) The constraint is the nonlinear model. For all minima of the cost function,
DJ/Dx(t) and 8J/Du(t) vanish. For a state of size M and controls of size N, M+N equa-
tions need to be satisfied (8J/Dx2 (t) = 0, 1 < i < M, and B/uagk(t) - 0, 1 < k < N).
However, the state vector, x(t), directly depends on the control vector, u(t), by the
model dynamics. Now, less than M + N independent variables are available to satisfy
the M + N constraints for a minimum. This overdetermined system typically does not
have a solution for arbitrary x(t) and u(t) because the model constraint is violated.
Instead, the solution method should search for a stationary point while simultaneously
satisfying the model constraint.
In the late 1700's, the Italian-French mathematician Lagrange suggested appending
new terms to the cost function to solve the constrained minimization problem. Following
his advice, the new function is
J = LE"o [E(t)x(t) - y(t))TW(t) [E(t)x(t) - y(t)]
+ EZ- 1 u(t)T Q(t)u(t)
- E p(t + 1)T {x(t + 1) - £[x(t), Bq(t), Iu(t)]} (3.3)
where t(t) is a vector of Lagrange multipliers. The number of Lagrange multipliers,
M, is equal to the size of the state. For every state variable, there is a corresponding
Lagrange multiplier. In this form, the appended cost function is sometimes called the
Lagrangian function, in analogy to classical mechanics. The last term is always zero
if the model constraint holds, so the numerical value of the appended cost function is
the same as the original cost function. The Lagrange multiplier term is appended as a
umathenmatical device so that all the variables, x(t), u(t), and now i(t), can be treated
as independent variables (Strang 1996). This works because the Lagrange multipliers
take values that make the partial derivatives (8J/dxj(t), 1 < i < M) vanish. The un-
derlying nathemiatical machinery exploits the explicit relationship between the controls
and state, as embodied in the forward model. If there are N controls, the original con-
strained minimization problem in the space of the state and the controls had dimension
M + N. The Lagrange multipliers reduce the problem to an unconstrained minimization
problem of dimension N in the space of the controls alone.
After resolving the dependency between the controls and the state, all derivatives of
the cost function all must independently equal zero for the constrained minimum. Taking
these three sets of derivatives yields the three sets of normal equations (the analogue of
the continuous-time Euler-Lagrange equations (LeDimet and Talagrand 1986)):
aJ 
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The first equation is the nonlinear model, the MIT GCM in this project. The second
equation is the adjoint model. In this equation, the transpose of the tangent linear
model (to be defined in Section 3.3.1) acts upon the Lagrange multiplier vector. The
model-observation misfit, E(t)x(t) - y(t), forces the adjoint model. The third equation
relates the Lagrange multipliers and the controls. Recently, the study of the set of
normal equations has been popularly called adjoint modeling. Considering all three sets
of equations, there are 2M + N equations and 2M + N unknowns. Mathematically, this
is a formally just-posed problem. In the case of linear constraints, solution is possible
by matrix inversion - except for the large dimension of the problem. In any case,
the method of Lagrange multipliers explicitly accounts for all constraints, and provides
machinery to find a constrained minimum.
3.2.2 Solution method for the normal equations
For nonlinear constraints, the normal equations (3.4)-(3.6) are not directly solvable, but
their special structure can be exploited. One procedure, used in this thesis, is:
* 1) Forward sweep. Make a first guess of the controls, usually u((t) = 0,
and use the forward model (3.4) to get a first estimate of the state, x(o)(t) (the
superscript (0) refers to the first-guess trajectory that evolves through time). If
the misfit between the model and observations is within the expected error, the
model trajectory is the state estimate. Otherwise, proceed to item 2.
* 2) Backward sweep. Ex(0)(t) - y(t) can be evaluated and used to drive the
adjoint model (3.5). Use p(tj + 1) = 0 as the initial conditions to the adjoint
model because no observations are present after tf. Integrate backwards in time
(as detailed in Section 3.2.3 below).
* 3) Update controls. Unless p(t) = 0 for all times t, the third set of normal
equations (3.6) will not be satisfied. p(t) = 0 is not desirable, because then the
model fits the observations exactly, which is not reasonable for observations with
noise. Instead, use Equation (3.6) to give a new estiniate, u(1) (t) (to be explained
in detail in Section 3.2.4). Return to item 1 and iterate the procedure.
3.2.3 Adjoint model integration
Step 2 above shows that the adjoint model can be integrated backwards in time when
given the initial conditions, p(tf + 1) = 0. During the adjoint integration, the forward
model trajectory is needed, but in reverse order. The transpose of the tangent linear
nodel is linearized about the forward model state, as seen in (3.5). The time-evolving
forward model state, however, is too large to be stored in memory at once. Checkpointing
schemes are an efficient numerical tool for recalculating the forward model trajectory
during an adjoint model run (Griewank and Walther 2000). At evenly-spaced checkpoint
times, the forward model state is saved to disk for use in the adjoint model. In this way,
neighboring forward model states can be recalculated with a short model run instead of
the full model run from the initial time. Checkpointing works as a tradeoff that reduces
menory requirements by adding computation. This technical advance from computer
science makes the solution method of Section 3.2.2 possible.
3.2.4 Gradient descent
The third step above, "update controls", is not nearly as straightforward as previ-
ously presented; in fact, whole textbooks have been written on the subject of opti-
mization theory (Luenberger 1984; Gill et al. 1986). To review, the problem here is
analogous to navigating a mountain range and looking for the deepest hole (but in a
many million-dimensional space!). The method of Lagrange multipliers calculates a gra-
dient, 8J/au(t), to help search the control space. Is this a computationally efficient way
to find a solution? The answer is apparent after comparing search methods which do
not use gradients, and those that do.
Methods that do not use gradients, such as simulated annealing (Metropolis et al.
1953; Press et al. 1992 p. 443; Barth and Wunsch 1990) and the simplex method
(Dantzig et al. 1955), have been used for many years with success. Genetic algorithms
(Holland 1975; Davis 1991), another class of search methods, promise to improve the
performance of non-gradient optimization methods, but they have rarely been tested in
oceanographic applications (Barth 1992; Hernandez et al. 1995). How many forward
model runs are necessary to find a solution with these non-gradient methods? In the
region of a minimum in control space, the least-squares form of the cost function gives
a quasi-parabolic topology,
J(u) ~ uTBTBu - gTu + c. (3.7)
This assumption is proved in Section 3.3.1 with a linear model. The number of param-
eters that describe the shape of J is equal to the number of free parameters2 in the
matrix B, the vector g, and the scalar c, which is N 2 + N + 1 when N is the number of
control variables. All of these parameters can change the location of the minimum. In a
worst case scenario, O(N 2 ) pieces of information must be collected. This could be done
by N 2 forward model integrations. For our case, it is impractical to run the forward
model that many times.
2 Precise accounting yields (1/2)N(N + 1) parameters. Because B7'B is positive definite, B is an
upper-triangular matrix by the Cholesky decomposition.
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Figure 3-2: A schematic of a paraboloidal cost function topology with respect to two
control directions in phase space. For an anisotropic paraboloid, contour lines of con-
stant cost function trace an ellipse (thin lines, "J-isolines"). In this case, the direction
perpendicular to the J-isolines (Steepest Direction) no longer points to the minimum.
Using information from second derivatives, the direction to the minimum is calculated
(Newton Direction).
Knowledge of the gradient increases the efficiency of a search algorithm and makes
large-dimensional optimization possible. In contrast to the forward model, each integra-
tion of the adjoint model yields N independent pieces of information that help in the
search for a minimum. The gradient of the cost function is a vector in N dimensions.
As long as the adjoint model can be computed with less cost than N forward model
integrations, the gradient gives a great anmount of guidance in optimization, without an
inordinate number of forward model integrations. In the case at hand, the adjoint of the
MIT GCM calculates the gradient with a computational cost of six forward nmodel in-
tegrations. In large-dimensional problems, calculation of the gradients from the adjoint
model makes optimization possible.
A ndive search would simply change the controls in the direction given by the gra-
dient, but better gradient descent (or direction set) methods have been discovered. The
method of steepest descent described by Press et al. (1992) "greedily" adjusts the
controls in the direction of the gradient. This nethod is plagued by difficulties when
"narrow valleys" are present; that is, when partial derivatives are very nearly zero in
some directions, but very large in others. The method always finds the local mini-
mum, but it inefficiently searches in a zig-zag path near the bottom of a valley (see
Press et al. (1992), Fig. 10.5.1, p. 407). Quasi-Newton methods 3 are superior because
they take the second derivative, or curvature, into account. Suppose a cost function
is well-approximated by Equation (3.7) and a first guess of the controls u('). With an
evaluation of the cost function and gradient at u('), the underlying topology of the cost
function is approximated by:
J(u) = J(u(0 )) + VJ(u(o))T(U - u)) (u - u(o))TBTB(u - u(0 )). (3.8)
The gradient of Equation (3.8) gives
VJ(u) = VJ(uf0 )) + 2BTB(u - u(0)). (3.9)
The local stationary point occurs where the gradient is zero. Therefore, the direction of
the minimum is actually
(u(MIN) _ U( 0)) = (BTB)-VJ(u(o)) (3.10)2
where the steepest descent direction VJ(u(0 )) is modified by (BTB)-1 (Figure 3-2). This
matrix is usually called the Hessian, H = (BTB)-1, and it contains second-derivative
information. The variable storage quasi-Newton method of Gilbert and L6marechal
(1989) uses differences of the first derivatives to form an approximate Hessian. Hence,
the storage of the Hessian is done without large use of computer memory. In summary,
the variable storage quasi-Newton search accounts for many lessons learned in optimiza-
tion theory, yet is conputationally feasible for large problems. Gradient search using
the method of Gilbert and Lmarechal (1989) is used in this thesis.
3 Qiiasi-Newton methods are a type of variable metric optimization method which only approximates
the Hessian matrix.
3.2.5 Interpretation of Lagrange multipliers
The Lagrange multipliers serve two completely different purposes; they are useful for
optimization problems as shown above, but they also have a physical interpretation.
The partial derivative of Equation (3.3) with respect to u gives:
F T Tp(t + 1). (3.11)
au(t) 8(Fu)
From this equation, the Lagrange multipliers give the gradient of the cost function with
respect to the control variables. In an optimization context (like most of this thesis), J
includes the data-model misfit, and hence, the Lagrange multipliers give the direction to
change the controls in order to minimize J. This is the underlying principle behind the
"update controls" step above. In this case, the Lagrange multipliers are directly related
to the gradient that is used for optimization. Another fundamental equation relates the
Lagrange multipliers to the gradient of the cost function with respect to the state (see
Appendix B).
In addition to optimization applications, Lagrange multipliers supplement the dy-
namical understanding of a model. In cases where J represents a physical quantity, the
form of Equation (3.11) will differ, but the Lagrange multipliers still give the gradient of
the cost function with respect to various parameters. The Lagrange multipliers therefore
represent sensitivity (Hall et al. 1982; Schrdter and Wunsch 1986). This sensitivity has
a physical significance in its own right and has been used to interpret the physics of the
ocean (Marotzke et al. 1999; Bugnion 2001; Hill et al. 2004). The double nature of the
Lagrange multipliers is an added benefit of the method.
3.3 Model dynamics and optimization
Model dynamics affect the shape of the cost function in control space through the model-
data misfit, the first term in the generic cost function (Equation (3.1)). In the case of a
linear model, the least-squares formulation has a global parabolic shape, as previously
assumed (see Equation (3.7)). More complicated shapes emerge when the model pre-
dictions, Ex(t), depend nonlinearly on the controls, u(t). Some cost function topologies
make the search for a minimum more difficult, usually because the gradient with respect
to the controls has little use. The emergence of many local minima in a cost function is
one troublesome scenario, as gradient search methods do not distinguish between local
and global minima. In previous studies (Lea et al. 2000; K6hl and Willebrand 2002),
eddy-resolving ocean models based on the nonlinear equations of motion gave rise to
many local minima. Models with thresholds are another example of nonlinearity. Gra-
dients give a local measure of the cost function shape, but may not be accurate when
extrapolated to a finite region of phase space with a dynamical regime change. In sum-
mary, the difficulties of nonlinear optimization are due to the model dynamics; specific
cases are illustrated here, and then compared to the general circulation model problem.
3.3.1 Linear versus nonlinear models
In this section, the recovery or initialization problem of control theory is used to illustrate
how the cost function shape differs when computed with a nonlinear model versus a linear
model. Consider the goal of estimating the initial model state given one observation of
the state at a later time. Successful recovery of the initial conditions depends on the
length of time between the observation and the requested estimate, tj - to. The results
of this sample problem can be generalized to the case with many observations; hence, the
arguments presented below are applicable and relevant to a wider variety of situations.
The problem is restated as a least-squares minimization of the function:
J = [x(tf) - xob"(tf)]T W(ty) [X(tf) - xbs(t1 )], (3.12)
where x(t) is the model state, xobs(t) is an observation of the state, and W(tf) is a
weighting matrix. If all the observations are independent and weighted equally, W(tf)
is the identity matrix; for simplicity, we take this approach and drop W(tf) hereafter.
The problem is solved by searching over the possible initial states. Therefore, knowl-
edge of the dependence of i on the initial state, xo, is required. The model is part of
this dependence:
x(tf) = L, o . . o L2 o L1 o x(to) = R(ty, to) x(to) (3.13)
where n is the number of model timesteps between the initial and final time, o is the
composition operator, and the resolvent, R(tf, to), is shorthand for the string of possibly-
nonlinear model steps. In the unconstrained search space, the cost function is now:
J[x(to)] = [R(tf, to) x(to) - xbs (tI [R(tf, to) x(to) - xobs(tf)], (3.14)
There is a model trajectory that gives the minimum of J; the initial state of this tra-
jectory is designated x*(to). In the case of a perfect model and observation, the model
with initial condition x*(to) exactly predicts the observation:
xobs(tf) = R(t 1 , to) x*(to). (3.15)
The perfect model-data assumption clarifies the discussion, but is not necessary. Next,
we wish to find the shape of the cost function around the minimum.
Before proceeding, the tangent linear model is defined. A perturbed nonlinear model
trajectory can be integrated with the fornula (Miller et al. 1994):
E[x(t) + 6x(t)] - (t)] + ) 6x(t) + 6x(t)T 62Iox(t) +... (3.16)
where the second-order term contains a third-order tensor. Subtracting the baseline
nonlinear model trajectory and neglecting terms higher than order one, a perturbation
to the state, 6x(t), follows the dynanmics of the so-called tangent linear model:
6x(t ± 1) = (ox) 6x(t). (3.17)
The matrix, BL/&x(t), is sometimes called the Jacobian matrix. It is forimed by the
derivatives of the nonlinear equations, L1, £2, etc., with respect to the state:
BE1/8x1(t) 841/8x2(t) -. - L1/axm(t)
{___ \ L2 /&x 1(t) aL2/ax2(t) -. -- 42 /cXm(t) (3.18)
aLm/axi(t) aLm/8X2 (t) ... B~m/8Xm(t) x(t)
The model is always re-linearized about the changing model state, explicitly noted by
the subscript x(t). Extending over many time steps, the final perturbation is related to
the initial perturbation by
6X(tj) = R(ty, to) 6x(to), (3.19)
where R is a linear resolvent made of a string of linear matrix multiplications. The
validity of the tangent linear model to approximate the nonlinear dynamics is addressed
more fully below.
The cost function, Equation (3.14), reduces to a quadratic form for linear models
or for nonlinear models well-approximated by a tangent linear model (Figure 3-3, left
side).
j[x*(to) + 6x(to)] = [R(tf, to) 3x(to)]T [R(tf, to) 6x(to)] (3.20)
= ax(to)T R(tf, to) T R(tf, to) ox(to) (3.21)
In contrast, the cost function is no longer globally quadratic and many local minima
appear when the tangent linear model fails to well-approximate the nonlinear model. In
that case, perturbations to the initial state are influenced by higher order terms. The
cost function topology around the minimum is not purely quadratic:
j[x*(to) + 6x(to)] = 6x(to)T R(tf, to)TR(ty, to) ox(to) + O(6x(to)2m) (3.22)
where m includes integers greater than one. Higher order terms destroy the parabolic
nature of the function, and the original minimum is not necessarily unique. As seen in
this generic example, nonlinearity in a model is responsible for local minima.
Form of the Cost Function: Linear vs. Nonlinear
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Figure 3-3: Schematic of the cost function with a linear versus nonlinear model. The lin-
ear model (left) gives a cost function with paraboloidal shape because of the least-squares
formulation. A nonlinear model (right) potentially gives a much more complicated shape;
discontinuities and multiple local minima are possible.
The preceding section hints at the role of model dynanics in the least-squares prob-
lem. Specifically, a nonlinear model can distort the simple, parabolic form of the sum
of squares. However, the results of the previous section are strengthened by considering
the physics of a simple dynamical system. The pendulum is chosen for study because it
can be implemented as a nonlinear or linear set of equations, and it can also be stable,
unstable, or chaotic.
3.3.2 Case study: Single pendulum
Is it possible to determine the angle and velocity of a pendulum at initial time with one
observation at a later time? Like the previous section, this is a statement of the recovery
problem of control theory. The simple formulation of this problem isolates the effect
of the model dynamics on the optimization problem. In this case, the damped, single
pendulum of fixed length is used (following the textbook of Baker and Gollub (1990),
see Figure 3-4). The motion of the pendulum is described by the equation:
d20 dO
d2 + q + sin 0 = 0, (3.23)dt2 dt
where 0 is the displacement angle from vertical and q is a damping coefficient. To
numerically implement this system, the angular velocity, u, is included as part of the
state and the system is discretized with a forward Euler timestep of time At. The
discrete-time state space realization is:
w(t + At) (1 - qAt) w(t) - At sin 0(t) (3.24)
0(t + At) At w(t) + 0(t)
The tangent linear model, according to Equation (3.18), is:(W(t + At) 1 - qAt -At cos 9(t) 6w(t)
60(t+A t) At 1 ) ( 60(t)
The cost function, Equation (3.12), is rewritten for the pendulum:
J = [0(ty) - 0,b,(tf)]2 + [a(tf) - wos (t 2  (3.26)
where 0 ob and wob are observations. We next consider the linear pendulum with stable
and unstable dynamics, then contrast the cost function shape with stable and unstable
nonlinear dynamics.
Linear, stable pendulum
Although the full equations of motion for the pendulum are nonlinear, a traditional
approach is to make the small-angle approximation. The dynamics of the pendulum are
gFigure 3-4: Diagram of the single pendulum. Large angles, 0, are allowed in the nonlinear
system. The pendulum has a massless rod of fixed length.
linearized around the state of zero displacement, 0 = 0.
w(t + At) 1 - At -At W(t) (327)
O(t + At) ) At 1 ) ( 0)
Equation (3.27) is the discrete-time form of the continuous-time equation:
d2 0 dO
+ q + 0 = 0, (3.28)dt2 dt
with the linear term of the Taylor series expansion, sin 0 0 , replacing sine in the
nonlinear equation (3.23). The linearized pendulum dynamics should not be confused
with the dynamics of the tangent-linear model, although they are related. The linearized
pendulum of this section is always linearized around zero displacement, but the tangent
linear model is re-linearized around a changing nonlinear model trajectory.
To examine the shape of the cost function, consider an "identical twin" experi-
nient. The observation is generated by running the model with initial displacement of
-7r/6 radians and zero velocity. Assuming a perfect model and observation, the shape
of the cost function is generated by changing the initial conditions and evaluating J.
One-dimensional slices of the cost function are made by varying the initial displace-
ment angle and by keeping the initial velocity fixed to zero. Regardless of the elapsed
time between the initial conditions and the observation, a slice of the cost function is
a parabola (Figure 3-5,upper left panel). The cost function becomes less steep if the
elapsed time between initial and final time, tj - to, is increased. A flat cost function is
one where the model is relatively unconstrained. Thacker (1989) showed that the curva-
ture around the minimum gives the uncertainty of the estimate; a deeper "hole" yields
a more constrained estimate. In the pendulum example, the recovered initial conditions
become more uncertain with time because of the dissipation of information by damping.
The timescale of memory loss is roughly equivalent to 1/q, or 100 s, in this particular
example. The cost function tends to zero everywhere for time integrations longer than
the damping timescale. In summary, a linear model gives a paraboloidal cost function,
leading to a straightforward search for the minimum unless the memory of the initial
conditions is lost.
The linearized pendulum has an equilibrium point at rest, 0 = 0, w = 0. The
system is stable4 if an arbitrary perturbation remains in a finite neighborhood of the
equilibrium for all time and approaches the equilibrium as time goes to infinity. For an
unforced, linear dynamical model, x(nAt) = A" x(0), decompose the initial state into
the eigenmodes, g2, of A:
M
X (0) = , Ea(0) g', (3.29)
i=1
where a(t) is the time-variable projection of the state onto a particular eigenmode, i. In
the present case, the dynamical model does not vary in time, and hence, the eigenmodes
are fixed. Therefore, the evolution of the state follows a simple modal form:
M
x(nAt) = Ana(0)g,, (3.30)
i=1
where A, is the i-th eigenvalue. Division of the last two equations,
=) A", (3.31)
a c(0)
4 Technically, this is the definition of asymptotic stability.
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Figure 3-5: Cost function with respect to the initial pendulum angle. A synthetic
observation was made from a model run with intial angle, 0 = -7r/6. The time between
the initial state and the cost function evaluation is 0.5, 5, or 50 seconds. Upper left:
Linear, stable pendulum. Upper right: Linear, unstable pendulum Lower left Nonlinear,
stable pendulum. Lower right: Nonlinear, unstable pendulum. Notice the wider scale
for 0 in the lower, right panel. The pendulum's dynamical regimes are further explained
in the text.
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gives a stability criterion. Eigenvalues with magnitude greater than one grow expo-
nentially with time. The discrete-time pendulum is stable for 0 < At < q. Without
forcing, the pendulum returns to rest for all initial conditions. Due to stability, the cost
function magnitude decreases with increasing integration time; in other words, all model
trajectories eventually converge. The case where the model varies with time leads to
a slightly different interpretation of the stability criterion, and is discussed later in the
section on nonlinear pendulum dynamics.
Linear, unstable pendulum
To explore the impact of instability, consider changing the sign of 0 in the linearized
pendulum equation, which is equivalent to linearizing the inverted pendulum:
d2 0 dO
+ q -O = 0. (3.32)dt2 di
Physical justification is not sought for this change, but it is a simple way to render
the problem unstable. Eigenvalue analysis shows that one unstable mode is present. A
typical observation provides a strong constraint to the initial unstable mode, because
an error in that mode grows with time. Consequently, the cost function becomes in-
creasingly steep as the time between initial and final time is lengthened. As seen in
Figure 3-5 (upper right panel), the model initial conditions are well-constrained. The
shape of the cost function is still parabolic, so instability does not impede the search for
the minimum.
The two previous examples with the linear penduluim appear straightforward; how-
ever, special situations should be mentioned. Parabolic cost functions with varying
steepness in different directions result from ill-conditioned problems. As mentioned im
Section 3.2.4, searches may be inefficient in this case. An extreme example is that of
the banana-shaped valley, in which steepest-descent methods fail. Sums of independent
parabolic terms in a cost function may yield such complicated forms. Another problem
which may occur in linear models is the non-computability of the gradient. For the
unstable model, gradients grow exponentially with time, and they may be too large
to be computed by numerical means. To summarize, linear dynamics, whether stable
or unstable, give parabolically-shaped cost functions. In most cases, the search for a
nminimum of a paraboloid is efficient, but special circumstances do exist.
Nonlinear, stable pendulum
Stability of the nonlinear pendulum is determined by the linearized dynamics around
each point in phase space. A global measure of stability is no longer possible. Stability
of the tangent linear model is interpreted as the convergence of neighboring nonlinear
trajectories. For the pendulum, the tangent linear natrix has eigenvalues greater than
one when linearized about a state in the upper-half plane (0 < -7r/2, 0 > r/2, see
Figure 3-6). Gravity accelerates a horizontal pendulum miost strongly; in the upper-
half plane, a pendulum perturbed towards the horizontal is more rapidly accelerated
downwards: an unstable configuration. Conversely, the lower-half plane is stable. Even
though the pendulum is not globally stable, the behavior of a stable, nonlinear model can
be examined by looking at the lower-half plane alone. Hereafter, the nonlinear pendulum
restricted to the lower-half plane is referred as the "nonlinear, stable pendulum."
The cost function computed with the nonlinear, stable pendulum has four stationary
points, two local maxima and two local minima (Figure 3-5, lower left panel). The only
difference in the dynamnics is a nonlinear tern. Gradient search methods find the nearest
minimum, but no clear test exists to distinguish the global minimum from a local one.
This example shows that nonlinear models, even those that are stable, can create local
minima.
The tangent linear model well-approximates the nonlinear dynamics for a limited
amount of time, the nonlinear timescale (Gauthier 1992; Miller et al. 1994). For example,
consider the dynamics of the pendulum from the starting angle of 0(to) = 37r/8, near
a local minimum of the cost function. The pendulum trajectory can be computed by
either the nonlinear model, or by the tangent linear imodel around the trajectory with
the correct initial angle, 0*(to) = -7r/6. After fifteen seconds, the tangent linear model
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Figure 3-6: Characteristics of the nonlinear pendulum. Left: The nonlinear pendulum
traces a damped quasi-periodic orbit in phase space. The pendulum was implemented
with a timestep of 0.01 s and a damping coefficient of 0.01 s-. Right: The pendulum
is unstable in the upper half plane where the magnitude of the greatest eigenvalue, |AI,
exceeds one. In the lower half plane, the pendulum is stable (nearly neutral) with the
largest eigenvalue just less than one.
makes a different prediction than the nonlinear model (Figure 3-7). The inaccuracy of
the tangent linear model has two causes. First, the pendulum frequency is a function of
amplitude, but the tangent linear model is linearized around a trajectory with a smaller
amplitude, and hence, an inaccurately-short period. Second, the tangent linear model
predicts divergence of the two pendulums, as seen by the growth5 of the envelope of
AO, even though two nonlinear trajectories converge. In sunmary, the length of time
integration and the transient behavior of a system must be considered when assessing
the validity of the tangent linear model.
The preceeding section does not claim that the tangent linear model is incorrect.
Instead, the validity of the tangent linear model depends upon the size of the initial
perturbation. For a sufficiently small perturbation, the tangent linear model does well-
approximate the nonlinear dynamics; given the proper state to linearize about, the
tangent linear model is successful. For the pendulum, the angle after fifty seconds is a
5Perturbation growth occurs in the nonlinear pendulum despite asymptotic stability. The state
transition matrix is non-self-adjoint, and non-normal growth (Farrell 1989; Farrell and Moore 1993)
is possible. In this system, non-normal growth occurs because two pendulums with slightly different
initial conditions go out of phase, leading to large differences. Over long time periods, the decaying
amplitude of oscillations ceases the divergence of trajectories, and non-nornial growth is seen to be
transient.
Nonlinear Model vs. Tangent Linear Model
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Figure 3-7: The difference of angle, AO, between two model trajectories as computed
by the nonlinear niodel (solid line) and the tangent linear model (dashed line). The two
nonlinear trajectories are started with initial angle 0(to) = -7r/6 and 0(to) = 37r/8. The
tangent linear nodel is linearized about the former trajectory.
nonlinear function of the initial angle (Figure 3-8). The tangent-linear model is valid
for an exceedingly-small region around 0(to) = -7r/6. In this small region, the cost
function, according to arguments in Section 3.3.1, is locally parabolic.
Nonlinear, unstable pendulum
As mentioned above, the nonlinear pendulum is stable in the lower-half plane, and
unstable in the upper-half plane. With initial conditions in the upper-half plane, the
pendulum trajectory is episodically-unstable. For simplicity, any pendulum that enters
the upper-half plane at any time is called a "nonlinear, unstable pendulum." A slice of
the cost function contains many local minima with fifty seconds of elapsed time between
initial and final state (Figure 3-5, lower right panel). Instability of the model dynamics
is not a prerequisite for the emergence of local minima, but it exacerbates the problem.
Neighboring nonlinear trajectories diverge in time, and knowledge of the correct state for
linearization of the tangent linear model is lost with time. For the nonlinear, unstable
pendulum, gradient search only yields the global minimum for short time intervals or
with an excellent first guess.
Nonlinear Model vs. Tangent Linear Model
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Figure 3-8: Pendulum angle at time tf = 50 s as a function of initial angle. The
function is computed by the nonlinear dynamics (solid line), and by the tangent linear
model about the trajectory with initial angle, 0(to) = -7/6 (dashed line).
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Figure 3-9: The form of the cost function of the pendulum with fifty seconds of elapsed
time between initial conditions and the observation. The cost function is computed with
both the nonlinear and linear model. Fifty seconds exceeds the nonlinear timescale, so
local minima appear in the cost function.
Nonlinear, chaotic pendulum
With the addition of forcing, the single pendulum is chaotic in certain parameter ranges
(see Appendix B for the equations of motion). Nonlinear, chaotic pendulums are a
subset of nonlinear, unstable systems. The short-tine dynamical behavior of the two
classes of models are identical for our purposes. However, differences appear in the
long-time behavior. Gradients of nonlinear, unstable models tend to zero with damp-
ing. In contrast, gradients computed by nonlinear, chaotic models grow exponentially
for an indefinite amount of time despite damping. Therefore, sensitivity analysis with
long-time integrations of nonlinear, chaotic systems have two problems: the potential
non-computability of very large gradients, similar to unstable, linear models, and the
energence of many local minima, as seen in many nonlinear models.
3.3.3 Models with thresholds
Nearly all numerical models have thresholds due to physical or numerical reasons. Nu-
nerical programs necessarily include many switches, such as conditional if statements.
One ocean process that depends upon a threshold is convection. To examine the impact
of model thresholds on a cost function, consider a water column undergoing cooling at
the surface (Figure 3-10, left panel). The simplest, discrete representation of the vertical
stratification has two components, surface density, pi, and abyssal density, P2. In a nu-
nerical model, convection is typically implemented as two-step process. First, cooling
is applied to the surface.
pI(to + 1) = p1(to) + Q, (3.33)
p2(to + 1) = p2(to), (3.34)
_- -- ----.- - _1__-_ _ 1 1111 lhiol! 14 .1 . --
where Q is surface forcing. Second, if the surface density is greater than or equal to the
abyssal density, the ocean convects and subsequently mixes.
p1(to + 1) ;> p2(to + 1)
p{ (to + 2)
p2 (to + 2)
(p1(to + 1) + p2 (to + 1))/2
= (p1(to + 1) + p2 (to + 1))/2
where the arrow represents fulfillment of the conditional statement.
gravitationally stable, no convection happens.
If the column is
else if p1 (to + 1) < P2([o + 1) -Ip1 (to + 2) = pi(to + 1)
P2(tO + 2) = p2(to + 1)
Suppose an observation of the abyssal density is available at time to + 2.
(3.36)
Then, the
squared data-model misfit is:
J = [p2 (to + 2) - Pobs]2 . (3.37)
The goal of the toy example is determine the correct amount of cooling in order to
Cost function with threshold
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Figure 3-10: Left panel: Schematic of an oceanic water column with upper density, p1,
and abyssal density, P2. Cooling, Q, is applied to the surface. Right panel: Data-model
misfit as a function of cooling. Two dynamical regimes are present: a non-convective
regime (left half), and a convective regine (right half), which greatly affect the cost
function form.
(3.35)
reproduce the observed abyssal density. The cost function value with respect to cooling
shows the impact of the threshold in the model dynamics (Figure 3-10, right panel).
Cooling affects the observational site only when convection is happening. Therefore, the
gradient in the non-convective regine is zero, and is very different than the gradient in
the convective regime.
This example illustrates that the gradient information is local, and may not accu-
rately predict the value of the cost function with a finite perturbation to the controls.
Sensitivity studies, where only one adjoint calculation is performed, get only a linear
picture of the model dynamics, and their applicability may be limited in a highly non-
linear model. In the minimization context, gradients are calculated at many different
points in phase space, yielding sone overlying picture of the nonlinearity of the model
dynamics. Due to this fact, dynamical regime shifts are not expected to be a major
problem in finding a solution to the least-squares problem here.
Differentiability of model dynamics
The cost function presented above has one special point at the threshold between the
convective and non-convective states. This forces one to consider the differentiability
of the model dynamics. Some investigators call any conditional statement nondifferen-
tiable, but the previous paragraph shows that such statements can usually be handled by
accurate linearization. With chaotic models, very large gradients have been attributed
to nondifferentiable dynamics (Kohl and Willebrand 2002). Formally, there is a distinc-
tion between unstable and nondifferentiable dynamics. Unstable (or chaotic) dynamics
are differentiable provided that the local neighborhood of examination is small enough.
Machine precision is an eventual limit, at which point an unstable model is indistinguish-
able from a nondifferentiable system within numerical accuracy. Here, we use the formal
definition of nondifferentiability. A numerical model statement is symbolically written,
xst = g(xin), where g can be a nonlinear function, and xi,, and xzt are continuous
scalars. If [8g/8xiij, does not exist, then the model is said to have a nondifferentiable
point at xin.
For the convective water column example, the gradient of the cost function with
respect to the cooling is examined through the chain of model steps. Following the ideas
of Marotzke et al. (1999), the cost function is written as:
J = f o 402 o 4,1 o x(to) = f f(CL, 2(x(to) + bQ)) (3.38)
where f maps the final state onto a scalar, o is the composition operator, Ctlt 2 represents
the model step from t = t1 to t 2 , x(to) is the initial state, and b is the column vector,
[1 , 0 ]T. The derivative of the cost function with respect to Q is determined by the
chain rule:
a]
= f'(L' 2 (x(to) + bQ)')= f'(L',2(b)). (3.39)
The derivative of f with respect to the state, f', is [0 , 2(p(to + 2) - pbs,)], a well-defined
quantity for all reasonable values of abyssal density. Likewise, the column vector, b, is
well defined. However, the tangent-linear model, L', depends upon the physical regime
for linearization. For all convecting states, the tangent linear model is:
(1/2 1/2
12 1/2 1/2 ) 
(
On the other hand, the tangent linear model for nonconvecting states is:
£'2 ( = L (3.41)
Evaluation of the gradient is now a series of vector and matrix multiplications. There is
a particular amount of cooling, Qthreshold, which leads to a homogeneous water column
at t = 1, i.e. p1(to + 1) = p2 (to + 1). For an infinitesimal perturbation of cooling,
Q = Qthreshold + e, the gradient of the cost function is:
F = [0 2(p 2 (to + 2) - posb)] 1/2 1/2 [1 O]T = p2 (to + 2) - pobs. (3.42)
OQI+ = (1/2 1/2)
.. ..... . ....
Approaching the threshold fron the nonconvecting side,
a [0 2(p2(to + 2) - pbs)] 1 [1 ]T = 0. (3.43)0DQ] 
- Os ( 01 1 0.(.)
Because the two limits do not agree, the gradient does not exist at this point. Differ-
entiability has meaning in this discretized model because the density is expressed as a
continuous variable. On the other hand, the derivative of the state with respect to time,
p/8~t, or the vertical gradient of density, 8p/Dz, can not be well-defined in a continu-
ous sense. To summarize, the convection threshold represents a nondifferentiable point,
because the gradient does not formally exist.
Models with thresholds open the possibility that the gradient of the cost function
may not exist at a point. However, the probability of landing exactly on this threshold is
formally zero, because the forcing and the cost function are continuous scalars (Griewank
2000). In addition, the automatic adjoint code generator (TAF) still computes gradients
at the nondifferentiable point, which are equivalent to one-sided gradients. The adjoint
compiler handles conditional statements in the same way as other nonlinear statements
- with linearization around the full forward model trajectory. Despite the formal diffi-
culties with nondifferentiable points, they have not posed a problem in practice to this
(late.
Summary of the influence of model dynamics on J
" Nonlinear model dynamics give rise to the possibility of local minima in the cost
function, and hence, multiple solutions.
" Local minima in the cost function are possible in nonlinear systems with locally-
unstable trajectories, or even in a stable nonlinear model with transient growth of
perturbations.
" A dynamical regime shift, such as those caused by model thresholds, is a situation
where the adjoint-computed gradient differs from a finite-difference approxima-
tion. This is a problem for sensitivity studies, but is not a major deterrent for
minimization of a cost function.
3.4 Coarse-resolution optimization
This study begins with a coarse-resolution state estimation problem for two reasons: to
test the numerical machinery, and to potentially use the result as a new best guess for the
eddy-resolving calculation. State estimation with a coarse resolution ocean model avoids
many of the problems of an eddy-resolution estimate because the model is quasi-linear
and the control space is much smaller. Table 3.1 summarizes the differences in the 20 and
1/60 estimation problems. The large values of friction necessary to numerically stabilize
a coarse resolution model make the dynamics quasi-linear. Coarse resolution models have
been brought into consistency with data by a number of past investigators (Marotzke
and Wunsch 1993; Stammer et al. 2002). Computationally, the 20 estimation problem
consumes a relatively small amount of resources. Large-scale biases in the forcing and
regional model inadequacies can be accounted for in the coarse-resolution estimate.
Correction of the biases is much more computationally efficient at coarse resolution. In
summary, coarse resolution state estimation with the regional model takes a relatively
small effort, but the potential benefits for the fine resolution estimation problem are
great.
To implement the coarse-resolution regional estimate, all external forcings and bound-
ary conditions are taken from the ECCO global estimate with the same resolution. The
time period of the coarse-resolution estimate is identical to the fine-resolution one: June
1, 1992, to June 1, 1993. The cost function has the same form (Equation 2.1) as the
fine resolution problem, but the weights are changed. A coarse-resolution model does
not resolve motions at scales less than the grid spacing, and such information in the
observations must be considered noise. The Zang-Wunsch spectrum is used to predict
the energy at scales less than 400 kn, the sub-gridscale and the diffusively-dominated
20 1/60
Horizontal Resolution (167 - 218) km x 222 km (14.2 - 18.2) km x 18.5 km
Grid Points 20 x 16 x 23 vertical levels 192 x 168 x 23 vertical levels
Time Step 3600 s = 1 hr. 900 s = 15 min.
Lap. Horiz. Viscosity 5x10 4 m2 /s 0
Lap. Horiz. Diffusivity 1x10 3 m2/s 0
Biharnionic Horiz. Vis./Diff. 0 2x10"? m 4/s
Vertical Viscosity 1x10- 3 m 2 /s 1x10- 3 m2 /s
Vertical Diffusivity 1x10 5 m 2 /s 1x10- 5 m 2/s
Reynolds Number 1 25
State Vector 1.70 x 104 elements 3.14 x 106 elements
Control Vector 9.11 x 104 elements 5.49 x 106 elements
Model Input 7.68 x 105 forcing elements 7.98 x 107 forcing elements
Model Output 1.50 x 108 estimated elements 1.09 x 10n estimated elements
Processors 1 processor 24-48 processors
Computational Time 2 cpu hours/iteration 400 cpu hours/iteration
Search Iterations 40 iterations ~ 120 iterations
Total Computer Time 80 hours (2.3 days) 50,000 hours (5.7 years)
Table 3.1: Coarse and fine resolution state estimation
range near the grid spacing. Below 400 kin, the model wavenumber spectrum is too
steep; power decreases with wavenumber too rapidly due to the diffusive nature of the
model. To restate, the same observations are used in both estimates, but much larger
misfits are acceptable in the coarse-resolution problem. The coarse-resolution state esti-
mate here differs from the ECCO estimate for two primary reasons: the open boundary
forumulation of the model, and the inclusion of new Subduction Experiment data in the
cost function. The result, detailed below, is a regional state estimate at coarse resolution
which is significantly improved for our particular study. The estimate is then used for
the fine resolution problem by a linear-interpolation onto a finer grid.
The method of Lagrange multipliers brings the ocean circulation within observational
uncertainty in fifty iterations of the forward and adjoint models (see left panel, Figure 3-
11). Therefore, the control parameters chosen in Chapter 2 are capable of controlling
and changing the interior ocean circulation. Furthermore, fifty iterations is extremely
efficient considering the control vector of 100,000 elements (i.e., Niterations << Ncantrois).
The successive updates of the controls further illustrates the efficiency of the optimiza-
tion. The control variables quadratically converge upon the minimum of the cost func-
tion subject to the coarse resolution model (right panel, Figure 3-11); this is the theoret-
ical rate of convergence for the quasi-Newton method with a parabolically-shaped cost
function (Press et al. 1992). Indeed, when the two panels of Figure 3-11 are combined,
the shape of the cost function in control space is a parabola (Figure 3-12). This topology
is expected for a diffusive coarse-resolution ocean model. The solution for the control
variables is within the prior estimated range of uncertainty. It is not surprising that the
method works so well for a coarse resolution model, because it is a nearly-linear system.
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Figure 3-11: Left panel: Normalized model-data misfit as a function of iteration of the
search method. A value of 1 (100) is expected. Irregularities are caused by improvements
and changes in the numerical code; for example, the increase in the mooring temperature
misfit occurred when the data-model mapping was improved in the numerical code.Right
panel: The size of the control adjustments, ||j1 2 , for the same experiment.
3.4.1 Coarse-resolution misfits
The simulation with zero control adjustments has several large-scale hydrographic defi-
ciencies which require adjustments in the controls. Sea surface temperatures approach
35'C in the northern basin (30 -40'N). A southward shift of the semi-permanent Azores
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Figure 3-12: Magnitude of the cost function with respect to the size of the control
adjustments. 55 cost function evaluations are plotted with "X"'s. A half-parabola
emerges, consistent with a quasi-linear nodel. Irregular points are present because
changes were made in the cost function weights.
High, with associated heat flux changes of 50 IV/n 2 , cools suninertime SST's in this
region. Overly-warm sea surface temperatures are also associated with a weakened Ca-
naries Current in the simulation. The optimization shifts the open boundary southern
velocity from north to south in order to accommodate more cold water advection along
the coast. Abnormally warm SST is a ubiquitous problem of the ECCO state estimate6 .
Another major deficiency of the simulation is the meridional slope of the winter mixed
layer base; the mixed-layer deepens to the south, reaching a depth of 220 n, at 22'N.
Observations and chimatologies alike show that the mixed-layer shoals equatorward, a
crucial feature for subduction (Woods 1985; Marshall et al. 1993). The western bound-
ary fluxes too much heat away fromi the eastern subtropics between 20 - 30 N. The
optimization responds by both warming the western boundary at these latitudes, and
by decreasing the westward exit flow. The optimized estinmate of imixed-layer depth then
shoals towards the south, and never reaches a depth greater then 170 n, in close ac-
6 Here, we have used the original ECCO state estimate from the adjoint method, 1992-1997. Later
estimates do not have the same preponderance of overly-heated sea surface temperatures (D. Stammer,
pers. coni.) because of the addition of an explicit boundary layer scheme.
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cordance with observations. Analysis of the individual misfit terms in the cost function
further substantiates the large-scale deficiencies of the model.
Mooring misfit: 2'
Estimated temperature at the mooring sites reflects gradual cooling of the sea surface
and subsequent deepening of the mixed-layer in winter, as observed. Simulated (no data
constraint) temperature is deficient in many ways: an overly-deep mixed-layer, mistimed
winter onset, and a too-weak seasonal cycle. The estimate adjusts the large-scale heat
budget of the ocean ocean to improve the characteristics of the seasonal cycle. Mooring
temperature is shown to be controllable in this study; upper ocean measurements are
used which are used to directly estimate changes in surface forcing and initial conditions.
Deep hydrographic measurements may not be controllable because of the long times
needed for surface signals to propagate to the deep ocean. This question is open for
future research.
TOPEX/POSEIDON misfit: 2'
TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite altimetry is unique in this study in that the observational
uncertainty rivals the dynamical signal. For example, the background variability in this
region approaches 10-20 cm but the noise is around 5 cm. For this reason, the maximum
misfit of the model is bounded at a fairly small value relative to the other data types.
When considering only the large-scale observational signal, 58% of the SSH variance
is noise because it is at wavelengths less than 400 km. The original SSH anomaly
misfit is 30% greater than the expected value, but changes in the large-scale structure
bring the estimated surface height field into consistency. The SSH mean field from
TOPEX/POSEIDON is also used. It is also a relatively weak constraint on the model
dynamics because of the uncertainty of the geoid at high wavenumbers. The general
circulation model is consistent with the observed SSH mean field for all control variable
values used here.
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Climatological misfits: 20
Ocean climatologies are difficult to fit, even within their larger uncertainty. For exam-
ple, the state estimate differs from Levitus climatological temperatures in the eastern
boundary current region off of Africa and the Iberian Peninsula. Iterations of the for-
ward/adjoint model bring the estiniate closer to the Levitus cliiatology, but not into
complete statistical consistency. This is not because the climatology has been down-
weighted too much; numerically, its contribution to the cost function is the larger than
all other terms. Inconsistency between the Levitus climatology and other datasets is
not implied, as the a priori tests of Section 2.2.3 dismiss such a possibility. The last
possibility is that the Levitus climatology is inconsistent with the equations of motion.
Because it is a long-terni, time-mean statistical average of various data sources, the
latter explanation seems most likely.
A strict comparison of the modeled temperature and Reynolds SST data reveals
inadequacies in the model dynamics. Surface layers of the niodel are too warm in
the summer because the seasonal mixed-layer is not deep enough (Figure 3-13). The
KPP boundary layer model paraneterizes wind-stirred deepening of the mixed-layer,
but does not flux enough heat downwards. Summertime errors are evident in the biased
histogram of the model-data misfit. For statistical rigor, Gaussian errors are assumed,
but inadequacy of the model dynamics breaks this posterior test. The standard deviation
of the SST misfit is also slightly larger than the expected value, which is measured by
the cost function. This paragraph is a call for model improvement.
3.4.2 Coarse-resolution control adjustments
Which controls are most important to bring the model into consistency with the ob-
servational signal? The gradient of the cost function with respect to the controls gives
a quantitative answer. After nondimmiensionalizing each gradient by its data type and
depth, the initial temperature and open boundary conditions are most important over
the first year of integration. The memory of initial conditions extends well beyond
one year - both forward model studies (Griffies and Bryan 1997) and adjoint studies
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Figure 3-13: Top panel: Standard deviation of SST misfit as a function of month. Lower
panel: Histogram (blue) of SST misfit, and the assumed prior error statistics (red line).
(Bugnion 2001) have shown a memory of at least ten years in the upper ocean.
Previous state estimation studies have seen the emergence of spurious small-scale
noise in the control adjustments (Zhang and Marotzke 1999), but this is not a problem
with the formulation here. The open boundary temperature and normal velocity fields
play a similarly important role in controlling the ocean circulation.
Control Statistics
To satisfy a priori assumptions in the cost function, the magnitude of the control ad-
justments must be within an expected range. For uncorrelated control adjustments with
a Gaussian distribution and a standard deviation of one, the squared controls should
follow a chi-squared (X2) distribution with one degree of freedom (Wunsch 1996). The
control adjustments for the eddy-resolving state estimate follow a chi-squared distribu-
tion, but are more strongly clustered around zero (Figure 3-14). This suggests that the
controls are correlated, which is reasonable based on knowledge of typical geophysical
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Figure 3-14: Distribution of squared control adjustments. The binned controls (blue)
are compared to the prior error statistics, a chi-squared distribution with one degree of
freedom (black line). The controls are correlated because the binned distribution is more
strongly clustered around zero. Based on the knowledge of typical geophysical fields,
the control variables should not be completely independent, and the posterior test seems
acceptable.
fields. Atmospheric forcing fields, for example, should be correlated at large length-
scales primarily due to the larger Rossby radius of deformation in the atmosphere. In
conclusion, this posterior test successfully shows that the control adjustments have a
reasonable size.
3.5 Fine-resolution optimization
Spatial resolution determines the degree of nonlinearity in many oceanographic models
because frictional coefficients can be nade smaller with higher resolution. Therefore,
high-resolution simulations typically have a imore-realistic Reynolds number andi more-
nonlinear dynamics. The arguments of Section 3.3 show that multiple solutions to the
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least-squares problem are more likely to exist in this case. Multiple minima were seen
in small-dimensional geophysical systems, like that of Ghil et al. (1991). In a quasi-
geostrophic, three-layer double gyre model, the resolution directly affected the shape of
the cost function (K6hl and Willebrand (2002), Figure 3-15). Coarse resolution models,
which are nearly linear due to high viscosity, produced cost functions with a parabolic
shape, but the high-resolution counterpart was irregularly shaped. Studies with geo-
physical turbulence (Tanguay et al. 1995) showed that small scales, where frequencies
are highest, are likely to be most nonlinear in geophysical phenomena. Dynamics of
different ocean regions also have distinct levels of nonlinearity. Assimilation of Gulf
Stream eddies was successful over a three month window, but the optimization diverged
for longer times (Schr6ter et al. 1993), which the authors prescribed to the model becom-
ing "more nonlinear" with time. Prior to this thesis, the prospects for state estimation
in the eastern subtropical gyre were unknown.
3.5.1 Chaos in geophysical systems
The quasi-geostrophic basin model of Lea et al. (2000), and the primitive equation
model of Kohl and Willebrand (2003) were nonlinear and chaotic. Long time integra-
tions reveal the differences between nonchaotic and chaotic nonlinear models. Nonlinear
models generally lose sensitivity to initial conditions with increasing time, but chaotic
models are exceptions. In addition to many local minima, cost functions from chaotic
models behave like a discontinuous function (a Weierstrass function, McShane (1989)).
Gradients do not give any useful information for a finite-sized neighborhood of phase
space. Sensitivity of the initial conditions of a chaotic model remains indefinitely, but
the conditions themselves are unrecoverable. For a successful optimization, long time
integrations of chaotic models must be avoided.
Chaos in the Northeast Atlantic regional model?
A prerequisite for nonlinear chaos, as defined by Lea et al. (2000), is a model with insta-
bility. The Subduction Experiment region has relatively low levels of eddy energy and
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Figure 3-15: Cost functions from a fine and coarse-resolution quasi- geostrophic double
gyre model with three levels. The cost function is the SSH misfit as a function of changes
in the wind stress. The inference is that the 1/6' model is highly nonlinear, hrorn Kdhl
and Willebrand (2002).
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no western boundary currents; both imply a more linear dynamical regime. The general
circulation model of this thesis is nonlinear and episodically unstable, as seen in two
time integrations of the GCM with a small perturbation (Figure 3-16). A slight change
in the control parameters leads to quasi-linear divergence of the model trajectories in
phase space. 50-day episodes of exponential divergence suggest weak instability. Baro-
clinic instability is an intrinsically unstable element of ocean models which can explain
the results here. With the weak nonlinearity of the Subduction Experiment region, it is
unknown if the shape of the cost function with the eddy-resolving model is smooth or
irregular.
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Figure 3-16: Two nonlinear integrations of the Subduction Experiment with a small
perturbation to the control variables. The divergence between the two trajectories is
defined as the sum of the squared difference in sea surface height, ZxY(SSH1 - SSH2)2.
Exponential divergence occurs in short episodes, but the overall character is quasi-linear.
A direct check for the presence of chaotic dynamics can be done through the adjoint
model. The adjoint model calculates the sensitivity to initial conditions; chaotic models
have sensitivity which grows exponentially with increasing integration time. The time
evolution of the Lagrange multipliers gives the time-evolution of the sensitivity. As
shown in Section 3.2.5 and Appendix B, the Lagrange multipliers represent the sensi-
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tivity to the model state at that particular time. Hence, the Lagrange multipliers three
months before the final time represent the sensitivity of the initial conditions of a three
month integration. The adjoint model has the same stability characteristics as the tan-
gent linear model because the eigenvalues of a natrix and its transpose are the same.
The reverse-time evolution of the Lagrange multipliers reflects this symmetry. The time
evolution of the Lagrange multipliers of the regional GCM do not grow exponentially
with time, instead they saturate in less than a year (Figure 3-17). The adjoint model
is therefore stable over long time integrations and the dynamics of the system are not
chaotic. For reference, the Lagrange multipliers of the episodically-unstable nonlinear
pendulum have the same behavior (Figure 3-18). Based on this evidence, chaotic dy-
namics are not present in the Subduction Experiment model and the gradients of the
cost function are calculable for long time integrations.
As previously mentioned, gradients computed from chaotic ocean models (Lea et al.
2000; K6hl and Willebrand 2003) had limited utility because of the nearly-discontinuous
form of the cost function. Is the gradient, as computed by the eddy-resolving adjoint
model of this study, relevant for finite perturbations of the control vector? This is a
necessary condition for the gradient search method to succeed. The first iteration of the
optimization can be used as a gradient check. By a Taylor series expansion:
J(u) - J(u(0 )) =V J(u(o)T (U - u(0)). (3.44)
The approximation potentially fails due to the parabolic and higher order terms in the
cost function (Equation (3.8)), and also due to discontinuities in the neighborhood of
u(0). Also, use of a very small perturbation will be inaccurate due to cancellation errors
and loss of significant digits (Griewank 2000). Using the first gradient, first cost function
value, and a small perturbation of the controls, the expected cost function is calculable
by (3.44). Then, the new controls are used to complete an integration of the nonlinear
model and check the correspondence. Here, errors are usually 1%, although occasional
point error values up to 50% occur. They are attributable primarily to the curvature
of the cost function. Errors of this magnitude are acceptable, as the purpose of the
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Figure 3-17: The evolution of the Lagrange multipliers (adjoint state) of the GCM
with reversed time. The Lagrange multipliers are interpreted as the sensitivity of the
initial conditions to a time integration of specific length. Both the maximum Lagrange
mulitplier, ||p,(t)||I , (solid line) and average magnitude of the Lagrange multipliers,
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Figure 3-18: The evolution of the Lagrange multipliers of the nonlinear pendulum with
reversed time. Here, the maximum Lagrange multiplier, ||p(t)JI||, is plotted. The time
evolution is not as steady as the GCM because no spatial averaging is possible with the
nonlinear pendulum.
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gradient is simply to point downhill. Exact gradient values are iot necessary as long
as a minimum is ultimately found. A successful gradient check shows that the eddy-
resolving model of this region avoids some of the problems of previous chaotic models.
Another check of the gradient information is qualitative: does it look physically
reasonable? In most cases, the gradients carry the signature of an adjoint Rossby wave
traveling towards the eastern half of the basin. In addition, baroclinically-unstable
bands appear to be more important, as inferred by Galanti and Tziperman (2002). This
argument gives faith that the numerical machinery is accurately implemented.
In summary, the gradients calculated fron the regional GCM contain useful informa-
tion, but the cost function may have nore than one stationary point. Therefore, local
minima in the cost function still represent a concern which can slow or stop the conver-
gence to an adequate solution to the least-squares problem. Because gradient descent
finds the nearest minimum, the first-guess set of controls is extremely important. To
remedy the possible convergence to an inadequate local minimum, the first guess of the
controls comes from a regional, coarse resolution state estinmate. Although the dynamics
of the fine 7 resolution model are different, the coarse resolution estimate is expected to
have some skill in predicting the ocean observations.
3.5.2 The first guess
Application of the 2' control adjustments to the 1/60 problem is hypothesized as a
way to make a good first guess. But, do the coarse-resolution controls improve the
eddy-resolving model? Two eddy-resolving model trajectories are compared: a run
with zero control adjustments and another with coarse-resolution estimated controls.
A comparison of the two cost function values (Table 3.2) shows the improvement by
the coarse-resolution controls. These adjustments decrease the total observational cost
function elements by 3%, primarily by bringing the nodel closer to the Levitus cli-
umatological temperature and Reynolds SST. This is a statement that the predictions
7 Fine resolution and eddy resolution are used interchangeably to identify the 1/6' model and esti-
mate.
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Cost Function Element Simulation Coarse-resolution Controls
Mooring Temperature 2.24 2.01
Mooring Velocity 0.98 1.02
SSH Anomaly 1.32 1.24
SSH Mean 1.01 0.94
Levitus Temperature 2.06 1.82
Levitus Salinity 0.76 0.76
Reynolds SST 6.30 3.67
Table 3.2: Squared misfit of cost function terms normalized by their expected value.
The expected value is computed by treating all small-scale motions as noise. Here, the
comparison is made between two integrations of the eddy-resolving model, one with zero
control adjustments (Sirnulation), the other with controls estimated from the coarse-
resolution model (Coarse-rsolution controls).
made by the coarse resolution model do carry over to the eddy-resolving case, and that
the eddy-resolving model has some elements with quasi-linear dynamics. On the other
hand, improvement of only 3% shows that the eddy field is still not simulated within
observational uncertainty.
3.5.3 Fine-resolution cost and controls
Starting from coarse-resolution controls, the method of Lagrange multipliers is then
applied to the eddy-resolving model. Improvement of the model trajectory comes at a
slower pace due to the increased search space dimension. Nevertheless, the first-guess
model run is near to the observations at the beginning, less than thirty iterations bring
the large-scale state estimate within expected errors (Figure 3-19). The expected errors
here include the entire eddy field; the observational terms are therefore downweighted.
The first goal is to determine if any solution exists to the least squares problem. The
solid red line reaches the normalized value of J = 1, corresponding a root mean square
error that is equal to the a priori expected error. Therefore, the optimization finds a
reasonable solution to the least-squares problem.
The fine-resolution optimization of the previous section fits the model to the large-
scale data signal. In this case, mooring velocities offer much less information content
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Figure 3-19: Normalized model-data misfit as a function of iteration of the search method
for the coarse and eddy-resolving optimization. A value of 1 (100) is expected.
than the temperature profile. Velocity has a bluer spectrum than temperature, hence,
much of the variability in velocity is explained by small-scale processes. Unresolved
processes are considered noise here; in total, almost 50%0 of the signal in the velocity
measurements is neglected here. Therefore, mooring velocities are a weak constraint
which is easily predicted within observational uncertainty by the model. As seen here,
the mooring temperature observations are much more valuable for constraining the large-
scale circulation than point-measurements of velocity.
Fine-resolution controls
It is emphasized that the methodology here estimates all the control variables simultane-
ously, and no special means are necessary to control the open boundaries. This difference
to the recent work of Ferron and Marotzke (2002) may be due to a better decomposition
of open boundary velocity. The ill-conditioning present in open boundary estimation (as
discussed in Section 2.4.2) is a possible cause for slow or stalled covergence to a solution.
Much like the coarse- resolution experiment (pictured in Figure 3-11), adjustments
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Figure 3-20: Initial temperature adjustment to bring the eddy-resolving estimate into
consistency with the large-scale observational signal.
to the initial conditions and open boundaries have the most influence on the ocean
circulation over one year. The estimated adjustment to the initial temperature is large-
scale, and has a reasonable magnitude relative to the interannual variability of the ocean
(Roemmich and Wunsch 1984) (Figure 3-20). The strong influence of the open boundary
conditions is seen in a dye-release experiment in the forward model. Dye is constantly
added at the lateral boundaries and allowed to advect and diffuse away. The result
(Figure 3-21) is that almost half of the domain is affected by the boundaries in one year.
Extrapolation suggests that the entire region would be covered by the passive tracer
within three to five years. Therefore, the strong influence of the open boundary controls
is expected.
Pitfalls in eddy-resolving optimization
Figure 3-19 shows a nearly monotonic decrease of the cost function with iteration. How-
ever, many intermediate steps failed due to numerical and physical problems; they are
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Figure 3-21: Tracer concentration [m-3] at 65 meters depth of a passive dye constantly
released from the open boundaries with concentration 1 m-3 . This snapshot is taken
one year after the initial release of dye. The contour interval is 0.1 n3
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catalogued in this section. Special cases arise when the gradient computed by the eddy-
resolving adjoint model is less useful. The adjoint of the KPP boundary layer model
is troublesome in shallow water and at depth due to the shear instability term. The
solution here is to only use KPP in the forward model in the boundary layer, and to
avoid simulating the shelf circulation. Also, the Hessian information calculated from the
gradients is frequently not useful. For this reason, a steepest descent method periodi-
cally works better than the full quasi-Newton method. This is a clue that the underlying
cost function topology is not well-represented by a paraboloid, in effect the topology is
irregular. Most of these problems, now known, can be avoided in future optimizations.
3.5.4 Cross-validation
A stringent posterior test is to compare the state estimate with observations that were
withheld from the optimization. Cross-validation tests the model's ability to be a dy-
namic interpolator: Is information accurately carried away from the observational sites?
WOCE hydrographic sections exist in the same region and time as the Subduction Ex-
periment. The WOCE AR11 section along 33'W was completed in November, 1992
(P.I. Joyce). The transect passes the western moorings at 19'N and 33'N, but nearly
1500 km of ocean without hydrographic measurements separates the two.
The differences between the model simulation and the state estimate are biggest in
the upper 100 meters (Figure 3-22). Because of the changes in upper ocean structure,
the mixed-layer depth is deeper by 50-100 meters in the state estimate. The hydrography
in other parts of the region also differs greatly between the two model runs. Mixed-layer
depth is an essential quantity for subduction and must be modelled accurately to give
any confidence in estimated subduction rates.
The state estimate visually appears to reproduce the observations to a greater extent,
and error estimates confirm this assertion (Figure 3-23). In general, the upper layer
hydrographic structure is significantly improved in the state estimate relative to the
withheld WOCE hydrography; data-model misfits are no larger than 1 - 2 0C. The
unconstrained model simulation does not transport enough heat down into the water
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Figure 3-22: Meridional sections of potential temperature along the WOCE AR1I line
(33'W) in November, 1992. Top panel: Observations from WOCE (courtesy of T.
Joyce). Middle panel: Constrained model estimate. Lower panel: Unconstrained model
siniulation.
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Figure 3-23: Error in potential temperature along the meridional WOCE ARi line
(33'W) in November, 1992. Upper panel: Difference between the state estimate (con-
strained model) temperature and observations. Lower panel: Difference between model
simulated temperature (no data constraint) and observations.
column, and hence, is 4 - 5 'C warmer than the observations at the surface. This
success of the model in reproducing withheld data lends confidence to the state estimate
throughout the entire domain, even away from sites of observations. Although the state
estimate is an improvement, systematic errors do remain. Estimated surface temperature
is as much as 1 warmer than observed, yet is erroneously cold at the base of the mixed
layer (50 - 100 meters depth). The modelled physics of the mixed layer lead to this
deficiency.
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3.5.5 Tracking eddies
After finding a state estimate consistent with the large-scale observational signal, the
next question is whether a model can be constrained to both the large and small-scale
data signal. If the answer is affirmative, then individual eddies can be tracked, insofar
as they are observed. The technical implementation of this new problem is very similar
to the previous experiment, only the observational weights must be increased in order
to correspond to the decrease in the expected errors. Although the mathematical trans-
formation between the two problems is straightforward, the new least-squares problem
poses a more stringent test than the original. Finding the model solution that fits the
large scale signal alone is roughly equivalent to the study of K5hl and Willebrand (2002),
where statistical characteristics were constrained. riacking individual eddy trajectories
is a more demanding task, and one in which the existence of any solution can not be
determined a priori.
Optimization of the full cost function with stringent weights frequently stalls in
control space. Changing the weights usually results in further improvements of the
model trajectory. One particular change is to only weight the mooring terms in the
cost function. This is a somewhat simpler test for the method: Fit the full observational
signal of the moorings. In this case, the data-miodel misfit at the mooring sites decreases
from 7.6 o to 1.8 o- where o is the expected error (Figure 3-24). The gradient information
looks plausible and a slow rate of convergence is kept. Approximately 150 iterations of
the forward-adjoint model are probably needed for complete consistency. Physically, the
state estimate time-series at the Central mooring resembles the results of Spall et al.
(2000); vertical diffusion transfers the warm summertime surface temperature to greater
depth after a few months.
Estimates of the initial eddy field
What control adjustments allow eddies to be tracked away from the moorings? Analysis
of the adjoint-calculated gradient shows two bands of increased sensitivity to the cost
function: the Azores Current and the North Equatorial Current. Previous studies,
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Figure 3-24: Four depth-time diagrams of potential temperature at the Central Mooring
site from June 1, 1992, to June 1, 1993. Top left: Mooring observations, bottom left:
Levitus climatology, top right: Constrained model estimate, bottom right: Unconstrained
model simulation. The constrained model estimate accurately depicts the timing of and
magnitude of the seasonal cycle, unlike the unconstrained model.
including Gill et al. (1974), have shown the basic state North Equatorial Current to be
baroclinically-unstable. The Azores Current is also a source of eddy energy, as seen in
the TOPEX/POSEIDON altimeter measurement. Baroclinic instability is theorized to
increase the sensitivity of these regions (Galanti and Tziperman 2003), because eddies
can grow and transport information away from their formation site. In the optimization
here, small perturbations in the initial conditions lead to large changes in the eddy field
at later times (Figure 3-25). Furthermore, the mooring contribution of the cost function
is most sensitive to initial temperature. Finally, it should be noted that the estimated
eddy field still has low levels of kinetic energy during the first two months; the spill-up
problem has not been completely solved by state estimation.
3.6 Summary
There is no fundamental obstacle to constraining an eddy-resolving model to observa-
tions in this region of the ocean. Here, a state estimate consistent to the large-scale
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Figure 3-25: Left: Initial temperature adjustment from the optimization of the small-
scale observational signal. Right: Rearrangement of the sea surface height field after one
year by the initial temperature adjustment.
signal in all observations is found. Furthermore, small-scale motions observed by the
moorings are capably reproduced by the state estimate, as well. Individual eddies are
tracked insofar as they influence the mooring sites. The search for these state estimates
is helped by the following conditions:
" The eastern subtropical gyre is more quiescent than the western boundary of the
basin, where strongly nonlinear features exist.
" A coarse-resolution model skillfully simulates much of the large-scale ocean circu-
lation, and can be used to eliminate major biases in an eddy-resolving model.
The result is a time-evolving, three-dimensional estimate of the ocean circulation which
reasonably fits a wide variety of available information and exactly follows the dynamics
of the MIT General Circulation Model (Figure 3-26). In addition, we now have improved
estimates of the initial eddy field, open boundary conditions, wind stresses, and air-sea
fluxes. The state estimate is ideal for the study of the role of eddies in subduction
because it is dynamically consistent and it explicitly resolves eddy-scale motions.
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Figure 3-26: Nested view of the 1/60 regional state estimate inside the 20 ECCO state
estimate. Potential temperature at 310 meters depth, with a contour interval of 10C, is
shown. The boundary between the two estimates (thick black line) is discontinuous in
temperature because of the open boundary control adjustments.
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Chapter 4
The Role of Eddies in Subduction
4.1 Overview
Chapter 4 quantifies the many processes that subduct water in the eastern North At-
lantic Ocean. Vertical velocity in the upper ocean, usually attributed to Ekuman pump-
ing (Montgomery 1938), is a logical candidate to transport surface waters into the main
therniocline. Vertical velocity, in conjunction with the seasonal cycle of mixed-layer
depth, biases the properties of subducted water to late-winter values through the so-
called "mixed-layer demon" (Stomnmnel 1979). A less obvious process, at least until the
work of Woods (1985), is the subduction of water through a sloping mixed-layer base,
terimed "lateral-induction". Relatively little is known about its importance of mesoscale
eddies and the associated "eddy subduction" in the eastern half of the subtropical gyre,
although both theory (Marshall 1997) and studies of other regions (Hazeleger and Dri-
jfhout 2000) suggest that eddies are important. In short, subduction can be caused by
a combination of Ekman pumping, surface buoyancy forcing, horizontal flow across a
sloping surface, and mesoscale eddies, but their relative regional importance has not
been quantified.
The state estimate of Chapter 3 is ideal for this study because it is dynamically self-
consistent and physical mechanisms can be associated with the movement of subducted
water. In addition, eddy-scale mnotions are resolved, and hence, eddy subduction can be
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explicitly diagnosed. Observations alone do not provide the necessary spatial coverage to
diagnose all the processes that lead to subduction. Models do provide adequate coverage
of spatial fields, but previous studies have either been in an idealized context (Marshall
1997; Hazeleger and Drijfhout 2000), or they have not explicitly resolved eddy motions
(Marshall et al. 1999; Spall et al. 2000). Furthermore, no study of subduction has ever
been conducted with a model-observation synthesis, such as the product of Chapter 3.
After reviewing the physical process that subduct water (Section 4.2), Chapter 4 di-
agnoses subduction rates in the state estimate. To understand the impact of subduction
on particular water masses, calculations are primarily done in a density coordinates. The
challenge of isopycnal analysis of a level-coordinate information source is addressed in
Section 4.2.4. Density-coordinate calculations, in conjunction with spatial maps of sub-
duction, show that the Azores Current and the North Equatorial Current are prospective
sites of significant eddy subduction.
4.2 Kinematics of subduction
Subduction is the transfer of fluid from the mixed layer into the thermocline, contingent
that it does not become re-entrained to the mixed layer later in the same year. This
kinematic definition of subduction is inherently Lagrangian; water parcels are followed
throughout a seasonal cycle. In this way, subducted water only refers to permanently
subducted water; that is, water must pass below the maximum mixed-layer depth of that
particular year. The philosophical bias of this study is that subduction is a quantity of
interest only over long time periods, such as an integer number of seasonal cycles. This
is in contrast to some previous authors (i.e., Cushinan-Roisin 1987) who do not make
any distinction between detrainment and subduction.
Mathematically, subduction is a intimately related to entrainment and detrainment
of the mixed layer. The instantaneous rate of water exchange between the mixed layer
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and the underlying stratum is quantified as an entrainment velocity, w,:
W = + Wh + uh -Vh (4.1)
where h is the depth of the mixed layer, Wh is the vertical velocity at depth h, and uh is
the two-component horizontal velocity at depth h. The entrainment velocity gives the
rate of volume transfer per unit horizontal area, usually expressed in units of meters
per year. The symbol, w, follows the convention for cross-interface volume flux from
Pedlosky (1996), although he mostly dealt with isopycnal surfaces, and the mixed-layer
base need not correspond to one. Positive entrainment velocity represents entrainmlent,
and conversely, negative w, is detrainment. Note that entrainnent can occur without
any vertical velocity or any physical movement of water. One example is a resting
ocean with a shoaling mixed layer. The volume of the mixed layer decreases and water
is detrained, but individual water particles do not move. Horizontal velocity through
a sloping mixed-layer base, termed lateral induction, also entrains or detrains water.
From above, detrainment from the mixed layer is not completely controlled by Eknan
pumping, nor is it a purely vertical process.
The volume of detrained water is the integral of the entrainment velocity over space
and time:
V dA dt, (4.2)
where the script A is the horizontal area' of interest. If the area of integration is
restricted to regions of detrainment, then V will be positive, indicating a volume of
water transferred out of the mixed layer. Without the specification that w, < 0 in
(4.2), the volume of detrained water could be negative, corresponding to a conversion
of water from the main thermocline to the mixed layer. Next, the distinction between
detrainment and subduction is elucidated.
When integrating over an integral number of seasonal cycles, (4.2) calculates the
net volume of subducted water. Because a full seasonal cycle is considered, only water
'Areas are always denoted by a script A in this thesis in order to reserve A for cross-isopycnal
advective flux (Garrett et al. 1995).
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that escapes the mixed layer without being re-entrained is counted in V. Therefore, the
result of competition between detrainment and entrainment yields net subduction.
4.2.1 Subduction and the seasonal cycle
To the first order, the seasonal cycle of the mixed layer controls subduction. The rate
of change of the mixed-layer depth, Bh/&t, typically dominates the terms in (4.1). As a
consequence, most of the water detrained from the mixed-layer is re-entrained later in
the year by the deepening mixed layer. Only water which is detrained in the late winter
and early spring, when the mixed layer is deepest, remains in the main thermocline.
Stominel (1979) first pointed out this effect, now termed the "mixed-layer demon",
which explains the bias of the main thermocline to late-winter mixed-layer properties
(also recall Figure 1-1). Williams et al. (1995) confirmed that this process is active in
a primitive equation model at coarse resolution. In the state estimate here, a first step
of Section 4.4 is to check if the mixed-layer demon is operating.
4.2.2 Water-mass subduction rates
One goal of this thesis is to determine how subduction sets the water-mass distribution of
the main thermocline. A "water iass" is defined as the water in a particular potential-
density class. Here, the rate of injection of a water mass into the main thermocline is
categorized as a function of a, the potential density referenced to the surface. Following
the notation of Marshall (1997), the net volume flux across the mixed-layer base at a
density less than 7 is S(a, t):
S(a, t) J (-w.) dA, (4.3)
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where A is the surface area of the mixed-layer base at density2 less than a. The advan-
tage of density-coordinate analysis is that any water-mass can be isolated. For example,
net volume flux in an infinitesinial density band, o to a + 6o, is 6S:
6s = a , 6a(4.4)
the divergence of S(u, t) with respect to density. From (4.4), the net volume flux in a
finite density interval b to a is given by the difference, S(a, t) - S(b, t). As seen above, the
power of density-space calculations is that any water mass can be individually examined.
Equation (4.3) is based upon the instantaneous detrainment rate, but previous inves-
tigators (Marshall and Marshall 1995; Hazeleger and Drijfiiout 2000) have emphasized
that entrainment is not always equal to subduction because of the intricacies of the sea-
sonal cycle. However, when averaging over at least one seasonal cycle, the net volume
flux into the main thermocline is equal to the volume of subducted water. Therefore,
the water-mass subduction rate, S(7), is the average volume flux:
ft A(C)(-w*) dA dt
S(O,) -- f d (4.5)jf dt
where t is an integer number of seasonal cycles. Water-mass subduction rates are easily
compared to other oceanographic quantities. It is a volume transfer per unit time, and
is large enough over an ocean basin to justify the use of Sverdrups (1 Sv = 106 m3 /s)
for units3 . In this thesis, subduction rates are only defined as an average over an entire
seasonal cycle, and the time integral in (4.5) nmust be sufficiently long.
2There is a slight distinction between the definition of S(o-, t) here, and M(a, t) of Marshall et al.
(1999). Marshall et al. (1999) define M(a, t) as the volume flux between potential density a1 and a.
Here, based on the practical approach of setting o to a very small value, M(a, t) is defined as the
volume flux at all potential densities less than o.
AUpper-case variables are used for volume fluxes with units of Sverdrups. Volume fluxes per unit
horizontal area, in units of m/s or m/yr, are denoted with lower-case variables.
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4.2.3 Eddy contributions to subduction
Water is subducted by both mean and time-variable components of the circulation,
although this was not explicitly noted in Equation (4.2) or Equation (4.5). Here, we
derive the explicit contribution of eddies to the water-mass subduction rate. Following
Marshall (1997), Equation (4.5) is rewritten and expanded into mean and time-variable
components of the circulation:
S(-) - w" A =- ( +'w') (A + A'), (4.6)
where the overbar defines a running mean over one or more seasonal cycles. By the rules
of averaging,
S(o-) - - ( ,A+ w$'A'). (4.7)
The mean and deviation of entrainment velocity must be carefully defined. Specifically,
-+ + U + 1 -Vh + u' - Vh', (4.8)
W' =W - W*. (4.9)
Notice that the mean entrainment velocity includes a contribution from the correlation
between mixed-layer depth and velocity variations. Expanding all the terms, the total
water-mass subduction rate is:
S(o-) +wh+Uh'Vh+UhVh' A-w'A'. (4.10)
In particular, the third term in the lateral induction term, first emphasized by Woods
(1985). The fourth term is an eddy thickness flux across the moving mixed-layer base.
The last term on the right hand side, originally noted by Marshall (1997), shows that
correlations between the local subduction rate and the surface outcrop area also subduct
water. As seen above, the rate at which water is transferred into the main thermocline
need not be set by the Eulerian mean quantities alone.
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To isolate the role of eddies, Marshall (1997) defined the eddy component of subduc-
tion by grouping all the time-variable terms in (4.10):
Seddy(o) -(uk -Vh') A - w'A', (4.11)
where the entire term represents a bolus flux by eddies. In an eddying circulation,
subduction by the mean flow may not be the only relevant quantity for understanding
water mass distributions. Follows and Marshall (1994) estimated that eddy fluxes across
typical oceanic fronts drive subduction with magnitudes comparable to the mean flow.
In the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, the subduction of Antarctic Intermediate Water
is not adequately captured by mean subduction rates (Marshall 1997). Furthermore,
subduction in the Gulf Stream system is dominated by eddy-scale inotions with rates up
to 150 m/yr (Hazeleger and Drijfhout 2000). These are all cases where eddy subduction
is a non-negligible component of the total subduction.
4.2.4 Surface layer volume budget
The water-mass subduction rate, introduced above, is only one part of a larger vol-
une budget. The complete surface layer volume budget is performed for two reasons.
One, the influence of eddy motions on subduction can be estimated in an independent
way through other terms in the budget. Two, isopycnal budgets allow a connection be-
tween kinematics and thermodynamics by the combined usage of conservation of volume
and buoyancy. Through a density-space approach, the similarity between subduction
and transformation, the flow of water across isopycnals, is clearly seen. In sumnmary,
estimates of subduction through isopycnal budgets give another way to quantify the
inportance of eddy motions in individual density classes.
The "surface layer" is defined as the seasonally-varying part of the ocean - every-
where shallower than the maximum mixed-layer depth. The volume of surface layer with
potential density less than o can be changed by volume flux through four boundaries,
Ath, An., AB, and As (Figure 4-1). The four boundaries are the base of the mixed layer,
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an isopycnal, the domain boundary, and the sea surface, respectively. Therefore, the
volume budget of the surface layer over one year is:
OV (0o- t)
't AIB(o, t) - A(o, t) - S(o-, t), (4.12)
at
where V(o, t) is the density-class volume, AIB(o, t) is the volume flux through the open
boundaries, and A(o, t) is the diapycnal volume flux (to be explicitly defined in the next
section). Volume flux through the surface by evaporation and precipitation is much
smaller than the other fluxes, and neglected in (4.12). For a steady-state ocean basin,
Marshall et al. (1999) reduced (4.12) to show the direct relationship between subduction
and diapycnal advective fluxes:
S(o) = -A(-). (4.13)
This thesis explores the extent to which the above relationship holds in the Northeast
Atlantic. Equation (4.13) is important because the eddy component of A(o-) must have
sonic relation to Seddy(o-).
Due to the mixed-layer demon, only water which moves out of the seasonally-varying
ocean into the main thermocline is permanently subducted. The boundary between the
seasonal and main thermocline is defined as the maximum mixed-layer depth in the
year, usually occurring in late winter. Therefore, we choose the bottoni boundary of the
"surface layer" to be fixed at the maximum mixed-layer base over one year.
Terms of the volume budget
When considering the water-mass subduction rate across a fixed bottom boundary, the
problem is simplified dramatically. The area-norinalized volume flux across the deepest
mixed-layer base is usually called the annual subduction rate (Cushman-Roisin 1987;
Nurser and Marshall 1991; Marshall et al. 1993), and is defined:
Vann -(Ul - UfH - VH) (A)-(1yr)
Sann - I Yrf JA dA dt (A) (1 (4.14)
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where Van is the volume of subducted water, H is the depth of the maximum mixed-
layer depth, UH and WH are the mean velocities at depth H, and the overbar represents
a one-year mean. Simplifying (4.14), a relationship of diagnostic utility results:
Sann = - (H i UH - VH). (4.15)
Therefore, the net volume flux across a fixed lower boundary is:
1AthS(a, t) = - (wH +UH . VH) dA, (4.16)
by use of Equation (4.3) and Equation (4.14).
The next term of the volume budget, Equation (4.12) is the open boundary mass
source, MB:
MB(O, t) VB * nB dA, (4.17)
where AB(O, t) is the surface area of the open boundary at density less than u, VB is the
open boundary velocity, and nB is the direction nornal to the boundary. The addition
of open boundary terms to the works of Walin (1982) and Speer and Tzipernan (1992)
is a novel developient of this thesis. Conceptually, the lateral boundary can be thought
of as a special case of the bottom boundary where H(x, y) = 0 outside the domain of
interest. This technique is used to derive the open boundary modifications.
The diapycnal advective volume flux, A(u, t), is defined as:
A(o, t) = J (v - v,) n , dA, n, = Vo/Vol, (4.18)
where v is the fluid velocity, v, is the isopycnal velocity, and fn, is the direction normal
to the isopycnal. The diapycnal volume flux is calculated following the meandering
isopycnal. A is positive for flow across isopycnals to higher density. The cross-isopyciual
advective flux gives the sum influence of the interior ocean dynamics on the water-mass
volumne budget.
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Surface layer volume budget
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Figure 4-1: The shaded fiid is bounded by an isopycnal, the imaximuml imixed-layer
depth, H(x, y), the sea surface, and the regional boundary. These surfaces have areas
Aa (o, t), Ath (, t), As(a, t) and AB (a, t). The diapycnal vohune flux through the isopy-
cnal (T is A(o, t), the volune flux across H(x, y) into the interior of the ocean is S(u, t),
an(h the open boumdary volumeiC flux is AIB (0, t)-
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4.2.5 Eddy diapycnal fluxes
The goal of this section is to determine the role of eddies in subduction in individual
density classes. The previous arguments have shown, through the conservation of vol-
Mue, that there is a direct connection between subduction and cross-isopycnal flow in
the surface layer. In this franmework, eddies contribute to cross-isopycnal volume fluxes,
and thus, affect subduction. An estimate of the importance of eddies in the volume
budget of the upper ocean is presented next.
The effect of time-variable motions, excluding the seasonal cycle, is isolated by defin-
ing a term, Aeddy:
/ A T( t) A (o ,t)
Aeddy(o,t) = (v - va) - fn dA - (v - V,) -in dA (4.19)
where the overbar represents a running mean of one month. Although other definitions
of Addy are possible, this definition closely isolates the effect of eddies that must be
parameterized in a coarse-resolution model. Furthermore, Aeddy is another way to study
the eddy contribution to the water-mass subduction rate - an indirect way to calculate
Seddy of Section 4.2.3.
4.2.6 Surface layer buoyancy budget
Water crosses isopycnals only in the face of diabatic processes (Figure 4-2). Conse-
quently, there is a direct connection between kinematics and thermodynamics. This
thesis introduces the thermodynamics of the surface layer for two reasons. One, diapy-
cnal fluxes, computed earlier in the kinematic section, may also be inferred by com-
plenmentary buoyancy fluxes. An independent check on the diagnostic method is then
possible. Two, the addition of thermodynamics allows a more complete picture of the
ocean processes at work.
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Transformation rates
The buoyancy budget of the surface layer control volume follows the same geometry of
Figure 4-1. In an ocean where the only diabatic forcing is at the surface, the buoyancy
flux, B is comprised of freshwater flux and heat flux:
B(x, y) = ( a HQ + po3S HF, (4.20)
Po C.
where HQ is heat flux, HF is freshwater flux, a is the thermal expansion coefficient, # is
the haline expansion coefficient, and C is the specific heat capacity of seawater. Based
on the conservation of volume and simple thermodynamics, the diapycnal advection of
buoyancy is balanced by the surface forcing in an isopycnal layer:
A(o, t) = F(u, t) = a , (o t) =A S(x, y) dA, (4.21)
and F(o, t) is the average water-mass transformation rate. The water-mass transforma-
tion rate is the buoyancy convergence in a particular density band, which can be inter-
preted as the rate that fluid moves across an isopycnal due to surface buoyancy forcing.
Walin (1982) used (4.21) to diagnose the "poleward drift" of the upper ocean from a
climatology of surface fluxes. Speer and Tzipernan (1992) later calculated F(o, t) with
climatological datasets. They used this definition to identify the water-mass formation
rates of the North Atlantic Ocean.
In oceanographic datasets, diagnosed transformation rates, F(u, t), differ largely from
diapycnal fluxes, A(o, t) (Speer and Tziperman 1992; Garrett et al. 1995), primarily
because interior ocean dynamics are neglected in the buoyancy budget. In the surface
layer region, non-advective buoyancy input is balanced by the advective component.
However, the presumed balance in (4.21) is not complete because diffusion is ignored.
Non-advective buoyancy input is due to surface buoyancy forcing, B, diffusion across
isopycnals, D, diffusion across the nixed-layer base, Dmi, and, in the regional case,
diffusion across the open boundaries, DB. In this way, the total supply of buoyancy by
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Figure 4-2: Diagram of a fixed control region of the mixed layer bounded by the sea
surface and two isopycnals. Both volume and buoyancy budgets can be formed in the
shaded region, leading to a set of diagnostics in density space. Subduction is the volume
flux across the fixed lower control surface. Buoyancy fluxes at the sea surface and
diffusive fluxes in the interior transform water masses from one density class to another.
From Marshall et al. (1999).
diffusion has three components:
D(-, t) = Do.(-, t) + Dmi(o, t) + DB(0-, t). (4.22)
The advective supply of buoyancy is by diapycnal advection or by advection across the
open boundaries. For an enclosed region of the ocean, Garrett et al. (1995) give a
detailed derivation of (4.21), and Nakamura (1995) independently derived this relation
for atmospheric tracers. With these new definitions, conservation of buoyancy can be
rewritten in a final form:
A(-, t) = F(o, t) - OD (, (4.23)
The diapycnal volume flux above also contains a contribution due to the heat transport
by horizontal motions across isopycnals, although we find later that it is a small contribu-
tion. In summary, an explicit relationship between the kinematics and thermodynamics
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of subduction has been found. This relationship will be used in Section 4.4 to check the
kinematic estinates of subduction, and could be used to provide some interpretation of
the dynamical processes.
4.3 Regional circulation and subduction pathways
Kineinatically, two quantities are necessary to calculate the subduction rate: u, the
ocean velocity field, and h, the mixed-layer depth. First, the characteristics of the
circulation implied by the state estinate of the eastern subtropical gyre are discussed.
Later, the seasonal cycle of the mixed layer and its role as a rectifier of subducted
water is detailed. After this introduction, subduction rates are diagnosed throughout
the basin. Specifically, the role of eddies in subduction is kinematically estimated.
Mean Velocity at Base of Mixed Layer: 1/6 State Estimate
360W 30OW 240W 18 OW 120W
Figure 4-3: Mean circulation over one year at the depth of the deepest mixed layer.
The mean circulation of the upper ocean is dominated by the Azores Current with
speeds up to 20 cm/s (Figure 4-3). The current transports about 12 Sv of water eastward
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Eddy Kinetic Energy, 100 m: 1/6 State Estimate (cm/s)
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Figure 4-4: Eddy kinetic energy at 100 ieters depth.
at 40'W, which (imniishes to roughly 3 So near the Mediterranean outflow. No forial
error bars have beei calculated, but mianv iiiiierical siuulations have beenl pierformiied.
Inl the siulations that fit the observatiolis in a reasonable way, the strength of the
curreit varies by no iore than 2 Sv hi the west, and 1 So inl the east. The Azores
Curreiit of the state estiiate has siilar width ald transport found ill surveys lby
research vessels (Rudnick aid Luyten 1996; Joyce et al. 1998). Most niodeled fronts
are considerably weaker thaii the stroig curreiit fouid inl this state estimate (Jia 2000;
New et al. 2001). The positioi of the east-west axis is 36'N, which is farther north
thani the cliiatological positioli by 1 - 3' of latitude, but consistent with the recent
synthesis of Weller (t al. (2004) for the years 1991-1993. Upon impinging on the eastern
boundary, anlost 1 Se of downwelling occurs in the Gulf of Cadiz. Roughly two-thirds
of the this downwelled water retroflects to the south, with the reniajinig portion going
iorth. The causes of the Azores Current, ald its effect on sulluctiol, are discussed
next.
Solution of the least-squares problem of Chapter 3 offers information about the pro-
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Mean Potential Density at Mixed-Layer Base: 1/6 State Estimate
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Figure 4-5: Mean potential
density structure serves as a
density at the inaxiniun mixed-layer depth. The spatial
new basis function to examine and understand subduction.
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cesses that form the Azores Current. The ECCO 2' global state estimate (Stammer
et al. 2002) models the Mediterranean Sea and includes an Azores Current with rea-
sonable transport. However, the use of the ECCO state estimate as a open boundary
condition in the 1/60 model here does not drive a realistic Azores Current (Figure 4-6).
Instead, the inflow of water on the western open boundary meanders southward, and
does not follow a tight, zonal trajectory across the domain. The model simulation may
be inaccurate because the 2' ECCO Azores Current is too broad and too warm.
Simulation
4 0 N
3 8ONoloZ .....
3 60N - -- ......-
0N -~~
32W 240 W 16W
Estimation
34 N............a .. ....
380N ~~~ .....-
360N -
34O-
3 00 N ~~ ....
400 800W320W 240W 160 W
Figure 4-6: Velocity snapshot in the Azores Current subregion. Without any data con-
straint, the model simulation (upper panel) has an Azores Current that meanders south-
eastward. The state estimate (lower panel) shows a tight, zonal current in accordance
with the observations of 1991-93. The maximumi velocity vector is 10 cm/s.
Although the placement of the Subduction Experiment moorings intentionally avoided
the Azores Current, the TOPEX/POSEIDON altimeter still provides information on the
proper ocean circulation in this subregion. Observations of sea surface height anomaly by
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TOPEX/POSEIDON demonstrate that SSH variance is too weak in the model simula-
tion (Figure 4-7). To correct this inconsistency with observations, the western boundary
inflow of Azores Current water is shifted southward and intensified into a narrower jet
in the state estimate. Therefore, the northern and western boundary condition has a
strong influence on the formation and maintenance of a realistic Azores Current over
one to two years.
SSH Variance: Simulation
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Figure 4-7: Sea surface height variance in the Azores Current subregion as seen in the
model simulation (upper panel) and the state estimiate (lower panel).- The lower panel has
the same general spatial structure of TOPEX/POSEIDON observations, and roughly
60% of the energy. The state estimate is generally inl accordance with observations while
the model simulation is not. The contour interval is 10 cm2.
Previous studies have shown the strong sensitivity of the modeled Azores Current
to model formulation (Jia 2000; New et al. 2001). Specifically, isopycnal coordinate
models were found to give a stronger current than their z-coordinate counterparts. The
inference is that water mass transformnation in the Gulf of Cadiz and the simulation
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of the Mediterranean outflow was crucial to a realistic simulation in the open ocean.
Furthermore, Jia (2000) showed in an initial value problem that the nodeled Azores
Current formed from the east and extended westward with the speed of a baroclinic
Rossby wave. Therefore, spinup of a current of realistic strength took 15 - 20 years.
Here, the state estimate does not include the Mediterranean Sea, and the total model
duration is only two years.
The importance of the Mediterranean in the present study can be determined by
performing a sensitivity study with the adjoint model. Sensitivity information is very
efficiently calculated by the adjoint model, and presents a second major advantage of
the nmethodology of this thesis (recall Section 3.2.5). Using the same cost function as
Chapter 3, the magnitude of the gradient with respect to the open boundaries gives the
relative importance of each boundary. The eastern boundary, located in the Mediter-
ranean outflow, is not more important than the other boundaries. In fact, the western
boundary and northwest corner of the domain do appear to be most important. This
result was checked by changing the open boundary conditions of the forward model; the
Mediterranean outflow was opened and the fluxes were prescribed by the ECCO global
state estimate. The open-ocean circulation was not significantly changed by this modifi-
cation to the forward model. The results do not necessarily conflict with the findings of
previous investigators. Here, the Azores Current is present in some form in all runs, and
the sensitivity study is measuring the stability of the already-formed current. The initial
value description of Jia (2000) addresses a decidedly different problem. In addition, the
timescale of analysis here, one to two years, is much shorter than the decadal timescales
of other studies.
The Azores Current has a profound influence on subduction. The most apparent
effect is the distortion of the mean streamlines of the upper ocean into a zonal jet, away
from a southwestward flow (Figure 4-8). Ocean theories which depend upon Sverdrup
balance alone do not explain such a deviation in upper-ocean circulation. Consequently,
the ventilated thermocline theory of Luyten et al. (1983) and the extension by Huang
and Russell (1995) have upper-ocean subduction pathways which are different from those
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observed. Because of the lack of an advective pathway across the Azores Current, the
theory of Rhines and Young (1982) predicts a a region of homogenized potential vorticity
behind the front. Robbins et al. (1998) searched for such a region, but it was not present
in observations. These results suggest that some subduction mechanisms in the region
of the Azores Current are not included in classical theory.
Mean streamlines: 1/6 State Estimate
-40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10
Figure 4-8: Streamlines of the mean horizontal velocity field at the depth of the nmaxi-
imum mixed layer. The streanilines start at the western end of the northern boundary
with a spacing of 1', from 39'W to 21'W. The flow carries water into the Azores
Current, then in a general southwestward trajectory that is consistent with the drift of
SOFAR. floats (Sundermeyer and Price 1988).
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4.4 Subduction in the state estimate
4.4.1 Seasonal cycle of entrainment
Maximum Mixed-Layer Depth: 1/6 State Estimate
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Figure 4-9: Maxiniuni niixed-layer depth over one seasonal cycle. The ixed layer is
defined as the region where the density difference to the surface is less than 0.025 kg/m 3.
Does the nixed-layer demon operate in the state estinate? The prinary requirenient
is that the seasonal variation of nixed-layer depth is larger than the vertical displaceiment
of water parcels. Maxinnun minxed-layer deptlis in February reach 200 neters (Figure 4-
9). Wintertinie nixed-layer depth shoals equatorward of 250 N, in accordance with
clinatologies (Marshall et al. 1993; Levitus and Boyer 1994) and traditional thinking.
However, the region between 25' N and 350 N does not have an equatorward gradient of
mixed-layer depth, which is surprising but in accordance with the observational synthesis
of Weller et al. (2004). The lixed layer is shallower in the Azores Current, due to
the input of relatively buoyant water throughout the year. Because the sunnnertiie
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mixed layer shoals everywhere to 20 - 30 meters depth, seasonal changes of mixed layer
approach 150 meters. In comparison, vertical motions displace water parcels no more
than 30 meters in one year. The magnitudes of these two processes suggest that the
mixed-layer demon is important in this region.
Snapshots of entrainment velocity, calculated by Equation (4.1), quantify the impor-
tance of the seasonal cycle of mixed-layer depth. Four snapshots, representing the four
seasons, are displayed in Figure 4-10. Instantaneous entrainment velocities frequently
exceed a magnitude of 1000 m/yr, much greater than any Ekman pumping rates. The
largest magnitude of entrainment velocity is -3500 m/yr: equivalent to a shoaling of
the mixed layer of 100 meters in ten days. Entrainment has strong seasonality due to
the domination of w, by the time rate change of mixed-layer depth, Bh/&t. The seasonal
cycle includes deepening of the mixed layer in summer, autumn, and early winter, and
rapid shoaling in late winter and spring. The retreat of the mixed layer toward the
surface in early spring will be shown to be the period of effective subduction.
From the snapshots of entrainment velocity, an estimate of the effective subduction
period is possible. This period begins at the time of maximum mixed-layer depth, and
ends when the volume of detrained water equals the volume of subducted water for
the whole year. In other words, water may be detrained after the end of the effective
period, but it will be re-entrained later. The time of maximum mixed-layer depth can
be defined two ways: the time of maximum volume of the mixed layer (here, February
20), or the median time of maximum mixed-layer depth throughout the region (March
15). Weller et al. (2004) remarked that the deepest mixed layers occur in February in
the north of the domain, and in March in the south, in close accordance with the state
estimate. Figure 4-11 integrates the volume of detrained water after February 20. Over
the entire domain and over one year, 2.1 - 1014 M 3 of water is detrained, which amounts
to a subduction rate of 27 n/yr over the entire domain. By this method, the effective
subduction period is 53 days, because an equivalent amount of water is detrained in this
time. As a measure of the error in the diagnostics, integration from March 15 instead of
February 20 yields a period of 45 days. Other studies have estimated that subduction
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Figure 4-10: The seasonal cycle of detraiiment fromi the mnixed layer The seasoial cycle
proceeds clockwise. Blue areas represelt large values of entrainmeit, w, < -1000 rn/yr.
Dark red( areas represent large values of detrainment, w, > 1000 rn/yr, a(nd are potential
sites of subduction. Greeii areas include all 1itermediate values of entrainment velocity.
As the entraimnent velocities are dominated by local values of ah/Dt, the patterns are
not associated with any frontal structures.
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Autumn
occurs over 1.8 to 2.2 months in the North Atlantic (Marshall et al. 1993; Hazeleger
and Drijfhout 2000). The short time of subduction shows that Stommel's mixed-layer
demon stroboscopically regulates the passage of water into the main thermocline of the
state estimate.
Seasonal Cycle of Detrainment
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Figure 4-11: Cumulative volume of detrained water, normalized by the full domain area.
The normalized volume is calculated beginning February 20, and extends over one year.
It may be thought of as the thickness of detrained water. The total volume (solid, black
line) is a sum of the contributions by the time rate change of mixed-layer depth (&h/8t,
line with diamonds), vertical displacement (w, line with circles), and lateral induction
(u - Vh, line with X's). The effective subduction period is geometrically seen to be 1.5
months.
4.4.2 Estimated subduction rates
Before calculating the water-mass subduction rate, Equation (4.3), we wish to under-
stand the geographic distribution of subduction. Using the exact form of (4.15) without
smoothing any of the fields, the annual subduction rate is calculated for the state esti-
mate at eddy-resolution (Figure 4-12). Small-scale variations in the maximum mixed-
layer depth (recall Figure 4-9) and the horizontal circulation field (Figure 4-3) lead to
locally-intense volume fluxes. These volume fluxes are oriented horizontally across the
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sloping mixed-layer base. The inherently-noisy nature of the gradient of H is responsi-
ble for subduction rates up to 300 rn/yr. In contrast, the vertical velocity field at the
mixed-layer base is predominantly large-scale. The small-scale intense subduction rates
here are not an artifact of the diagnostic scheme; the definition of annual subduction is
responsible. A one-year time average is only two or three baroclinic life-cycles: not long
enough to eliminate small-scale features in the mean circulation of an eddy-resolving
state estimate.
Annual Subduction Rate: 1/60State Estimate
360W 30OW 240W 18 OW 12 W
Figure 4-12: Annual subduction rate, sann -(WH +UH .VH). The small-scale, intense
subduction rates are due to lateral induction by the mean circulation.
Although local subduction rates are intense, small-scale features do not necessarily
lead to net subduction when integrated over the domain. The domain-averaged annual
subduction rate is approximately 6 Sv. The error is estimated as less than 1 Sv by the
sensitivity of the model. For comparison, a large-scale subduction rate can be defined
by evaluating (4.15) with the coarse-grained fields. Coarse-graining is accomplished by a
2' running mean on the velocity and mixed-layer depth fields. The new definition of the
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large-scale annual subduction rate is closer to the quantity calculated by previous studies,
as the maximum mixed-layer depth field was usually smoothed by other authors. The
large-scale annual subduction rate (Figure 4-13) gives a domain-averaged subduction of
roughly 5.5 Sv for the state estimate. The patterns of subduction differ due to small-
scale features still present in the mean circulation fields. However, the magnitude of
subduction is relatively unchanged despite the fact that gradients are less sharp in the
coarse-grained fields. Further identification of the role of eddies in subduction requires
the explicit study of the small-scale, time-varying fields. Unfortunately, time-variability
does not enter Equation (4.15) because the base of the mixed-layer is chosen to be fixed
with time.
Large-Scale Annual Subduction Rate: 1/60 State Estimate [m/yr]
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Figure 4-13: Large-scale, annual subduction rate ssc=
star indicates a field that has been coarse-grained. The
rate is not significantly altered by the coarse-graining.
-(**- + U* . -VH*), where a
domain-integrated subduction
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Estimates of eddy subduction
Eddy subduction in an Eulerian frame of reference reduces to the eddy volume flux,
u' . Vh', across the moving mixed layer, h(t). This is the first term of the eddy contri-
bution to the water-mass subduction rate, Equation 4.11. One subtlety in diagnosing
the state estimate is the definition of the mean circulation. Our definition of the mean
is actually a monthly mean, so that time-variability of the seasonal cycle is not grouped
with "eddy" variability.
Eddy Subduction Rate: 1/6 State Estimate [m/yr]
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Figure 4-14: Eddy subduction rate, computed as the eddy-thickness flux across the
time-variable mixed-laver base. Note the color scale ranges from -30 rn/yr to 30 m/yr,
a smaller range than Figure 4-12. Eddy subduction is largest in regions with enhanced
eddy kinetic energy.
Local values of eddy subduction approach 40 rm/yr in the North Equatorial Cur-
rent and in parts of the Azores Current (Figure 4-14). In these frontal regions, eddy
subduction is locally non-negligible in comparison to Ekman pumping rates of only
20 - 30 n/yr. The magnitude of the eddy component of subduction is about 15% of the
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annual subduction in select locations. However, the Eulerian field of eddy subduction
does not allow a good evaluation of the net effect of eddies on water mass formation.
When averaging over an area larger than the eddy length-scale, the net contribution to
subduction nearly vanishes. This is a limitation of the Eulerian definition of subduc-
tion; a more-Lagrangian viewpoint is needed to isolate the net impact of eddies. One
attempt to visualize the impact of the eddies is to overlay the mean density contours
with the eddy subduction rate (Figure 4-15). This isolates the first term of Seddy. In
general, no clear pattern is evident. In some cases, such as the bullseye in the Azores
Current, subduction is positioned near a "wide mouth" in the isopycnals, a place with
greater than average spacing. If such a situation happens more often that subduction
near packed isopycuals, net subduction occurs. The next section of this thesis attempts
to systematically evaluate the relationship between the isopycnals and subduction in a
way that can not be done visually.
Although the domain-integrated subduction rate is not significantly modified by
eddies, eddy subduction is strongest in subregions with strong currents. This suggests
that density classes which outcrop near the Azores Current or the North Equatorial
Current may still be strongly affected by eddies. To check this proposition, a second
perspective is available by isolating the impact of subduction in particular water masses
(see Appendix D for technical details of the diagnostics).
Estimated water-mass subduction rates
The water-mass subduction rate is directly estimated from the velocity field at the
mnixed-layer base (Figure 4-116). A domain-integrated 4 Sv of subduction occurs in the
domain. Due to the mixed-layer denmon, all of the subducting water is in the density
range o > 25.0, corresponding to the densities that outcrop in the late winter. The eddy
subduction rate, Seddy(o), is nonzero and indicates that net subduction due to eddies is
occurring. Eddies act to subduct water in the late-winter density classes, but obduct
water at o < 25.2. Through this density-coordinate analysis, the net impact of eddies is
suggested. To further understand the processes that cause subduction, the surface layer
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Mean Potential Density and Eddy Subduction Rate: 1/6 State Estimate
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Figure 4-15: The
mixed-layer base.
isopycnals.
eddy subduction rate overlaid with the mean density contours at the
In some instances, subduction occurs in regions with widely-spaced
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Figure 4-16: Water-mass subduction rate, S(o-) (solid line), and eddy subduction rate,
Seddy (-) (dashed line). The "X"'s iark the density resolution of the diagnostics. A
domain-integrated 4 Sv of net subduction occurs.
volume budget is considered next.
4.4.3 Estimated surface layer volume budget
The surface layer volume budget allows the determination of the relative importance of
the open boundaries versus the interior dynamics in setting the water mass properties
of subducted fluid. The annual-mean open boundary volume flux, MB(U), is calculated
with monthly average fields, and density bins of Ao = 0.2 (Figure 4-17). MB(o) shows
that some of light (o- < 24.2) water is expelled from the basin. This happens primarily in
the uppermost 50 meters near the North Equatorial Current. The majority of incoming
water (~ 5 Sv) is in the density class 24.2 < a < 26.5. This indicates that the typical
subtropical mode water classes are laterally recirculating in the subtropical gyre. Over
the entire domain, the surface-layer open boundary flux is a net source of water; i.e.,
MB(o- = 27) = 4 Sv. This excess water must be subducted, which is shown below.
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Open Boundary Volume Source, 1/6 State Estimate
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Figure 4-17: The open boundary source of volume to the surface layer. MB(a) is the
annual average source of volume at all densities less than a.
Figure 4-18 shows the time-average diapycnal volume flux, A(a), in the surface layer
as defined by Equation (4.18). Two components comprise A(a):
A(a) = AE(a) - a)
Over much of the domain, water flows across isopyenals toward higher density because
A(a) > 0. However, water is formed only in the range 26.0 < a < 27.0 where the
diapycnal flux is convergent. In an integral sense, water leaves the lighter classes of
water, and is made more dense in the domain. The high values of DV(a)/8t show that
the model's isopycnals have been displaced over one year.
The domain-integrated subduction rate, S(a > 27) = 4 Sv, is given by the water-
mass subduction rate at the maximuni potential density in the surface layer. This value
is effectively set by MB(a > 27), as any excess water that enters through the open
boundaries is subducted across the mixed-layer base by volume conservation.
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Diapycnal Volume Flux, 1/6 State Estimate
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Figure 4-18: Diapycnal volume fluxes in the surface layer. All overbars have been
dropped in the figure. Together, AH(') and Az(a) represent the Eulerian component
of volume flux through the horizontal and vertical velocity fields. BV(0-)/t represents
storage in an isopycnal which results from the net displacement of a density surface.
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The combination of MB(j) and A(a) determine 9(a), and hence, the properties of the
subducted water (Figure 4-16). When considering the relative importance of these two
terms, three different regimes in the domain emerge. The shallow, summertime density
range, o < 24.2, is dominated by a throughflow into the surface layer from below and
then expulsion out of the open boundaries. It is surprising that such light water would
flow from the interior to the surface layer, but this is similar to the results of Marshall
et al. (1999) for the entire North Atlantic. The light density-classes are characterized
by obduction despite a downward Ekman velocity. In the intermediate density range,
24.2 < a < 26.0, water outcrops in the southern half of the domain in winter. Diapycnal
fluxes work against the open boundary source and reduce the amount of subduction as
water is transported to greater density. Still, large volumes are subducted, and the open
boundary source is the dominant player. In the densest density range, 26.0 < a < 27.0,
diapycnal fluxes have the dominant impact on the subducted water properties. Water
accumulates in the surface layer at these densities due to the diapycnal flux, and little
subduction occurs despite the additional source of open boundary water.
In the density range 25.5 < a < 26.5, high-frequency niotions produce a maximum
diapycnal flux of 1 Sv, nearly as large as the flux of 2.5 Sv by mean fluid velocity. This
density range encompasses the region of the Azores Current (recall Figure 4-5). Forma-
tion of water masses depends upon the convergence of the diapycnal fluxes; Acddy(J) is
convergent throughout most density classes, yielding a net formation of water by eddy
processes. In general, the derivative of Aeddy(u) rivals that of AE(u). Because diapycnal
volume flux is directly related to subduction, this calculation quantifies the contribution
of eddies to subduction.
Kinematic error estimates/Sensitivity analysis
The surface layer volume budget is self-consistent and perfectly closed. The water-mass
subduction rate can be comiputed directly, or through a combination of open boundary
and interior terms; the results match exactly. However, errors are present due to the
use of a discretized density coordinate. In the GCM, it is assumed that the density is
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Annual Diapycnal Volume Flux: 1/6 State Estimate
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Figure 4-19: Annual diapycnal volume flux due to the Eulerian velocity, AE(or), versus
the time-averaged eddy volume flux, Aeddy(o-). The contribution to net formation of
water by eddies is exceeds 1 Sv.
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Figure 4-20: Water-mass subduction rate, S(a) (solid line), and eddy subduction rate,
Seddy(a) (dashed line), for the 2 degree state estimate. The "X"'s mark the density
resolution of the diagnostics. The subduction rate is conputed about a time-variable
mixed-layer base. As the 2' state estimate has little eddy variability, Seddy(a) represents
an estiniate of the error of the diagnostic scheme.
constant along an entire grid face, and the error can then be computed (Marshall et al.
1999). In a fine resolution state estiniate, the assumption of constant density along a
grid face is good because of the sniall area of an individual grid cell. To get an idea of
the maximum level of error due to density discretization, we examine the diagnostics
of the 20 state estimate. This coarse resolution estimate does not contain energetic
eddy notions, and this can be checked through diagnosis of Seddy(U). Figure 4-20 shows
that eddy subduction has a root mean square value of 0.2 Sv. Most of this "eddy
subduction" is actually error in the diagnostic scheme. In this way, an upper bound
of 0.2 Sv is estimated for the density-coordinate analysis. Thermodynamic budgets
(discussed later) have much larger sources of error.
The decomposition of the circulation into mean and eddy components is troublesomne
in this region because of the lack of a stable mean velocity field. Considering the zonal
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velocity time-series from 10 North Atlantic state estimate (Stammer et al. 2002), at
least ten years of data is needed for a stable mean in the interior of the Subduction
Experiment region. Figure 4-21 shows a typical velocity timeserics from the ECCO
state estimate where the determination of the mean velocity depends upon the averaging
interval throughout the years 1992-2002. Near the NE mooring, the situation is even
worse. A mooring deployed by the Insitut fur Meereskunde (Mooring Kiel 276) with a
ten-year time series has still failed to produce statistically-significant mean velocities.
M6ller and Siedler (1992) have commented that variability in the 4-6 year frequency
band is responsible for the unstable means. In the calculation of the eddy subduction
rates here, interannual variability causes error in the estimates that swamp any other
source.
Another source of error in the subduction rates is due to the state estimate error
itself. Although methods have been developed to gain the error statistics of the state
estimate (Thacker 1989), this is computationally unfeasible for the present problem.
However, the sensitivity of the results can be estimated by considering the multiple
forward model runs that have been performed in the optimization process. For example,
the transport of the Azores Current is consistently 12 Sv in the perturbed forward run,
with a typical deviation of less than 0.2 Sv. The path of the current varies more widely,
with differences up to 200 km. Error in the displacement of a feature is difficult to
represent in a simple error bar, as it usually leads to non-Gaussian statistics (Lawson and
Hansen 2004). Based on the sensitivity of the forward model, the integrated subduction
rate over the domain has errors on the order of 0.5 Sv, and local subduction rates near
the Subduction Experiment moorings are accurate within 15 m/yr. Away from the
explicit data constraint of the eddies by the moorings, the eddy pattern of subduction is
sometimes shifted, leading to errors of 30 - 40 m/yr which is the magnitude of the eddy
subduction itself. As seen above, a sense of the errors in subduction rates is possible
through a sensitivity study, even though formal error bars are difficult to estimate.
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Velocity Timeseries, ECCO State Estimate
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Figure 4-21: Characteristics of the ECCO 10 state estimate velocity timeseries at
(350 N, 300 W). Top two panels: Time series of zonal and meridional velocity at 222
meters depth. Bottom panel: Mean velocity as a function of averaging interval, starting
from one month and extending to the average of the entire timeseries, 10 years. These
plots show that interannual variability is a dominant component of the time series, and
stable means are only obtained after long averaging periods.
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4.4.4 A thermodynamic check on the diagnostics
Cross-isopycnal advective flow must be accompanied by thermodynamic forcing. There-
fore, we can compute thermodynamic transformation rates as a check on the previous
kinematic diagnostics. In the Subduction Experiment region, transformation and sub-
duction have similar trends in density-space (compare F(o) of Figure 4-22 and A(u) of
Figure 4-18). The differences between the air-sea transformation rate, F(o-), and the
diapycnal volume flux, A(o), however, are due to mixing in the ocean. Marshall et al.
(1999) have shown that the diffusion terms, D(o, t), of the surface layer reconcile the
differences, and close the budget, in a numerical model. Likewise here, diffusion reduces
the residuals in the thermodynamic budget.
The residual of the thermodynamic budget (4.23) is shown in Figure 4-23. Marshall
et al. (1999) point out two sources of error in the budget: discretization error and
unresolved variability. The size of the residuals, 1 - 2 Sv, is due to our lack of ability
to accurately reconstruct the buoyancy equation offline. The diffusion term, D, was
approximated in the diagnostics by using a constant background diffusivity, although
the true diffusivity varied as a function of space and time. Notice that the pattern of
the diapycnal fluxes by diffusion closely resembles the thermodynamic residual. This
is suggestive that proper diagnosis of the diffusion terms in the state estimate would
completely close the budget. However, the thermodynamic residuals of 1-2 Sv presently
rival the size of the eddy subduction signal. Therefore, a check of eddy subduction rates
through purely thermodynamic means is postponed at this time.
4.5 Summary
* The state estimate confirms that the mixed-layer demon, originally formulated by
Stommel, operates in the eastern North Atlantic, and allows effective subduction
during 45 - 60 days of the late-winter.
" Annual subduction rates have locally-intense subduction and obduction up to
200 m/yr. Lateral induction by the small-scale mean circulation is responsible
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Figure 4-22: Annual air-sea transformation rate, F(-).
Residuals of Thermodynamic Budget, 1/6 State Estimate
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Figure 4-23: Residual of the thermodynamic budget.
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for such intense subduction.
* Eulerian maps of eddy subduction show local volume fluxes up to 40 m/yr, signifi-
cantly higher than seen in parameterizations of coarse-resolution models ( 10 m/yr,
Spall et al. 2000).
* Isopycnal analysis suggests that eddy subduction is as large as mean subduction
in the density class 25.8 < o < 26.2. Parameterizations which do not include this
effect will produce biases in water-mass properties.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
A review of the thesis follows, with an emphasis on directing the interested reader
to the detailed sections. After the recap, connections are discussed between the results
in an effort to answer questions of a wider scope. Finally, a number of future projects
and unresolved questions are suggested.
5.1 Review of results
Quantitative review of the classic theory with observations reveals that our previous
view of subduction is incomplete. A first step here is to quantify the basic pattern
of subduction in the eastern North Atlantic by using the field measurements of the
Subduction Experiment and the TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite. In particular, relatively
little is known about the role of eddies in controlling subduction in the eastern half of
the subtropical gyre. Chapter 1 reviews the state of the science and poses two questions:
o What is the magnitude and pattern of subduction in the eastern North
Atlantic?
o Does eddy subduction significantly affect the total subduction rate?
The measurements from the Subduction Experiment moorings have inadequate spa-
tial coverage to diagnose subduction. To remedy the problem, an eddy-resolving state
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estimate was made by bringing a 1/60 North Atlantic regional model into consistency
with data, thus yielding an estimate of oceanic fields at the fine resolution of the model.
Chapter 2 shows that the problem of combining a model and observations is a giant
least-squares problem (detailed in Sections 2.2-2.4). Fine resolution and open bound-
aries both lead to special considerations in the mathematical formulation of the problem
(Sections 2.2.1, 2.4.1, and 2.4.2). Here, the defining and novel nature of the problem is
the high-dimension of the state and the nonlinearity of the model.
For oceanographic datasets, the method of Lagrange multipliers is the ideal choice to
solve the constrained least-squares problem and form a state estimate (Section 3.2). The
method hinges upon the availability and usefulness of the adjoint to the model. In con-
trast to previous studies at eddy-resolution, the information from the adjoint model is
useful for finding a consistent solution between the model and observations (Section 3.5).
Individual eddies that are observed by the Subduction Experiment moorings can be es-
timated (Section 3.5.5). The incorporation of a good first guess from a coarse-resolution
model is crucial for the success of the method (Section 3.4). The findings of Chapter 3
can be summarized as:
" No fundamental obstacle exists to constraining an eddy-resolving model
to observations in this region.
" Eddies observed by the Subduction Experiment mooring array can be
tracked in the state estimate.
The state estimate is a dynamically-consistent, high-resolution information source
that allows diagnosis of both total subduction and eddy subduction. The effective
subduction period is roughly 50 days in late-winter (Section 4.4.1). After accounting
for the mixed-layer demon, approximately 5 Sv is subducted into the main thermocline.
Fine resolution estimates (1/60) of the annual subduction rate are dominated by the
small-scale subduction signal of magnitude up to 200 m/yr locally. Eddy subduction
is calculated as the volume flux of water across the moving mixed-layer base; eddy
subduction rates as high as 40 m/yr are common (Section 4.4.2). To gauge the net effect
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of eddies, subduction is integrated in density-space (Section 4.4.3). The contribution
of eddies to subduction is a comparable to the total subduction in the density class
25.5 < u < 26.5, which includes isopycnals that outcrop in the Azores Current in late
winter (Section 4.2.5). The results of Chapter 4 are:
e Eddy subduction rates are frequently 15% of the local subduction rate
in the eastern North Atlantic.
" Eddy subduction is a contributor to water mass formation, and the
combination of Eulerian and density-space calculations suggest that the
frontal regions, such as the Azores Current and the North Equatorial
Current, play a large role.
5.2 Discussion
This thesis suggests the importance of eddies even in a region that does not include
the western boundary of the basin. Previously, Marshall (1997) hypothesized that eddy
subduction was important in western boundary currents, the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current, and deep convection sites. Hazeleger and Drijfhout (2000) quantified the eddy
contribution to subduction at 150 m/yr in an idealized Gulf Stream model. The in-
dependent Subduction Experiment synthesis of Weller et al. (2004) likewise concluded
that the explicit study of eddies was necessary to close budgets and understand dynam-
ical processes, although they did not attempt such a study. Here, frontal regions in the
eastern half of the subtropical gyre have locally significant rates of eddy subduction.
Relative to the energetic eddy regions suggested by Marshall (1997), eddy subduction
rates of the eastern subtropical gyre are small, but give a non-negligible contribution to
water mass transformation rates. Away from fronts, subduction due to eddies is negli-
gible in the Subduction Experiment region. Nevertheless, the overall picture is one of
an ocean with ubiquitous mesoscale energy that can not be ignored a priori.
Eddy subduction rates are locally large, but do eddies have any net impact? The
annual subduction rate (Section 4.4.2, Figure 4-13) has small-scale structures due to
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lateral induction by the mean circulation. A spatial average of the small-scale signal
in the Azores Current region gives a subduction rate of 29 m/yr, nearly equivalent
to the non-frontal value of 27 m/yr south of the front. The explicit calculation of
eddy subduction (Section 4.4.2, Figure 4-14) is dominated by an alternating pattern
of entrainment and detrainment. Spatial averages on scales larger than an individual
eddy tend to zero by the cancellation of the dipoles. These results show that eddies do
not have a net volume flux into the thermocline over the domain. Instead, eddies only
significantly affect the water mass formation rates, as seen in a density-space calculation.
Model resolution and subduction
What resolution is necessary to adequately model subduction? An advantage of this
thesis is that we have used two complementary models, one at 1/60 that explicitly re-
solves eddies, and another at 2' with the Gent-McWilliams (GM) eddy-parameterization
scheme. The annual subduction rate in the coarse-resolution state estimate is very sim-
ilar to the large-scale subduction rate of the fine-resolution state estimate (compare
Figure 5-1 to Figure 4-13). Subduction by the mean circulation is well-captured in the
eastern subtropical gyre by a coarse-resolution model.
When considering the necessary resolution of a model run, the coarse-resolution
simulation of Spall et al. (2000) serves as another comparison. Spall et al. (2000)
examined the output of an ocean model with 2' resolution in the Subduction Experiment
region. They were able to estimate the eddy-subduction rate even though eddies were
not present in the simulation. Marshall (1997) showed that because eddy subduction
is equivalent to a transport by the bolus velocity, an eddy parameterization scheme
(i.e., (Gent et al. 1995)) should also parameterize eddy subduction. Spall et al. (2000)
estimated eddy subduction rates of no larger than 10 m/yr (Spall et al. 2000) by GM,
while the explicit calculation of our fine-resolution estimate ranged to 40 m/yr. The
eddy-parameterization scheme may underestimate subduction because of the inherent
two-dimensional picture upon which it is based. The Azores Current, in particular, has
a strong retroflection at the Mediterranean Outflow and a strong countercurrent. These
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features are complications not considered in the theoretical underpinnings of GM. From
these results, the three-dimensional pathway of water subducted by eddies in the Azores
Current seems difficult to parameterize.
Because the global run of Spall et al. (2000) underrepresented the effect of eddy
subduction, large-scale hydrographic biases are expected over time. The timescale of
error growth depends on a ratio between the eddy subduction rate and the total volume
inventory in a particular density band. This scaling argument indicates that biases
will become large after ten to twenty years of model integration. Spall et al. (2000)
take pains to show the similarity of their model simulation to the mooring data of the
Subduction Experiment over two years. Nevertheless, a two-year observational record
is not long enough to test the eddy-subduction parameterization in a coarse-resolution
model.
State estimation and subduction
The use of a state estimate, rather than a model simulation alone, greatly affected the
scientific results of this thesis. Large-scale hydrographic deficiencies gave a model simu-
lation with an unreasonable pattern of subduction. Of utmost importance, the seasonal
cycle of the mixed layer was drastically improved by the addition of observations. The
large-scale slope of the mixed-layer base reversed orientation under an observational
constraint. Estimates of lateral induction were most improved by state estimation.
Transformation rates (Figure 5-2) are also adjusted by the improved air-sea flux fields.
At the very least, the methodology of this thesis removed the major sources of error in
the formulation of the regional model. No reasonable diagnostics of subduction would
have been possible in the model simulation without data constraints.
Besides large-scale hydrographic changes, eddy-resolving state estimation changed
the spatial pattern of eddy kinetic energy. To a large extent, relatively high values of
kinetic energy are a prerequisite for significant eddy subduction. Thus, the inclusion
of observations in the eddy-resolving model allowed an improved determination of the
regions where eddy subduction is important, such as the Azores Current and the North
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Annual Air-Sea Transformation Rate: 1/6 State Estimate
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Figure 5-2: Annual air-sea transformation rate, F, of a nearly-optimized state estimate.
The transformation rate in a simulation forced by NCEP heat and freshwater fluxes is
labeled FNCEP. The state estimate, where surface fluxes have been adjusted, in labeled
FTOTAL. Adjustments by state estimation fine-tune the water mass transformation
characteristics.
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Equatorial Current, and those where it is not.
5.3 Future work
The diagnosis of eddy subduction is limited in this thesis by the short duration of the
state estimate. One year constitutes only three to four eddy lifecycles, and averages
over this time interval still contain small-scale structures. Idealized model studies of
subduction (i.e. Hazeleger and Drijfhout (2000)) usually average over twenty or more
years of model integration for a statistical steady state. A logical next step is the
diagnosis of eddy subduction in a realistic model simulation with many seasonal cycles.
Given the present computational resources, it is feasible to run a realistic model at
eddy-resolution over twenty years in a regional configuration.
As seen in Section 5.2, the state estimate has an improved large-scale hydrographic
structure relative to the model simulation. Hence, subduction is captured more real-
istically when observations are taken into account. A long-term, eddy-resolving state
estimate is the ultimate tool to study the role of eddies in subduction. The compu-
tational burden of finding a state estimate is perhaps 100 times greater than a model
simulation. Nevertheless, the ECCO Group has already discussed a ten-year, 1/40 state
estimate, so the future may not be far away.
Besides the computational requirements of state estimation, a long record of obser-
vations is also necessary. For a nonlinear system, it is likely that a dense supply of data
is required to keep the state estimate on track. The continuous supply of sea surface
height data from first TOPEX/POSEIDON, and now the JASON satellite, is a major
boost to the data stream. Field campaigns have increasingly focused on new forms
of instruments, such as the global array of floats in the ARGO experiment. With new
forms of measurements, new methods may be needed to incorporate the information into
a state estimate. For the future, the observational design problem must be explicitly
addressed if the ocean is to be monitored over a wide range of space and time scales.
The methodology of state estimation will be tested in the case of long-duration eddy-
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resolving estimates. Regional models are increasingly controlled by the open boundary
conditions over long times, but it is difficult to model open boundaries accurately. Global
models also serve as a test because of differing physical regimes in different regions.
Western boundary currents, open ocean deep convection, and sea-ice formation are
nonlinear processes and probably represent necessary components of a realistic global
ocean model. In the face of these strong nonlinear features, the usefulness of adjoint-
computed gradients can be questioned (Lea et al. 2000; K6hl and Willebrand 2002).
The method of Lagrange multipliers may not be applicable blindly.
The scientific field of state estimation evolved with low-dimensional, linear problems.
Modifications are necessary for the oceanographic setting because of the high-dimension
and nonlinearity of the equations of motion. Two preliminary adjustments were im-
plemented in this thesis. One, the size of the control space was effectively reduced by
nondiagonal weighting matrices. Spatial and temporal correlation in the control fields
means that the effective degrees of freedom, and hence, size of the search space, is
lessened. Two, Section 3.5.3 used a cost function which enforced the model to follow
only the large-scale observational signal. This could be called a multiscale method. The
knowledge of spatial and temporal correlations could be used more fully in state estima-
tion, and the steps taken here are just a start. As a final note, control theory was the
original source of the state estimation methodology. It is logical to continue to apply
ideas borrowed from control theory to the high-dimensional, nonlinear world of fluid
dynamics and climate science.
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Appendix A
MIT General Circulation Model
equations
This is a brief introduction to the formulation of the primitive equations used by
the MIT General Circulation Model (MIT GCM). Marshall et al. (1997a,b) described
the model in greater detail. Here, the model is used with the hydrostatic form of the
primitive equations under the Boussinesq assumption. The model conserves horizontal
and vertical momentum, volume, heat and salt. With the equation of state and the free
surface equation, seven equations constitute the core dynamics of the numerical model.
Du _ Vp 1 a Ou(A)D = - 2Q x u+ - V h + vhV 4u + vZ (A.1)
Dt Po Po az &z
z = -gp (A.2)
=zw -V-u (A.3)
DO= hV40 + az~-+V -H (A.4)
Dt &z &z
DS VS + a zas +V -HF (A.5)
Dt az az
p = p(O, S, z) (A.6)
r= -V. u dz + (P - E) (A.7)
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In the horizontal momentum equation (A.1), u is the 2-component horizontal velocity, p
is the deviation of the pressure from a resting ocean of density po, Q is the rotation rate
of Earth, V is a horizontal operator, T represents wind stress at the surface, and v is
viscosity. The vertical momentum equation (A.2) reduces to hydrostatic balance, where
g is gravity. Conservation of mass becomes conservation of volume (A.3) under the
Boussinesq assumption, equally expressed as nondivergence of the three-dimensional
flow. Heat, directly related to potential temperature, 0, is conserved in the absence
of diffusion, K, and external heating, HQ (A.4). Salinity, S, is also conserved in the
absence of diffusion and freshwater forcing, HF (A.5). The equation of state (A.6) is
a nonlinear polynomial in which density depends on temperature, salinity, and depth.
The sea surface height rq evolution, described by (A.7), introduces a new prognostic
equation in the hydrostatic PE's. (P - E) is the volume input by excess precipitation
over evaporation. The general circulation model is nonlinear due to the equation of
state, as well as the advection terms hidden in the total derivatives, N. In sum, there
are 7 dependent variables and 7 equations for their evolution.
The KPP model (as discussed in Section 1.2.2) is appended to the model. It diagnoses
turbulent viscosity and diffusivity which is then used in the prognostic model equations.
1z= VZ(X, y, z, p, HQ, HF) (A.8)
Kz= KZ(X, yz, p, HQ, HF) (A.9)
Solution Method
The hydrostatic primitive equations are discretized on a staggered grid, the C grid of
Arakawa (1977). The bottom boundary has no-slip conditions, but the lateral solid
boundaries have slip conditions. Potential temperature, salinity, horizontal velocity,
and sea surface height are prognostic quantities, stepped forward in time by an Adams-
Bashforth discretization. Vertical velocity and density are diagnostic, calculated by
Eqs. (A.2,A.6).
Pressure is also a diagnostic variable, but it is not explicitly described by the previous
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equations. To form an explicit equation, split pressure into two components, surface and
hydrostatic:
r0
p(x, y, z) = ps(x, y) + pH (x, y, z) ~ 9por + gp dz, (A.10)
where hydrostatic balance makes a direct connection between surface pressure and sea
surface height. Nevertheless, the surface pressure still does not have an explicit equa-
tion which will guarantee a nondivergent flow. To remedy this problem, the horizontal
momentum equation is written in a simplified form, where pressure is split into two
components, and G, takes the place of the extra right hand terms:
-U - + GU = -gvl + GU, (A.11)
at Po
with use of the linearized definition of surface pressure (Equation A.10). Now, sub-
stituting the previous equation into the time derivative of the free surface equation
(Equation A.7) yields an elliptic equation
V - (gHVy) +% = -V. Gu dz + -(P - E) (A.12)
at2 H at
where the next to last term should vanish. In practice, the new velocity u is not
perfectly nondivergent, so the term is kept and it leads to adjustment in the pressure
field. Equation (A.12) is discretized with a backwards implicit scheme, and is solved
iteratively when the boundary is irregular.
The boundary conditions for the elliptic operator are modified with open boundaries.
With a closed boundary, the operator has homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions,
Vp -n = G -n = 0. When the domain boundaries are open, one new term is added to
the elliptic equation boundary conditions; it is a term that allows for a change in total
volume inside the domain. Zhang et al. (1999) gave a full discussion of the modification,
but in a technical sense, it is a very small change to the numerical code.
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Appendix B
Relationship of the forward and
adjoint state
The Lagrange multipliers are frequently called the adjoint state because they are
stepped backwards in time by the adjoint model, in analogy with the variables stepped
by the forward model, the forward state. The analogy is made more complete when con-
sidering that the number of Lagrange multipliers equals the number of state variables
at any time. Equivalently, the adjoint model has the same dimension as the forward
model. Algorithmically-differentiated numerical code makes explicit the connection be-
tween the forward and adjoint state; for example, Marotzke et al. (1999) show that the
adjoint state has sensitivity information directly related to the corresponding forward
state. With the mathematical formulation of the Lagrangian function, equation (3.3) of
Chapter 3, a tight relationship still exists but is not clearly seen.
The first difference between the numerical adjoint code and the formal mathematics
is the status of the adjoint state at time t = 0. In the numerical code, pl(O) exists, but it
is not defined for the equations of Chapter 3. With a few extra definitions, the adjoint
state can be extended formally to t = 0. Consider the first time step of the model:
x(1) = L[x(0), Bq(0), Tu(0)]. (B.1)
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Upon closer inspection, this time step has two parts: the specification of the initial
conditions, then the forward step of the model dynamics. The specification of the initial
conditions of the forward model could be written as a separate model step:
x(0) = qi(0) + ui(0) (B.2)
where qi(0) is the first guess of the initial conditions, and ui(0) is a control adjustment
to the initial conditions. Furthermore, this statement could be added explicitly to the
Lagrangian function with a preceding Lagrange multiplier:
-= f I [E(t)x(t) - y(t)]T W(t) [E(t)x(t) - y(t)]
+ Elf-'u(t)TQ(t)u(t)
- E= lit(t + 1)T{x(t + 1) - L[x(t), Bq(t), Fu(t)]}
-p(0)T{x(0) - qi(0) - ui(0)}. (B.3)
where t(O) will be shown to be a judicious choice for the new Lagrange multiplier. The
adjoint equation for the timestep from t = 1 to t = 0 is slightly changed. This adjoint
model timestep is recovered by setting the derivative of J with respect to x(O) equal to
zero:
x(0) = A(0) + (8x(0)) T(1) = 0, (B.4)
&x(0) a(0
and rearranging,
P(= (0 x(0))i (B.5)
With a backwards sweep of the adjoint model, the Lagrange multiplier at t = 0 is
computable. The meaning of pz(0) is seen as:
aJ_
qi(0) - t(0), (B.6)
the sensitivity of the cost function with respect to the initial conditions. This relation-
ship, derived through the formal mathematics, is easily seen in the numerical code.
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A similar idea can be used at any timestep. Consider an additive perturbation to the
state as a hypothetical control variable u*(t), which is not penalized in the Lagrangian
function and not part of the original controls, u(t). The additive perturbation is applied
in the model:
x(t + 1) = L[x(t), Bq(t), Lu(t)] + u*(t + 1) (B.7)
The Lagrangian function is now rewritten as:
J = Z 1 [E(t)x(t) - y(t)]T W(t) [E(t)x(t) - y(t)]
+ Ztf1 u(t)T Q(t)u(t)
- Etif p(t + 1)T {x(t + 1) - L[x(t), Bq(t), Fu(t)] - u*(t + 1)} (B.8)
The meaning of the Lagrange multipliers for times 1 < t < tf is elucidated:
u(t= p). (B.9)Bu* (t)
The Lagrange multiplier is the sensitivity of the cost function to an additive perturbation
of the state at its respective time. In other words, the Lagrange multiplier gives the
influence of each state element as if it were independently adjustable.
The previous result is important when interpreting the time history of the adjoint
state (i.e., Figure 3-17). The adjoint state is interpreted as the sensitivity of J to x(t).
This sensitivity has the same magnitude as the sensitivity to initial conditions of a model
trajectory of tf - t time units.
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Appendix C
Chaotic dynamics of the forced,
nonlinear pendulum
The forced, nonlinear pendulum is a simple system that is chaotic. If periodic forcing
is added to the nonlinear pendulum, its dynamics are governed by:
d20 d9
dt2 + si() =F (C.1)
where F = g COS(Wdt), and q is a damping coefficient. The continuous-time state space
realization of the system is:
dw
dt
= -q w - sin(O) + g cos(#)
dO
- = W
dt
dp
di
= Wd
(C.2)
(C.3)
(C.4)
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Perturbation growth with time
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Figure C-1: Growth of an initial perturbation in the forced, nonlinear pendulum. Upper
The time evolution of the displacement angle, 0, for two pendulums with initial angle
separation of 0.01 radians. The model trajectories diverge after fifty seconds due to
chaotic dynamics. Lower: The time evolution of the magnitude of an infinitesimal
perturbation of 0 as calculated by the tangent linear model. The growth is exponential
for an indefinite period of time, 160(t)I = 0.0leAt, characteristic of a chaotic system.
where the state includes 0 as the displacement angle, w the angular velocity, and # the
phase of the forcing. The linearized continuous-time propagator is:
) -q -cos(O) -g sin(4)
= n) 0 0 (C.5)
0 0 0
which has a maximum eigenvalue of A = 0.67 for the sample point [w, 0, #] = [1.29, -2.96, 333.35].
The dynamics are unstable at this point and many other points in phase space.
As an aside, the previous argument assumes that the nonlinear model is linearized
around a fixed state, but this is not accurate for a dynamic model. Instability of the
linearized model is not a sufficient condition for chaos and unbounded exponential growth
of perturbations. The magnitude of the difference between two trajectories is actually
determined by the greatest singular value of the linearized model. For the pendulum,
this explains why the perturbation's magnitude grows with an exponent of A = 0.13
(Figure C-1, lower panel) instead of the largest eigenvalue, A = 0.67, at our sample
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point. Furthermore, Lyapunov exponents are related to the singular values of the matrix
over long integration times, and they describe the exponential divergence of neighboring
particles around the entire state space (Palmer 1996). The nonlinear pendulum does
have a positive Lyapunov exponent, a more exact test for chaotic dynamics.
Nearly-nondifferentiable dynamics can result from chaos. Here, chaos is defined as
the sensitive dependence on initial conditions (Lorenz 1963; Gauthier 1992). A slight
perturbation to the state, 1w, 0, #], means that the model never returns to the original
trajectory. Although the cost function itself has a physical bound, no bound exists for the
gradients of the cost function of a long time-integration of a chaotic model (Figure C-
2). Eventually, the Lagrange multipliers are so large that they are incalculable by a
numerical implementation of the adjoint equations; the model is nearly nondifferentiable.
Nonlinear, Chaotic Pendulum: Lagrange multipliers
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Figure C-2: The evolution of the Lagrange multipliers of the nonlinear, chaotic pendulum
(g = 1.15) with reversed time. The maximum Lagrange multiplier, I p(t)||co, increases
exponentially. Compare to Figure 3-18.
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Appendix D
Isopycnal analysis in a z-coordinate
state estimate
Isopycnal analysis of the z-coordinate (or level coordinate) state estimate follows the
numerical model analysis in Appendices A and B of Marshall et al. (1999). A few
modifications have been made to the analysis here, in an effort to reduce diagnostic
errors and in order to apply the treatment to a regional model.
One extension to the work of Marshall et al. (1999) is discussed next. The water-
mass subduction rate is never explicitly calculated in Marshall et al. (1999). Here,
the exact diagnosis is more complicated due to open boundary sources. The recipe for
calculating M(u, t) follows. Define the base of the control volume, H(x, y), to be the
depth of the mixed layer. Outside of the regional boundaries, set H(x, y) = 0. The
volume flux at density less than - across the surface defined by H(x, y) is M(U, t).
There are two sources to M(o-, t):
M(U, t) = MB(-, t) - S(o, t), (D.1)
the volume flux across the lateral boundary, MB (o, t), and the volume flux across the
horizontally-varying bottom boundary, S(u, t). When diagnosed on the C-grid of the
MIT GCM and state estimate,
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M(o, t)
= Eijk u(i, j, k, t) - ayz(1- 1/2, j, k) -HMLu (on, , j, k, t)
+Eijk v(ij - 1/2, k,t) -azz(i,j - 1/2,k) - HML,(Un,iik, t)
+Eijk w(i, j, k - 1/2, t) - axy (i, j) - IML. (on, i, j, k, t), (D.2)
where aYx2,y, is the area of the respective grid face and LIMLuVW is a boxcar function.
The velocity is defined on a staggered grid relative to the tracer and density fields.
Hence, coordinates with 1/2 refer to grid faces, not the center of grid cells. Density
values must be interpolated to grid faces, and a simple linear scheme is used here. From
above, the boxcar function, HMLu, for example, is defined by:
o-(i - 1, j, k, t) < on
H(i - 1, j) < z(k) < H(i,7 j)
f H M L u ( U n , i , o ~ - ,7 ,, k , U) < o -( .3
-1if
H(i - 1, j) > z(k) > H(i, j)
0 otherwise
Boxcar functions for the other components of velocity follow in a similar way.
S(u, t) must still be isolated from M(u, t). Replace the full velocity field with the
open boundary velocity field, (u, v, w) = (UB, VB, 0), and reevaluate Equation (D.2) to
estimate the open boundary volume flux, MB (o, t). Then, the water-mass subduction
rate is deduced by subtraction (Equation (D.1)).
To eliminate any linear interpolation in density space, the analysis of the diapycnal
advective flux has been modified. Instead of computing the flux across the bounding
isopycnals of a density bin, we compute the advective flux across the same set of density
contours that are used in Equation (D.2). Then, the equation for A(o, t) is identical to
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Appendix A of Marshall et al. (1999), except the boxcar function is redefined:
H(a, i, j, k,t)) =
1 if{
-1 if
0
o-( -1,jk, t) < o-n <Uo(i, j, k, t)
z(k) < H(i, j)
z(k) < H(i - 1, j)
o-(i, j, k, t) < a-, < o-(i - 1, j, k, t)
z(k) < H(i, j)
z(k) < H(i - 1, j)
otherwise
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(D.5)
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